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1. Purpose.—The purpose of these regulations is to furnish to
the Army general information of a technical nature as to all 
kinds of ammunition, and general instructions for handling
ammunition.
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2. Scope.—a. Sections I to X describe ammunition in general terms 
and give such technical information as is more or less general to all 
kinds. Sections XI to XX give detailed instructions for the storage, 
handling, identification, maintenance, surveillance, shipment, etc.

b. Detailed descriptions of ammunition giving the characteristics 
of particular lands and their individual markings, and special 
instructions are contained in the Technical Regulations for ammuni
tion for each caliber and type of weapon, for bombs, for grenades, 
and for pyrotechnics.

3. Use.—a. These regulations are primarily intended for officers 
whose duties require them to handle ammunition. They should 
serve, however, as a valuable reference in training enlisted and 
civilian personnel.

b, All officers, enlisted men, and civilian personnel of the Ord
nance Department who handle ammunition will be thoroughly 
familiar with the provisions of these regulations.

4. IXEandatory provisions.—The following is a resume of the 
mandatory provisions of these regulations:

Paragraph 7 b. Safety precautions concerning black powder.
Paragraph 31 e. Care in handling and assembling fuzes.
Paragraph 33 d, Treatment and disposition of fired cartridge 

cases.
Paragraph 33 f. Propelling charges fired as received. Blending 

not ordinarily done.
Paragraph 33 z. Precautions in firing cannon of 6-inch or larger 

caliber.
Paragraph 33 j. Size of reduced charges.
Paragraph 62. Storage caution for white phosphorus grenades.
Paragraph 78 d. Fire fighting.
Paragraph 79. General safety rules in handling and storing am

munition.
Paragraph 84. Precautions in repairing magazines.
Paragraphs 87-95, inclusive. Quantity-distance requirements.
Paragraph 97. Packing of explosives.
Paragraph 98. Marking.
Paragraphs 99.100. 102. and 103. Interstate Commerce Commission 

regulations regarding shipment by rail.
Paragraph 104. Shipment by water.
Paragraph 105. Shipment by motor truck.
Paragraph 106. Handling explosives.
Paragraph 107 c. Repair and use of containers.
Paragraphs 108 and 109. Storage chart.
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Paragraph 110. Piling and stacking.
Paragraph 111 5. Damaged containers.
Paragraph 112. Saluting charges. Practice bomb charges and 

smoke puff charges.
Paragraphs 113 and 114. Xonsparking metal tools.
Paragraph 115 5. Examination of containers.
Paragraphs 115 <• and 117 c. Violet-paper rest.
Paragraph 115 //. Repainting of containers.
Paragraph 118 5 and r. Piling of shell loaded with T. X. T. or 

amatol.
Paragraph 118 e. Exudation.
Paragraph 119. Storage of bombs.
Paragraph 120. Storage of fuzes and primers.
Paragraph 122. Pyrotechnics.
Paragraph 123. Storage of chemical ammunition.
Paragraph 140 5. Examination of representative samples.
Paragraph 140 c. Reports of accidents.
Paragraph 141 d. Replacement of defective small-arms ammuni

tion.
Paragraph 141 e. Lodged bullet.
Paragraph 142 a. Removal of fuze covers.
Paragraph 142 Z>. Artillery ammunition at the gun.
Paragraph 142 e. Examination of ammunition before firing.
Paragraph 142 d (1). Removal of loaded projectiles from bore.
Paragraph 142 d (2). Precautions in ease of mislire.
Paragraph 142 d (3). Erratic pressures.
Paragraph 142 d (6). Handling of duds.
Paragraph 142// (7). Prematures.
Paragraph 142 e. Expending of complete propelling charges.
Paragraph 143. Pyrotechnics and grenades on the firing line.
Paragraph 145. Priority in use of ammunition.
Paragraph 146. Protection of personnel.
Paragraph 147. Firing from mask of trees.
Paragraph 151. Blending.
Paragraph 152. Unloading shell.
Paragraph 154 a. Safety rules in establishing dumps.
Paragraph 1545. Fire marshal for ammunition depot and dumps.
Paragraph 154 <?. Spontaneous combustion.
Paragraph 154 d. Protection from the elements.
Paragraph 156. Precautions with gas shell.
Paragraphs 157-170. inclusive. Destroying unserviceable ammu

nition and duds.
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5. Definitions.—a. The term u magazine ” as used herein means 
any structure, regardless of its originally planned use. which is used 
for storage of ammunition.

b. The term ammunition *’ includes small arms, artillery, and 
trench-mortar ammunition, bombs, grenades, pyrotechnics, and com
ponents and accessories of ammunition.

Section II

MILITARY EXPLOSIVES
Paragraph

General_______________________________ _________________________
Black powder________________________________________________________ 7
T. N. T. (tri-nitro-toluene or tri-nitro-toluol)----------------------------------------- 8
Amatol______________________________________________________________ $
Explosive D (ammonium picrate)-------------------------------------------------------- 10
Tetryl (tri-nitro-phenyl-methyl-nitrainine)-------------------------------------------- 11
Mercury fulminate___________________________________________________ 12
E. C. blank fire--------------------------    13

6. General.—a. An explosive is a solid, liquid, or gaseous sub
stance or mixture which may. upon the application of heat or a blow 
to a small portion of the mass, be converted in a very short interval 
of time into other stable substances, largely gaseous.

b. Military explosives are generally classified as low explosives and 
high explosives.

(1) A low explosive is one in which the explosion is in the nature 
of ordinary combustion. The time required to complete the explo
sion is relatively large as compared to the time for detonating ex
plosives, and this time varies greatly according to the degree of 
confinement of the gases evolved by the combustion. In other words, 
the greater the pressure of these gases the more rapid will be the 
combustion. The explosion of low explosives is brought about by 
simple ignition, that is. by contact with the flame from a primer, etc. 
Black powder is a typical low explosive.

(2) A high explosive is one in which the explosion is spoken of 
as a detonation. In this explosion the material does not burn, but 
the action takes place almost simultaneously throughout the mass. 
The disruptive or shattering effect is much greater than that of a 
low explosive because of the extremely short time involved in the 
detonation. It sometimes occurs that the detonation is not properly 
started, or that due to low density or poor contact between the vari
ous parts of the explosive, it loses its initial rate of detonation; in 
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such cases the explosion is called a “ low-order ” detonation. Obvi
ously. there can be no sharp distinction between a high and a low 
order detonation. In general, however, a low-order explosion can be 
distinguished by the lesser noise. In the case of T. X. T. or explosive 
D filled shell, a high-order detonation gives a black smoke, whereas 
a low-order detonation yields, with T. X. T.. a light gray smoke, and 
with explosive D. a yellow smoke. Some high explosives can be 
ignited by a flame. in which case they will burn more or less fiercely 
according to the degree of confinement. If too much confined the 
burning may develop into a low-order detonation. On the other 
hand, there are certain high explosives known as initiating ex
plosives “ which will not burn, but detonate at once upon ignition. 
Such explosives, mercury fulminate being the best example, are used 
to initiate a detonation in other high explosives, the detonation of 
the initiator being started by flame from a primer, by a blow, or by 
a heated wire.

c. The principal military explosives used in ammunition are black 
powder. T. X. T.. amatol, explosive D. tetryl, and fulminate of 
mercury. A complete description of these explosives and their man
ufacture is set forth in W. D. Document Xo. 947, Military Explosives, 
and only those general characteristics with which line organizations 
should be familiar are included in these regulations.

7. Black powder.—a. General characteristics.—Black powder is 
a low explosive. It is an intimate mixture of finely pulverized salt
peter, charcoal, and sulphur made up usually in the form of small 
black grains, which are polished by glazing with graphite. It is 
subject to rapid deterioration in the presence of moisture, but if 
kept dry retains its explosive properties indefinitely. It is one of 
the most dangerous explosives to handle because it is so easily ignited 
by heat, friction, or spark.

Z>. Precautions.—Because of the ease with which black powder can 
be ignited by sparks the following safety precautions will always be 
enforced and obeyed when black powder in cans or bags, or in any 
form in which it is not absolutely protected against sparks, is 
handled:

(1) Only tools which do not cause sparks (wood and bronze 
tools) will be used.

(2) Shoes without exposed metal nails and plates will be worn. 
If rubber shoes are worn, employees will frequently discharge any 
static charge of electricity in their bodies by touching metal objects 
located outside of the zone in which a spark might ignite the powder.
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(3) Black powder grains spilled on floors or benches or sifting 
from damaged ammunition and containers will be carefully collected 
and destroyed by dumping them in water.

(4) Empty containers which have contained loose black powder 
will be washed out with water or destroyed by dumping them in 
water.

(5) Black powder will never be handled or stored in a barracks, 
general supply room, inhabited building, or in any building heated 
by stoves or open tires.

c. Grades.—The following table gives the different grades of black 
powder and their uses. In all of these grades the grains are glazed 
with graphite unless stated otherwise in the table.

Designation i Uses

Army black powder: i
Grade A— j

No. 1........  i All igniting and saluting charges.
No. 3.................... j All primers except as noted for grade 4.
No. 4______ ________ ! Base charges for shrapnei: base charges for fuzes: friction primers M1914:

electric primers.
Nos. 5 and 6 (ungiazed).-.J Pellets for primers and fuzes.
No. 7 (unglazed)............... J Time-train rings of fuzes, i>eilets for delay-action fuzes.

8. T. IT. T. (tri-nitro-toluene or tri-nitro-toluol).—a. Gen
eral characteristics.—T. X. T. is a high explosive. It is known as 
triton, trotyl, tolite, trinol, tritolo, etc. In appearance it resembles 
powdered maple or brown sugar. When pure it varies in color from 
white to pale yellow, but if impurities are present it varies from 
yellow to brown. It has a bitter taste. It is stable and does not 
absorb moisture or form sensitive compounds with metals. It is 
quite insensitive to blows or friction, but can be detonated by severe 
impact between metal surfaces. When it is ignited it will usually 
burn if unconfined, but confined as in a shell or bomb it detonates. 
It is readily detonated by fulminate of mercury, tetryl, and other 
similar high explosives. If contained in a wooden box it is usually 
impossible to detonate it by impact from rifle bullets. It is a very 
satisfactory military explosive  because it is easily melted and poured 
into a shell or bomb to form a solid crystalline explosive charge, and 
ammunition loaded with T. X. T. can be stored, handled, and 
shipped with comparative safety. r

*

Z>. Exudation.—Some ammunition loaded with T. X. T. when 
stored in warm climates or subjected to warm summer temperatures 
may exude an oily brown liquid. This exudate oozes out around the 
threads at the nose of the shell, and if excessive may form a pool 
of exudate on the floor. The exact cause of this exudation has not 
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been, definitely determined, but may be due to impurities in the 
T. X. T. Exuding shell should be reported to the corps area or 
department ordnance officer, who will give the necessary instructions 
for their use or disposition. The exudate is inflammable and may 
carry small particles of T. X. T.: pools of exudate should be re
moved by scrubbing the floor with hot water.

c. Use.—T. X. T. is used as a bursting charge for dteil and bombs, 
for parts of certain shell and bomb boosters, for naval submarine 
mines and depth charges, and for demolition work. The triton 
blocks used by the Corps of Engineers are blocks of pressed T. X. T., 
copper plated.

9. Amatol.—a. General characteristics.—Amatol is a high explo
sive which has approximately the >ame general characteristics as 
T. X. T. It is a mechanical mixture of ammonium nitrate and 
T. X. T. It is a yellow or brownish crystalline explosive with ap
proximately the same rate of detonation and strength as T. X. T. 
It absorbs moisture. It may be detonated by severe impact or by the 
penetration of a rifle bullet. It is readily detonated by fulminate 
of mercury and other high explosives. It has no tendency to form 
dangerous compounds with metals, except copper and tin, and is 
less subject to exudation than T. X. T.

Z>. Kinds.—There are two kinds of amatol, amatol 50-50 (AMA 
50-50) and amatol 80-20 (AMA 80-20). The former is 50 per cent 
ammonium nitrate and 50 per cent T. X. T.: the latter is 80 per cent 
ammonium nitrate and 20 per cent T. X. T. Amatol 50-50 when hot 
is sufficiently fluid to permit of its being poured or cast like T. X. T.. 
but amatol 80-20 when hot is a plastic material and so is pressed 
into shell or bombs.

c. Use.—Due to the shortage of toluene during 1917—18. amatol 
after exhaustive tests was adopted and used as a bursting charge 
for shell and bombs. Amatol 50-50 was used in the smaller sizes 
of shell (75-inm. to 4.7-inch) and amatol 80-20 in the larger sizes.

10. Explosive D (ammonium picrate).—a. General character
istics.—Explosive D is a high explosive. It is a crystalline explosive 
varying in color from yellow to orange-brown. It is subject to de
terioration in the presence of moisture and is soluble in water and 
alcohol. It is very bitter to the taste and stains the clothing and skin 
yellow. It does not melt but decomposes when heated and explodes. 
It reacts with metals slowly. It is very insensitive to shock or bullet 
impact. It is difficult to detonate but burns readily like tar or resin.

7
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Explosive D is one of the most satisfactory explosives developed 
for military use, principally because it can be pressed to high den
sities with comparative safety and at such densities will stand severe 
shocks and stresses without detonating.

Use.—It is used as a bursting charge for armor-piercing and 
other types of projectiles which must withstand severe shocks and 
stresses before detonating.

11. Tetryl (tri - ni tro-phenyl-methyl-nitramine ).—a. Gen
eral ehar act eristics.—Tetryl is a high explosive. It is a yellow crys
talline explosive, soluble in benzine. It has no taste. When heated it 
first melts and then decomposes and explodes. It burns readily and 
is more easily detonated than T. X. T. or explosive D. It ignites 
from friction, shock, spark, or bullet impact.

6. Use.—Because of the comparative ease with which it is det
onated by mercury fulminate it is used principally in fuze and 
booster systems to insure complete detonation of the shell or bomb 
bursting charge. It may be pressed directly into the fuze or 
booster, but it is usually pressed into pellets which are then loaded 
into the fuze or booster.

12. Mercury fulminate.—a. General characteristics.—Mercury 
fulminate is a high explosive. It is white when pure, but usually 
has a faint brownish yellow or grayish tint. It is extremely sensitive 
to heat, friction, spark, or shock, completely detonating in nearly 
every instance. It is soluble in alcohol, ammonium hydroxide, and 
hot water.

Z>. Use.—Mercury fulminate is one of the most satisfactory explo
sives for detonating other explosives. It is used in primers and 
detonators and is the detonating element for all detonating fuzes.

13. E. C. blank fire.—a. General character sties.—E. C. blank 
fire is a low explosive. It is usually orange or pink in color. In 
shape and form it resembles coarse sand, though it is soft and light. 
It is sensitive to friction, shock, or heat, and ignites upon impact 
from rifle bullets. It is a mixture of guncotton and nitrates and so 
burns extremely rapidly in the open, detonating if confined. It ab
sorbs moisture readily and so must be protected from the atmosphere. 
It is usually exploded by flame from a primer or fuze.

?>. jj8Ct—E. C. blank fire is used in caliber .30 blank ammunition 
and in fragmentation hand grenades.

8
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Section III

SMOKELESS POWDER
Panora ph

General------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 14
Smokeless powder for cannon________________________________________  15
Smokeless powder for small-arms ammunition___________________________ 1G
Smokeless, flashless, nonhygroscopic powders___________________________ 17

14. General.—A complete description of the characteristics and 
manufacture of smokeless powder will be found in W. D. Document 
No. 947. Military Explosives. These regulations contain only that 
general information necessary for proper handling.

15. Smokeless powder for cannon.—a. General characteris
tics.—The standard service smokeless powder for Army cannon is a 
nitrocellulose powder. It is made by treating cotton with nitric acid 
to form nitrocellulose, and after the nitrocellulose has been colioicled 
in a mixture of ether and alcohol it is subjected to heavy pressure, 
grained, and dried until only a certain percentage of the solvent and 
moisture remains. In service, nitrocellulose powrier appears in the 
form of cylindrical grains with one or seven axial perforations. The 
size of the grain, diameter, length, and web thickness vary with the 
caliber of the cannon in which it is to be used. The critical dimen
sion is the web size or thickness of the powder between the per
forations. In color the grains vary from a light amber to a deep 
brown or black. Figure 1® shows typical grains for some of the vari
ous calibers of Army cannon: Figure 1 ® shows the manner in which 
a grain of powder burns. Unconfined smokeless powder burns like 
celluloid with little ash or smoke, but confined, as in the powder 
chamber of a cannon, the rate of burning increases with the tem
perature and pressure. It will usually become ignited by impact 
from rifle bullets.

b. Solvent.—Smokeless powder is manufactured to contain in the 
finished grains a definite amount of solvent. If there is a marked 
change in the amount of solvent, a change in ballistics will result. 
To guard against such changes smokeless powder is always packed 
in air-tight containers and must be carefully protected against 
changes in temperature, high temperatures, and moisture. When a 
container of smokeless powder is opened the characteristic odor of 
ether and alcohol vapors will be noticed. This is an entirely normal 
condition, but the container should be immediately closed to prevent 
the escape of these vapors.

c. Use.—Nitrocellulose smokeless powder is used as the propelling 
charge for fixed and separate loading ammunition for Army cannon.

9
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A primer containing a charge of black powder or a primer and an 
igniting charge of black powder are required to ignite propelling 
charges.

16. Smokeless powder for small-arms ammunition.—a. Gen
eral characteristics.—There are two general classes of small-arms 
powders—nitrocellulose powders and nitroglycerin powders. The 
nitrocellulose powders are similar in all respects to rhe nitrocellulose 
powders for cannon except that they are usually coated with a small 
percentage of graphite to make them free Mowing and are made in 
the form of cylindrical single-perforated grains or round flakes. 
Nitroglycerin powders are a mixture of nitrocellulose with nitro
glycerin. Like nitrocellulose powders they appear in the form of 
cylindrical monoperforated grains or round or square Hakes. Ballis
tite used in 12-gauge shotgun shell and in the propelling charges for 
3-inch trench-mortar ammunition is a typical nitroglycerin powder. 
Ballistite will detonate from bullet impact. Other small-arms pow
ders will usually burn after such impact, particularly if the bullet is 
stopped within the powder container.

Z>. Solvent.—Small-arms powders like cannon powders are packed 
in air-tight containers and must be protected against variations in 
temperature, high temperatures, and moisture. As the grains are of 
small size they are. under adverse conditions, subject to more rapid 
deterioration than cannon powders.

c. Use.—Small-arms powder is used as the propelling charge in 
the cartridges for shoulder rifles, automatic rifles, machine rifles, 
machine guns, subcaliber tubes for cannon, pistols, revolvers, and 
shotguns, and also as rhe propelling charge for trench-mortar 
ammunition. Occasionally it is used in 37-mm. ammunition.

17. Smokeless, flashless, nonhygroscopic powders.—Smoke
less. flashless, nonhygroscopic powders are a recent development and 
are now being used in limited quantities when new ammunition is 
manufactured. They are nitrocellulose powders for small-arms and 
cannon ammunition and are similar in appearance to the standard 
nitrocellulose powders.. They are designated as FNH powders, 
if both flashless and nonhygroscopic, or NH if they are merely 
nonhygroscopic.

11
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Section IV

CHEMICAL AGENTS
Paragraph

Types----------------------------------------------  18
Harassing chemicals----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Obscuring agents--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 2$
Methods of projection_________________________________________________  -1
Effect on metals______________________________________________________  --
Additional information------------------------------   23

18. Types.—a. The subject of ammunition is not complete with
out including chemical ammunition. The different types of chemical 
fillings may be classed as follows:

(1) Harassing chemicals, usually designated as gas.
(2) Obscuring chemicals, usually designated as smoke.

Z>. The general term “ chemical agent ” as now used embraces all 
the above-mentioned chemicals. This term was devised to replace 
the term “ gas.” inasmuch as these chemicals include liquids and 
solids as well as gases. In order to realize the value of the employ
ment of chemical agents in military operations and the need for 
measures for protection against chemical agents, a knowledge of 
their physical, chemical, and physiological properties and their be
havior upon release from the container is essential.

19. Harassing chemicals.—a. Harassing chemicals are the so- 
called lachrymators or tear producers. These are subdivided into 
two general types, based upon their persistency or effective period, as 
follows:

(1) N on persistent.—A nonpersistent chemical agent when re
leased from the container by detonation, volatilization, or otherwise 
immediately becomes entirely gas or entirely a solid. If it becomes 
entirely a gas, it will dissipate very quickly. If it becomes a solid, it 
will either fall to the ground as such or form a smoke, according to 
how finely it is divided upon release. In either case, however, its 
effective period is limited to a few minutes.

(2) Persistent.—The persistent group of harassing agents are 
liquids of high boiling point or solids which slowly vaporize when 
exposed to air. The rate of vaporization determines the relative per
sistency, which may vary from a few hours to two weeks or more.

Z>. At the present time chloracetophenone (C. N.) is the only stand
ard lachrymator. This chemical is a white crystalline solid under 
normal conditions. When exposed to the air it slowly vaporizes. 
When used in solid form, therefore, it is highly persistent. If this 
chemical is dissolved in a suitable solvent, however, and the solution

12
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released from the container by detonation, or if the solid is released 
from the container by volatilization, the chemical is transformed 
completely into vapor and as such is non persistent. In this case, 
therefore, one chemical can be used for both persistent and nonper- 
sistent effect.

20. Obscuring’ agents.—Obscuring agents are nontoxic smokes. 
A smoke is a cloud <>f minute -olid particles -usponded in the air. 
Smokes are, therefore, by their physical nature, non persistent. The 
use of smoke has been found to be of great value in modern warfare. 
It confers many of the advantages which are to be gained by con
ducting operations at night while few of the disadvantages are 
present. Smoke screens may be employed to mask known enemy 
observation posts; to conceal and protect the front or flanks of attack
ing troops from enemy observation, and to blind hostile machine 
guns. There are three standard smokes at present, namely, white 
phosphorus (W. P.), titanium tetrachloride (F. Af.), and the H. C. 
smoke mixture. White phosphorus when released from the con
tainer takes fire spontaneously and the combustion produces a dense 
white smoke of very high obscuring power. It also has some incen
diary effect oAving to this combustion. Titanium tetrachloride is a 
nearly colorless liquid which, when released in the air, forms a dense 
white smoke cloud. It has no incendiary or casualty effect. This 
chemical may be used by any weapon for the production of smoke, 
but is particularly adapted for use by the Air Corps, for it can be 
sprayed from an airplane to form either a vertical or horizontal 
smoke curtain. The H. C. smoke mixture is a solid chemical which 
when ignited will burn with the formation of a dense white smoke. 
It is particularly adapted to candles and nonfragmenting containers 
of all types.

21. Methods of projection.—The principal methods of placing 
chemical agents on the target are the artillery shell. Livens pro
jector shell, trench-mortar shell, candles, grenades, airplane bombs, 
and airplane spraying devices. The physical properties of the dif
ferent chemical agents vary to such an extent that no single method 
of projection is equally efficient in all cases.

22. Effect on metals.—Some chemical agents are very corrosive. 
Rifles and machine guns must be cleaned after a gas attack and then 
reoiled. Oil cleaning will prevent corrosion for 12 hours or more, 
but the first available opportunity must be taken to dismantle the 
gun and clean all pails in boiling water containing a little soda. If 
this is not done, corrosion continues slowly, even after oil-cleaning,

13-
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and may ultimately put the gun out of action. Chemical agents, 
also, in certain cases, attack food and water.

23. Additional information.—Additional information in re
gard to the characteristics of chemical agents can be found in 
TR 155—5.

Section V

ARTILLERY AMMUNITION
Paragraph

General description and classes______________________________________  24
Sheil ammunition____________________________________________________  25
Shrapnel ammunition________________________________________________  26
Canister ammunition_________________________________________________  27
Complete round elements and classification____________________________  28
Projectiles___________________________________________________________  29
Adapters and boosters_______________________________________________  30
Fuzes_______________________________________________________________  31
Primers_____________________________________________________________  32
Propelling charges___________________________________________________  33
Drill and subcaliber and saluting ammunition----------------------------------------- 34
Marking_____________________________________________________________  35
Packing_____________________________________________________________  36

24. General description and classes.—Artillery ammunition as 
covered in this section includes the ammunition for cannon of all 
calibers larger than 1 inch, the exception to this classification being 
the ammunition for certain trench-warfare weapons developed dur
ing the late war. The technical unit adopted in artillery ammunition 
for purposes of description and supply is known as the complete 
round. By this is meant the group of components necessary to fire 
the gun once. A classification of artillery ammunition results from 
the design of the projectile as influenced by the tactical use for 
which it is intended, and there are two general types known as shell 
and shrapnel. The term “ shot ” as now used applies exclusively to 
an armor-piercing projectile with relatively thick walls and a cor
respondingly reduced explosive cavity. This is no longer an au
thorized designation, but there are still a number so designated in the 
service.

25. Shell ammunition.—Shell, in turn, are designated to indi
cate the kind of explosive or other material contained in the cavity.

a. Low-explosive shell.—Nearly all shell of earlier design were 
filled with black powder, a low explosive. Certain shell for 37-mm. 
and 2.24-inch guns are the only types now found in service using 
black powder as a bursting charge.

14
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&. High-explosive shell.—The greater number of shell used with 
mobile artillery are common steel high-explosive shell. The explosive 
fillings which have been .used in the high-explosive shell now in 
service are T. X. T.. explosive D. and amatol, the kind of explosive 
being, in general, stenciled on the shell. The weight of the explosive 
charge is roughly 10 percent of the total weight of the shell. Some 
high-explosive shell have been made of semisteel, which is a high 
grade of cast iron. This material has been used principally to con
serve the supply of steel, and. within certain limitations, a satisfactory 
shell has been produced. Figure 2 shows a tvpical high-explosive 
shell.

Figure 2.—155-mm. high-explosive shell, 31k. I

1. Base cover.
2. Rotating band.
3. Shell.

4. Bursting charge (T. X. T. or amatol).
5. Booster.
0. Adapter.

c. Armor-piercing shell.—As the name implies, armor-piercing 
shell are designed to pierce armor plate. Figure 3 shows a typical 
armor-piercing projectile. It will be noted that the bulk of the 
metal is in front of the cavity, which cavity is small when compared 
with the cavity in a high-explosive shell. This cavity contains ex
plosive D, the weight of which is approximately 2 per cent of the 
total weight of the shell. All armor-piercing projectiles are base 
fuzed with a delay-action type of fuze. Deck-piercing shell are a 
special type of armor-piercing shell with a comparatively thinner 
wall and larger explosive content designed to pierce the relatively 
thin deck armor. It is used with high-angle fire.

d. Chemical shell.—This type of shell differs from the high- 
explosive shell only in regard to the threads for the adapter. These 
threads are tapered, or pipe threads. When the adapter is tightly 
screwed into place a gas-tight joint is formed. This shell is known 
as a chemical shell because of the nature of the filler. The filler 
may be any one of several kinds of chemical agent. (See Sec. IV.)
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When the shell bursts, the filler produces gas and smoke-cloud effect, 
whereas the high-explosive shell depends upon the blast of explosion 
and the fragments of the shell body for effect.

e. Target projectiles.—These are used for training purposes and 
consist ordinarily of a cast-iron projectile of the same shape and 
weight as the service projectile which it simulates. Provision is 
generally made for bringing such projectiles to the proper weight 
by loading sand into a small cavity. Some target projectiles, which 
are intended to simulate service conditions, are loaded with a re
duced amount of explosive. These projectiles are painted blue and 
are thus distinguished from the inert projectiles which are painted 
black.

26. Shrapnel ammunition.—In action the shrapnel projectile is 
really a complete gun in itself. When the time fuze, with which a 
shrapnel is fitted, has burned its predetermined time, the magazine 
charge of the fuze flashes through the central tube and ignites the 
base charge. The head is sheared from the case, which does not 
break up. The diaphragm, bails, and matrix are shot from the case 
with a velocity of about 350 feet per second. This velocity is in 
addition to that of the shrapnel at the time of the burst. The balls 
are projected forward in the form of a cone, due to rotational 
velocity. Figure 4 shows a typical shrapnel.

27. Canister ammunition.—Canister is a very old type of am
munition and now has extremely limited uses. At present, however, 
canister is being used in the 37-mm. and 2.24-inch tank guns. It 
consists essentially of a light metal case, usually tin, filled with 
steel or lead balls. It contains no explosive bursting charge and 
when fired usually bursts shortly after it leaves the muzzle and 
scatters the balls in all directions.

28. Complete round elements and classifications.—a, A com
plete round of ammunition consists in general of a cannon primer, 
a propelling charge and its container, a projectile with adapter and 
booster, and a fuze.

b. When the components of a round of ammunition are assembled 
in a complete unit they are spoken of as fixed ammunition. The 
cartridge case contains the primer and propelling charge, and is 
crimped to the projectile. Nearly all shell in fixed ammunition of 
present design are shipped unfuzed, and it is necessary to insert a 
fuze in the shell before the assembled round is placed in the gun. 
Shrapnel are shipped fuzed. It can therefore be said that a round
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1. Waterproof cover.
2. 21-second combination fuze.
3. Head.
4. Inner tube.
5. Bourrelet.
6. Central tube.
7. Balls.
8. Case.
9. Matrix (resin).

10. Fiber paper cup.
11. Cloth disk.
12. Diaphragm.
13. Rotating band.
14. Base charge (loose black pow

der).

Figure 4.—75-niin. shrapnel
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of fixed ammunition is loaded in the gun in one operation. Fixed 
ammunition has been used in guns of calibers from 37-mm. to about 
4.7-inch. The round should be handled carefully so as not to injure 
the cartridge case or projectile in any way. and dirt or foreign matter 
of any kind should be removed from the round before it is placed 
in the gun. Rounds with cartridge eases or rotating bands deformed 
so as to prevent loading should be turned over to the local ordnance 
representative for disposition. Figure 5 shows .a round of fixed 
ammunition.

c. Semifixed ammunition ditfers from the fixed ammunition in 
that while the projectile and cartridge case are issued assembled 
and are loaded into the gun as a unit, the cartridge case is not per
manently attached to the projectile but may be removed for the 
purpose of adjusting the propelling charge. This type of ammuni
tion is used in howitzer firing where different zones, corresponding 
to different ranges, require different weights of powder charge.

(I. In the larger sizes of guns, where the projectile is heavy and 
the propelling charge correspondingly large, it is necessary to use 
separate loading ammunition. There are two types of separate 
loading ammunition, one. using a brass cartridge case containing 
the primer and propelling charge, designated as " separate loading 
—brass cartridge case,* ’ the other, having the powder assembled 
in one or more bags, with the primer a separate unit, designated as 
" separate loading—bag.**  The former type is loaded in the gun as 
two units, the projectile being first rammed to its seat, followed by 
the cartridge case: the latter is loaded in three or more units depend
ing upon the size of the powder charge, the projectile being rammed 
to its seat followed by one or more units of the powder charge, 
in turn, followed by the insertion of the primer.

29. Projectiles.—A projectile is a missile thrown from a cannon 
by a propelling charge. The projectile generally serves as a carrier 
for an explosive chemical or other material which is to be exploded 
or scattered at the target. A projectile is cylindrical in shape with 
an ogival head, Figure 2 indicating the general shape and elements 
of a typical high-explosive shell.

a. The curved portion of the projectile from the bourrelet to the 
point is termed ;; ogive.**  The radius of ogive is generally expressed 
in calibers.1 The radius of the ogive influences the flight of the

’The diameter of the bore of the gun is known as the caliber, thus, a radius of 2 
calibers equals 2 times the bore of the gun.
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Figure 5.—Assembled round

FUZE INSERTED AT BATTERY

1. Fuze, point detonating, Mk. III.
2. Adapter and booster, Mk. III-B.
3. High-explosive shell, Mk. IV.
4. Bursting charge, T. N. T.

75-mm. ammunition
5. Cartridge case.
6. Propelling charge.
7. 49-grain primer, Mk. I.
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projectiles and in present designs radii between 6 and 9 calibers are 
used.

b. The bourrelet of a projectile is a narrow surface of a diameter 
slightly larger than the body of the projectile and located between 
the body of the projectile and the ogive. This surface is given 
either a ground or extra-smooth machine finish and furnishes a bear
ing or guide for the projectile during its travel in the bore of the 
cannon. The clearance between the diameter of the bourrelet and 
the bore diameter of a new gun varies with the caliber from 0.005 
inch for a 37-mm. projectile to 0.020 inch for a Itf-inch projectile.

c. The rotating band is a ring of copper which is pressed into a 
knurled groove near the base of the projectile. The primary func
tion of the rotating band, acting under the influence of the rifling 
in the bore, is to impart rotation to the projectile and thus to main
tain the stability of the projectile during flight. The rotating band 
likewise acts as a gas check in that it prevents the gases of the pro
pelling charge from escaping past the projectile during its travel in 
the bore of the cannon. The rotating band also serves to seat a 
properly rammed separate loading projectile in the bore of the 
cannon. Considerable trouble has been encountered by poorly 
rammed projectiles slipping back from their seats when the cannon 
is elevated, with a resulting inaccuracy in range and possible dam
age to the bore.

(I. The base is that part of the projectile to the rear of the rotating 
band. A ” square-base " projectile is one in which the portion of 
the projectile in rear of the rotating band is cylindrical. If this 
portion is tapered the base is known as ” boat-tailed." The pres
ence and amount of boat-tailing on a projectile are important influ
ences in its accuracy and range.

e. Every projectile containing high explosive is provided with a 
base cover which is intended to prevent the gases from the propelling 
charge coming in contact with the explosive charges of the shell 
through joints or possible defects in the metal of the base. Figure 
0 shows two types of base covers and the methods of assembly to 
the projectile. Another type, which is coming into use in the smaller 
calibers of point fuzed shell, consists of a thin circular disk of either 
brass or steel sweated to the base of the projectile.
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BASE COVER 
(BEFORE ASSEMBLY)

BASE COVER
■AFTER ASSEMBLY)

F1GTRE 6.—Base rover (small shell)

30. Adapters and boosters.—In general, an adapter is a bush
ing that fits into the nose of the shell and into which may be inserted 
a fuze. Attached to the adapter is a booster casing containing a 
charge of high explosive, which serves to boost the energy liberated 
by the fuze so as to insure detonation of the bursting charge in the 
shell. These assembled components are known as the adapter and 
booster.

a. Adapter and 'booster for high-explosive shell.—The booster 
casing extends well into the loaded shell. The detonation of the 
fuze is transmitted to the explosive charge in the booster. The 
booster, in turn, detonates the explosive charge of the shell. A 
booster contains a comparatively small amount of explosive (usually 
tetryl), which explodes with a high order of detonation. All 
adapters and boosters are assembled in the shell for shipment. In 
place of the fuze there is a suitable plug to keep out all dirt and 
water. In the larger sizes of shell this plug has a ring and is used 
as a lifting plug in transportation. The nose plug also serves to 
reduce the possibilities of detonation when, in case of accident, other 
shells are detonating in the vicinity. Figure 7 shows a typical 
design of adapter and booster.
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Figure 7.—Adapter and booster. Mk. Ill

1. Booster charge (tetryl).
2. Booster casing.
3. Fuze socket.
4. Felt washers.

5. Shell.
G. Adapter.
7. Adapter plug.

Z>. Adapter and booster for chemical shell.—The function of the 
booster in a chemical shell is to break up the shell so that the con
tents may be released and scattered. The booster charge is there
fore greater than in the high-explosive shell booster. The adapter 
is provided with a pipe thread in order that the projectile may be 
made gas tight.

c. Booster for antiaircraft shell.—A special booster for antiair
craft shell has been developed, since these shell are fitted with time 
fuzes instead of the detonating fuzes used with other high-explosive 
shell. It is also a bore-safe detonating device in addition to being 
a booster.

31. Fuzes.—A fuze is a mechanical device, with or without explo
sive elements, which detonates or ignites the charge of a shell, bomb, 
grenade, or other type of projectile at the time and under the cir
cumstances desired.

Fuzes for artillery ammunition are divided into the following 
classes:

Point detonating;
Base detonating;
Time;
Base percussion.

The details of the construction and functioning of these fuzes are 
given in the Technical Regulations for the type of ammunition using 
the fuzes and it is intended, in the following, to give but a general 
description of the characteristics of the various types.

a. J. point-detonating fuze is designed and intended for assembly 
into the nose adapter of the shell. This type of fuze has been 
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habitually shipped separate from the shell or round and is assem
bled into the shell just prior to loading the round into the gun. The 
fuze is intended to function upon impact according to the condi
tions of delay (determined by the design) as follows:

(1) A superquick fuze is designed to burst the shell promptly 
on impact and before it has penetrated. The Aik. Ill point-detonat
ing (P. D.) fuze is of this type and is illustrated in Figure 8. This 
fuze is used in both the high-explosive and chemical shell so that 
the contents or fragments of the shell may be dispersed above the 
ground.

(2) There have also been incorporated in the existing types of 
point-detonating fuzes provisions for obtaining nondelay, short
delay, and long-delay actions. These are represented in the Aiks. 
IV, IV-star, and V fuzes, each of which will permit, by slight change 
in the loading, any of the three types of delay desired. The Mks. 
IV and IV-star fuzes are nearly identical. The Mk. IV is used 
entirely with howitzer ammunition and the Mk. IV-star is a slight 
modification of the Mk. IV to permit the type being successfully 
used with gun ammunition. The Mk. V is likewise intended for gun 
ammunition and is now used exclusively with the 75-mm. gun. The 
nondelay loading gives an appreciable delay as compared with the 
superquick type. The short-delay loading gives a delay of approxi
mately 0.05 second and the long-delay loading gives  a delay of 
approximately 0.15 second. Figure 9 illustrates the Mk. IV P. D. 
fuze.

*

b. A bo^e-detonatin(j (B. fuze is intended for assembly into 
the base of a projectile and for functioning upon impact according 
to the conditions of delay determined by the design. This type of 
fuze in general is used with projectiles for penetrating hard sub
stances such as armor plate, concrete, etc., where a point fuze would 
crush and fail on impact. Base fuzes are normally assembled into 
the projectile at the loading plant. Certain models of this type of 
fuze have in the past been loaded to give either nondelay or delay 
action. In view of the changes which are being made in the develop
ment of this type, there will be found in service a number of models, 
the employment and functioning of which are covered in the detailed 
Technical Regulations for the separate calibers of ammunition. 
Models which will be met in the service are the Aiks. III. V. X, and 
Frankford Arsenal major caliber B. D. fuzes for the larger calibers 
and the Aik. IV Baldwin B. D. fuze for the 37-mm. high-explosive 
shell. The Mk. X B. D. fuze is the latest model developed to meet 
the severe conditions met in armor-piercing projectiles and it is
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1. Half ring or split ring.
2. Spiral.
3. Supporting washer.
4. Brass ribbon.
5. safety pin.
6. Firing pin.
7. Primer.
8. Upper detonator.
9. Fuze body.

10. Central channel.
11. Centrifugal plunger or 

interrupter.
12. Detonator socket.
13. Felt washer.
14. Lower detonator.
15. Tape.
16. Waterproof cover.

FlGUftE 8.—Point detonating I'wze, Mfc. Ill
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Figure 9.—Point detonating fuze, Mks. IV and IV-star
7. Relay powder.
8. Detonator.
9. Percussion primer.

10. Retard spring.
12. Delay pellet.

1. Firing pin.
2. Arming casing.
3. Arming spring.
4. Black-powder pellet.
5. Safety casing.
6. Percussion plunger.

contemplated ultimately to replace with this model all other models 
now used in armor-piercing projectiles of 12-inch caliber and larger. 
Figure 10 shows the Mk. IV Baldwin B. D. fuze, and Figure 11 
shows the Mk. X B. D. fuze.

c. A. time fuze is designed to function at some predetermined time 
after the projectile leaves the gun. Such fuzes are used with anti-

Figure 10.—Minor caliber base-detonating fuze, Mk. IV



Figure 11. Base-detonating fuze, Mk. X
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aircraft high-explosive shell and with shrapnel. The time fuze used 
with shrapnel intended for ground targets is provided also with a 
percussion element which permits functioning on impact if so de
sired or if the time element fails to function. The time fuze is rep
resented by the 21-second antiaircraft time fuze, Mk. Ill, and the 
time-percussion type by the 21-second combination time fuze, 
M1907M. Both of these have powder-train fuzes, the time interval 
being obtained by the time of burning of a powder train, the length 
of which is varied by the setting of the fuze. These fuzes can be 

1. Closing cap.
2. Concussion plunger. 

Resistance ring.
4. Concussion primer.
5. Concussion tiring pin.
6. Upper time-train ring.
7. Powder train.
8. Lower or graduated 

ring.
9. Percussion primer.

10. Channel.

11. Body.
12. Percussion tiring pin.
13. Magazine charge (black pow

der).
14. Percussion plunger.
15. Vents.
16. Powder pellet.
17. Powder pellet.
18. Powder pellet.
19. Waterproof cover.

time-train

set or the setting changed at will by the fuze setter. The fuzes are 
assembled in the rounds as issued. Figure 12 illustrates the 21-second 
combination time fuze. A mechanical time fuze is one in which the 
desired time interval is obtained through a mechanical device rather 
than the burning of powder in time-train rings. Such fuzes are 
being developed, but are not yet issued to the service.

d. A base-percussion fuze has no detonating element and is in
tended for shell having a low-explosive filler. As the name implies, 
this fuze is assembled in the base of the shell and at the loading 
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plant. This fuze is used with the 37-mm. and 2.24-inch low explosive 
shell, which are being issued, until stocks are exhausted, in lieu of 
the high-explosive shell. It is also used with the 2.24-inch target
practice shell which contains a charge of black powder.

e. Precautions in handling fuzes.—All fuzes must be treated as 
delicate mechanisms. The forces imparted to a fuze in the gun. 
which are made use of to actuate the arming mechanism, can be 
simulated by rolling and by dropping, and a fuze 0  armed can be 
fired by an impact which can be simulated by a blow or by dropping. 
Extreme care must therefore be taken in handling and assembling 
fuzes.

*

(1) In cases where it becomes necessary to force a projectile out of 
a cannon, extreme care should be exercised to prevent any of the 
force from being applied against the fuze. The forcing of a pro
jectile out of a cannon other than by firing should be performed un
der the direct supervision of an officer and then only under excep
tional circumstances. Whenever possible a projectile should be fired 
out instead of being forced out by means of force applied to a 
rammer at the muzzle. The practice of removing stuck projec
tiles by force applied to a rammer at the muzzle is a dangerous one 
and should be resorted to only in extreme eases. If it should be 
necessary to use this method, it will be found described in Section 
XVII of these regulations.

(2) In the assembly of fuzes into projectiles inspection should be 
made of the fuze body and threads and also of the adapter and fuze 
cavity in the booster to assure that grit, grease, or foreign material 
is removed. This is necessary to insure proper seating of the fuze 
and to avoid the employment of any great force to seat the fuze. 
Cleaning of the fuze and fuze cavity should be accomplished with a 
piece of cloth and a small stick which can be inserted into the cavity.

(3) When ammunition or projectiles already fuzed are issued to 
the service no attempt should be made to remove the fuzes therefrom 
except upon receipt of special instructions to that effect.

(4) When ammunition or projectiles are issued to the service 
without fuzes already assembled, such point fuzes as may be assem
bled by the using service should be removed before the ammunition 
or projectiles are subjected to transportation or placed in storage.

(5) In no instance should any fuze be taken apart or any part 
removed unless covered by these regulations or especially authorized 
by the Ordnance Department.

(6) In types of ammunition where the fuze is screwed into the 
projectile at the battery position just before firing, the use of a fuze 
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wrench in firmly screwing fuzes into projectiles will greatly reduce 
the number of failures or low-order bursts and thereby increase the 
efficiency of fire. If the fuze is not screwed home securely it may 
drop out in flight. It is important that only the authorized fuze 
wrench be used.

32. Primers.—a. (renerdl.—Primers for propelling charges are 
used to ignite the propelling charge of smokeless powder. The primer 
is loaded with a charge of black powder which, in ammunition for 
small calibers, is sufficient to ignite the propelling charge. In the 
larger calibers additional ignition powder is required. With fixed 
and semifixed ammunition, the primer is forced into the base of the 
cartridge case before loading the propelling charge. With bag- 
loaded (separate loading) charges the primer is inserted in the firing 
mechanism in the breech of the cannon. Primers for separate load
ing ammunition are of the obturating type in that the body of the 
primer is thin so that when the primer charge explodes the primer 
will be expanded and pressed tightly against the surface of the 
primer cavity, thus preventing the escape of propelling charge gases 
to the rear. The general classification of primers is based on the 
method of firing or initiating the ignition, as follows:

Percussion;
F riction;
Electric:
Combination percussion-electric: 
Igniting.

The detailed description and functioning of these types are given 
in the Technical Regulations for the individual types of ammunition, 
but Figure 13 and the following descriptions will indicate the gen
eral characteristics of the various types.

5. The percussion primer is tired by means of a blow from the 
firing pin in the breech mechanism. Cartridge cases are in general 
fitted with this type. Percussion primers are made in several sizes 
for particular calibers of ammunition, the size referring more espe
cially to the weight of the black powder charge; for example, a 
49-grain primer contains an igniting charge of 49 grains of black 
powder. The primer known as a saluting primer is a percussion 
primer of special size.

c. The friction primer, used only in seacoast cannon, is fired by the 
heat generated by pulling the serrated plug attached to the wire 
through the friction composition.

d. The electric primer is likewise used only in seacoast cannon. 
The primer composition is ignited by a wire heated by an electric
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current. In outward appearance the friction and electric primers 
are similar except that the wire of the electric primer is covered with 
black insulating material.

Year of loading Percussion primer

Combination percussion-electric primer

Figure 13

e. The comlinatian percussion-electric primer may be fired either 
electrically or by the blow of a firing pin. The Xavy primer Mk. 
XV All is of this type and is used in certain seacoast guns.

/. The igniting primer is used with subcaliber ammunition. It 
has no initiating primer cap but is provided instead with a hole in 
a dummy percussion cap which allows the igniting flame from the 
service primer to fire the black powder charge in the igniting primer.
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33. Propelling charges.—a. The propelling charge for cannon 
of all calibers is nitrocellulose smokeless powder. The charge for 
each type of ammunition is developed by experimental firing with 

• complete rounds made up similar to the rounds to be issued to the 
service. In this manner there is determined the proper granulation 
(size of powder grain) for producing the desired muzzle velocity 
within the prescribed limits of chamber pressure, and also for a 
chosen lot of suitable powder and the proper weight of powder for 
the entire charge and increments. As a result of previous practice 
or experiments there is also determined the weight of black powder 
for the igniter.

Propelling charges for fixed ammunition are loaded loose in the 
cartridge case. For other types of ammunition the propelling 
charges are loaded into one or more cartridge bags, which in turn 
are placed either in the cartridge case or in a fiber container or 
metal cartridge-storage case.

b. A cartridge case is a brass case with a profile and size to con
form to the powder chamber of the cannon for which the case is in
tended. The head of the case is relatively thick and is provided 
with a flange for the purpose of mechanical extracting and for 
seating the round in the guns. In the center of the head is the 
primer seat, a circular hole into which the primer is seated by 
pressing to make a gas-tight joint. The wall or body of the case is 
relatively thin and of an outside diameter throughout its length 
just slightly less than the diameter of the powder chamber of the 
cannon. The primary function of the cartridge case is to hold the 
propelling charge. In addition, the pressure of the gas generated 
by the burning charge expands the thin body of the case tightly 
against the surface of the chamber of the cannon, thereby prevent
ing the escape of the gas to the rear. The cartridge case for fixed 
and semifixed ammunition likewise serves to hold the projectile, 
which permits the round to be loaded into the gun in one operation. 
In some types of fixed, semifixed, and separate loading brass cart
ridge case ammunition a brass diaphragm is soldered into the mouth 
of the cartridge case to seal the propelling charge against moisture.

c. Distance wadding is sometimes used to hold the propelling 
charge in the rear of the cartridge around the primer so as to secure 
the best ignition results. It consists essentially of a cardboard tube, 
slightly less in diameter than the interior diameter of the cartridge, 
closed on both ends with cardboard disks which are tied in place. Its 
length is just sufficient to fill the space in the cartridge case between 
the top of the powder charge and the diaphragm. It was formerly 
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used in all fixed ammunition, but the only type of ammunition now in 
service which is assembled with distance wadding is 3-inch anti
aircraft ammunition.

<7. Cartridge cases which have been fired ran usually be cleaned, 
resized, and used again. AR 775-10 requires that fired cartridge cases 
be washed in a soda solution, rinsed and dried, and reported to the 
corps area or department ordnance officer for disposition. The 
primers’ are removed and the cases are completely immersed in a hot 
solution of approximately the following composition:

1 gallon water.
2]4 ounces soft soap.
5K> ounces soda.

Figure 5 illustrates a cartridge case as used with an assembled round.
c. In calibers larger than 105-mm. (in general) the use of a cart

ridge case is not practicable and charges are made up in bags. These 
bags are made of cartridge bag cloth and the bags for the igniters of 
cartridge igniter (‘loth. Raw silk has been found to be the most prac
tical material for these cloths in that it has the necessary strength to 
withstand the usual handling of the charge, is almost entirely (con
sumed during the combustion of the propelling powder, and leaves no 
smoldering fragments in the gun. Both cloths are divided into five 
grades according to their respective tensile strengths. being the 
strongest and “ E '* the weakest. Cartridge igniter cloth is woven 
more closely than the cartridge bag cloth to prevent the black powder 
from sifting through the cloth.

(1) Charges are classified according to the number, construction, 
and arrangement of the bags making up a charge, and the following 
types are being used in the service. These types are illustrated in 
Figure 14.

(//) Single section.
(5) Multi-section.

1. Unequal related type.
2. Equal type.
3. Base increment type.

(2) The single-section type consists of one cartridge bag filled 
with propellant powder and either wrapped or laced. A core of 
black powder extends longitudinally through the center of the charge 
connecting with black powder igniter on each end.

(3) The unequal related section type consists of one full charge 
divided into separate bags of fractional proportions to the whole, 
such as 3 one-quarter sections and 2 one-eighth sections. Each sec
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tion contains an igniter pad, but each section may have permanently 
attached a pad containing a proportionate part of the igniter.

(4) The equal-section type consists of one full charge divided into 
a given number of equal sections. As a rule, a separate igniter pad 
for each charge is provided for strapping to the base section.

Single section propelling charge (land)

240-mm. howitzer cartridge bag

155-inui. gun cartridge bag

Figure 14

(5) The equal-section type and the unequal related section type 
have been generally known as aliquot part ’’ charges. They offer 
great flexibility in adjusting charges to obtain desired reduced veloc
ities, particularly the prescribed zone velocities for howitzers and
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mortars. Similar increments made up from different lots of powder 
vary somewhat in weight but have the same ballistic energy and 
therefore may be used interchangeably in the same charge. In the 
case of large-caliber guns, the primary purpose of this division of 
the charge is convenience in handling. They may. however, be used 
for the purpose of adjusting the muzzle velocity, reduced velocities 
beimr sometimes prescribed. When particular compactness and 
rigidity are required. the powder grains are stacked end to end in 
regular layers.

(6) The base and increment type consists of one full charge having 
a base section and one or more increments of the same or different 
weights but of appreciably less weights than that of the base section.

/. Propelling charges for separate loading ammunition will be 
habitually fired as received. Blending will not be resorted to except 
in special cases where the necessity therefor has been approved by 
the Chief of Ordnance and in such event the necessary instructions 
for the blending will be furnished by the Chief of Ordnance.

(f. The protection of the propelling charge from moisture is im
portant and all separate loading charges are therefore stored and 
shipped in substantial waterproof fiber containers or metal cartridge 
storage cases. The cartridge storage cases are cylindrical in shape, 
made of sheet steel, and are painted battleship gray. (See fig. 15.) 
They contain fractions of a charge, unit charges, or several charges, 
depending upon the caliber, as explained in detail in the Technical 
Regulations for the individual types of ammunition. A rubber 
gasket is provided to waterproof the joint between the metal cover 
and the ease. These storage cases are given an air test of 5 pounds 
per square inch to insure their air-tightness. The metal cover is 
protected by a wooden shipping cover. These cases should be handled 
with care, as excessive strain may open the seams of the cases and 
they would no longer be waterproof. The powder is sensitive to 
moisture, and every effort should be made to keep it dry. Storage 
should be in places where the temperature is as near 60° F. as 
possible and in no case should the storage temperature be above 
100° F.

The loaded bags are properly stenciled with suitable data. A 
linen tag. which is removed from the bag before it is inserted in the 
gun, gives data as to lot number, place of manufacture, etc. The 
igniter pad on the propelling charge is protected by a special cloth 
or paper cap. This cap is for shipping purposes only and must be 
removed before the charge is inserted in the gun. It is stenciled
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Figure 15.—Cartridge storage case, Mk. I

1. Clamping spider.
2. Cover.
3. Rubber gasket.
4. Body.

5. Seal.
t>. Wooden shipping cover.
7. Clamp screw.
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“ Primer Protector Cap, Remove Cap Before Inserting in Gun,’’ 
also size and model of the gun in which it is to be used.

A. In firing seacoast or railway cannon, excessive pressures, which 
may be dangerous, are likely to develop if the diameter of the pro
pelling charge or any section thereof is so large as to seriously inter
fere with the projection of the Mame from the igniter to the front of 
the powder chamber by restricting or eliminating the space between 
the top surface of the charge and the top of the chamber wall. Such 
a condition can occur if—

(1) The diameter of the charge as made up is too great.
(2) The sections of the charge are not laced or wrapped tightly 

enough to prevent bulging of the sections when rammed.
(3) Excessive force is used in ramming, especially when the bag 

material has been weakened due to age.
A In addition to the present requirement that the total length of 

charge, when firing maximum service charge, will be at least nine- 
tenths of the length of the powder chamber measured from face of 
mushroom head to base of projectile, the following precautions will 
hereafter be observed in firing seacoast or railway cannon of 6-inch 
or larger caliber:

(1) Each section of the charge will be tightly wrapped or laced.
(2) The powder charge will be inserted in the powder chamber so 

that it will be pushed into place by the mushroom head when the 
breech is closed. This provision is already incorporated in most 
Training Regulations.

(3) The Ordnance Department will furnish gauges for maximum 
charge diameter and after the receipt thereof no charge, or section 
thereof, will exceed the maximum allowable diameter as determined 
by such gauge.

j. Reduced charges will be of the same diameter as the full charge, 
but will not be remade to comply with the requirement as to length 
referred to above.

34. Drill and subcaliber and saluting ammunition.—a. All 
cannon are provided with dummy rounds of ammunition for the 
purpose of training personnel in the rapid and efficient service of 
the cannon. All of such rounds are intended to simulate in physical 
characteristics the actual service round. In the 37-mm. gun. the 
drill round is a service round of ammunition with inert loading. In 
other cannon using fixed or semifixed ammunition the drill round 
is a unit assembly, generally of brass of the same shape as the serv
ice round. In cannon using separate loading ammunition the drill 
round consists of a special drill projectile and a dummy propelling 
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charge of the same weight and arrangement as the service charge 
and made up of wood and lead grains in stout canvas bags. Drill 
ammunition is described in detail in the Technical Regulations on 
this subject.

&. For the purpose of enabling personnel to become familiar with 
the operation of the guns and carriages by actual firing and with
out the expense attendant upon the use of service ammunition, there 
are provided smaller guns or gun barrels to be placed inside of the 
bore of the larger gun. These are called subcaliber tubes and they 
are fitted into the gun in such a manner that the breech of the sub
caliber tube is always in front of the breechblock of the larger gun 
when closed. Fixed ammunition with special projectiles is used 
with the subcaliber tube, the subcaliber ammunition usually being 
fired by the regular firing mechanism of the larger gun. In some 
cases the subcaliber gun is complete with its own breech mechanism 
and may be attached to the outside of the larger gun. Subcaliber 
ammunition is described in detail in the Technical Regulations on 
this subject.

c. Blank ammunition is made up for cannon of calibers up to 
and including 4.7 inches for practice purposes in maneuvers and for 
saluting purposes. The blank round is always made up in a brass 
cartridge case and uses black powder. The details for the prepara
tion and use of blank rounds are given in the Technical Regulations 
on this subject and in Army Regulations.

35. Marking.—a. It is not intended to give here the detailed 
markings to be found on all types and components of ammunition 
and their packing containers since this information is contained in 
the Technical Regulations for each individual type of ammunition. 
Every round or component of ammunition and its container should 
be so marked, by painting, stenciling, or stamping, that certain 
essential information will be available to permit an intelligent hand
ling. storage, and issue of the round or component. This information 
covers the type of ammunition, loading, lot numbers of components: 
and complete round, gun for which the round is intended, muzzle 
velocity, etc. In order that these markings may be readily under
stood, it was essential that a simple and uniform system be adopted. 
Figure 16 shows the typical markings on a complete round (7.5-mm. 
shrapnel). Figure 17, on a shell for a separate loading round (12- 
inch gun), while Figure 18 shows the typical markings on a packing 
container (for Mk. Ill point-detonating fuzes).

6. The outside surface of a projectile, exclusive of the rotating 
band (and portion of the body in rear of the rotating band in fixed
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1. Fuze and waterproof cover 
are stamped with model of 
fuze, lot number, initials or 
symbol of manufacturer, and 
month and year of loading.

2. Caliber and type of cannon 
(G—gun.).

3. Caliber and type of can
non. mark number of <hcapnel. 
lot number of unloaded shrap
nel. initials or symbol of ma
chining plant, and inspection 
marks (stamped on shrapnel, 
under paint).

4. Ammunition lot number 
(stamped on rotating band 
only when loaded shrapnel are 
shipped unfixed).

5. When flashless powder is 
used.

G. Lot number of propelling 
charge powder.

7. Muzzle velocity in feet per 
second ' rectangle as shown 
denotes service charge.*

8. When flashless powder is 
used.

!>. Ammunition lot number.
10. Caliber and type of 

cannon.
11. For stamping on primer, 

see Figure 13®.
12. Lot number of cartridge 

case and initials or symbol of 
manufacturer of cartridge case.

Note.—1. 3. 4. f), 10. and 12 
are stamped on. others are 
stenciled with black paint.

1416c

© J_ „
FLASH LESS y--------- 3

./stencilling on 
BASE OF CART. CASE.

OF CARTRIDGE CASE.

FlGUiiH LG.—Marking for 73-mm. :ixed shrannel ammunition for held gun<



zSWffl WIOER W-Caliber and type tf tame.
/ Maik ouaber tf shell,Lstnusber at unfilled sMI.InitiaU 
/ or qatol of raachttui»g- piur and InspectoQ stws.

Figure 17.—High-explosive, common-steel, point-fuzed 
shell for 10-inch, 12-inch, 14-inch. and 16-ineh cannon

Figure 18.—Packing box for point detonating fuze
1. Name of place where packed. |
2. Inspector’s stamp.
3. Quantity and kind of fuze.
4. Mark number and type of fuze. 1
5. Lot number.

Note.—Both ends of box are marked alike.

6. Month and year of packing.
7. Seal.
S. To comply with I. C. C. regulations.
1). Ordnance insignia.
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and semifixed ammunition) and base cover, is given a coat of 
projectile paint to protect the projectile from rust. The color of 
the paint so selected has been used as a medium for indicating the 
explosive classification of tne material with which the projectile is 
loaded. The following color scheme is now in use in marking 
artillery ammunition, bombs, and grenades:

Yellow-------------------------------------------------------------------- High explosive
Vermilion___________Low explosive, such as black powder (shrapnel)
Gray___________________________ Chemical < gas. smoke, or incendiary)
Blue___ Practice ammunition < greatly reduced charge of low explosive)
White________________________________________________ Illuminating
Black________________________ Dummy and target practice projectiles

A semisteel shell of whatever loading, has. in addition to the 
proper solid color above, a i/o-inch vermilion band just above the 
bourrelet. Ordnance Department Pamphlet Xo. 2036. entitled 
” Service Markings of Ammunition and Ammunition Containers.’’ 
shows by colored plates the detailed marking of ammunition.

c. Chemical ammunition, in addition to the solid color of gray, 
has certain other markings to indicate the particular type of chemi
cal loading in the shell. A change has been recently made in the 
system of marking this ammunition. Shell will, therefore, still be 
found in service which are marked according to the old system in 
which bands of different colors painted around the shell designate 
both the specific type of chemical filler and also its effect as follows:

- OJd .'Hj at cm ”

Shell filler
Color of bands

■ Stencil marking)
First hand Second band

WP. Yellow. None. Smoke. 1
Incendiary shell. Purple. None. Incendiary, i

FM.
1

Yellow. Yellow. ; Smoke.

(1) Shell now being manufactured are marked according to the 
new system in which for gas but one color of band, namely, green, is 
used, and the specific type of chemical tiller is designated by lettered 
symbols stenciled on the shell. In this system all fillers are divided 
into two classes, nonpersistent and persistent. Xonpersistent fillers 
are indicated by one green hand and persistent fillers by two bands.

(2) All screening smoke fillers are indicated by one yellow band 
and the symbol of the smoke tiller, followed by the word ~ Smoke,” 
is stenciled on the shell.
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(3) In case of chemical bombs the bodies are painted gray, one 
green band indicating nonpersistent gas. two green bands, persistent 
gas, and one yellow band, smoke.

d. The use of lot numbers in ammunition is of great importance, 
and all reports on condition, functions, etc., of ammunition should 
be specific in this respect. The lot numbers of the metal parts are 
generally stamped on the part. Lot numbers of loaded ammunition 
are generally stenciled in a prominent place on the finished product 
and also occur on the packing container. In storing ammunition, 
care should be exercised to assure that lots are segregated and piled 
separately.

36. Packing.—a. In order that ammunition may reach the firing 
line in serviceable condition it is essential that each unit of issue be 
suitably packed so as to withstand handling, storage, and transpor
tation. Experience and test have determined certain basic prin
ciples for packing the various types of ammunition, and with the 
exercise of reasonable care it is expected that ammunition will reach 
its destination in a satisfactory condition. When a unit of ammuni
tion has been removed from its approved container there is no assur
ance of its continued serviceability unless the precautions taken in its 
further handling and storage are the equal of those taken up to the 
time it has been unpacked. The details for the packing of complete 
rounds of all types of ammunition are given in the Technical Regu
lations for the individual types.

The most destructive agent to a round of ammunition is mois
ture. due principally to its effect on the powder in the propelling 
charge., the powder in time-train fuzes, and the primer mixture in 
fuzes. In addition to the packing employed to prevent physical 
damage to the ammunition, certain additional provisions are made 
for transportation. When a waterproof container is opened the 
contents are immediately subject to the effects of moisture. In such 
cases, and when it is not contemplated using the contents of the 
container at once, steps should be taken to reseal the container.

(1) Complete rounds of certain calibers of fixed ammunition are 
packed in waterproof containers of either metal or fiber. For long 
storage the metal is preferred, but in time of war when the ammuni
tion is used shortly after manufacture fiber containers have been 
found to be quite satisfactory.

(2) Fuzes, when shipped assembled with the complete round, are 
generally provided with a metal waterproof cap which can be easily 
removed before the round is loaded into rhe gun. Fuzes which are 
shipped separately from the projectile are packed in metal-lined 
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wooden boxes hermetically sealed. The number of fuzes in a box 
varies with the type of fuze.

(3) Primers for separate loading ammunition are packed in i 
metal can. hermetically sealed, and a number of these cans are packed 
in a wooden box.

(4) Projectiles for separate loading ammunition are shipped as 
follows :

High-explosive shell: No packing box.
Chemical shell: Packing box.
Shrapnel: Packing box.

Figure 19.—Rope grommet

Armor-piercing shell: Crated, except in carload lots.
(a) All of these projectiles, except those shipped in packing 

boxes, are provided with grommets for the protection 
of the rotating band. This grommet is a piece of rope 
of suitable size made in a ring which fits snugly over 
the rotating band. Figure 19 shows a grommet in 
place.

(5) Some point-fuzed projectiles are provided with eyebolt 
lifting plugs which serve as closing plugs for the fuze 
hole to keep out dirt, prevent accidental detonation, and 
as a means of lifting the projectiles. In replacing 
these plugs, care should be exercised to see that the 
fuze hole and threads are clean and that the threads 
of the plug are well greased.
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(5) Propelling charges for separate loading ammunition are 
packed in metal cartridge storage cases and these provided with 
wooden covers for shipment, or in fiber containers in wooden pack
ing boxes.

c, Each box of ammunition or components has a card of data 
which contains sufficient information to furnish the history of the 
components. Figure 20 shows a sample card.

ARTILLERY AMMUNITION. DATA CARD
Contract *N o. MA 45-5
Kind: 75 m/m CcmwoN Steel Shell MKIV(Complete Ros
Assembled By; Picatinny Arsenal
Quantity: 309 Ros Expected M.V, 1956 F/S-
Propellant Charge: 28-Jr ozs. Projectile 13i lbs.aver, with fuze
Ballistic Data. Package No.

Card No.483
Ammun Lot No. 45-5-4
Date: Jan 1923
Pressure 29,370 lbs.
Class:
Packed:.4 in a box

COMPONENTS
Data | Cart Case | Primer |! Powder | Projectile I Filler 1 Fuze*
Kino j Moo 1917 I 49 Gr. || 75 M/M 175 M/M C. S.| T.N.T 1 W3

1 | Perc. | F.N.H |Shell MK.lV j Gr.II 1
Manfr | N.Y.A B. 1 F.A. JI P.A. | | Can. I P.A.
Lot 11425-626 11 3425 | 17269-60 | 1175 | 31-3-1
Year | 1918 | : 1922 | I 1918 1 1922
Filled 1 1922 I 1 IJune.1922| 1922
Method | 1 1 | Fuzed I Cast {Pressed

Assembled! 
Remarks:

P.A. 1 p.a. ;| P.A. | P.A. | P.A. I P.A.

205 of 1918*AB#3 Fuzes loaded with Tetryl. 0. P. Lot 59 of 1918 Fulminate Lot
Wt. of T.N-T. Cho.1.55 lb aver.

Certified to by: F.J.Connolly
Inspector

Figure 20

Section' VI
SMALL-ARMS AMMUNITION
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General remarks_________________________  37
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Classification_____________________   39
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Tracer ammunition___________________________________________________  42
Blank ammunition____________________________________________________  43
High-pressure test ammunition________________________________________  44
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Subcaliber ammunition_______________________________________________  46
Dummy ammunition__________________________________________________  47
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Packing and marking_________________________________________________  51

37. General remarks.—It is not intended to give in these regu
lations any detailed descriptions, characteristics, testing methods, or 
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instructions in the handling of small-arms ammunition since all of 
this material is fully covered in TR 1350-A.

38. Definitions of components.—Cartridges with bullets 
(projectiles) less than 1 inch in diameter are generally classified as 
small-arms ammunition and this ammunition is manufactured for 
use in shoulder rifles, automatic rilles, machine rifles, machine guns, 
subcaliber tubes for cannon, pistols, revolvers, and shotguns.

b, A round of small-arms ammunition is spoken of as a cartridge 
and consists in general of the cartridge case with a primer contain
ing a percussion composition, a jacketed bullet inserted and crimped 
fast in the case, and a propelling charge of smokeless powder. The 
caliber .30 ball cartridge. M 190(5. Figure 21. may be considered a 
typical example of small-arms ammunition. The caliber of small
arms ammunition refers to the diameter of the bullet expressed in 
inches, for example, caliber .30 means a bullet approximately 0.30 
inch in diameter.

Ek;vre 21.—Caliber ..10 service, cartruisie. Ml’.MiB

(1) Primer.—The caliber .30 ami caliber .50 primers consist of 
a cartridge brass cup into which are inserted a primer composition, 
shellacked paper disk, and a cartridge brass anvil. The primer is 
pressed into the cartridge case and a waterproof joint is made by 
a coating of shellac. It is known as a percussion primer, and is 
exploded by the blow of the firing pin of the weapon.

(2) Cartridge case.—The cartridge case is of drawn brass. Its 
function, in addition to holding the primer, propelling charge, and 
bullet, is to obturate: that is. the walls are thin so that when the 
propelling charge explodes the sides of the case will be expanded 
and pressed tightly against the walls of the chamber, which prevents 
the escape of gases of the explosion to the rear. The case also serves 
as a waterproof container for the propelling charge. A groove or 
cannelure is made at the head of the case, and provides a means for 
mechanical extraction of the case from the chamber of the rifle after 
firing.
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(3) Propelling charge.—Various types of powder are authorized 
for use in small-arms ammunition, the principal requirements being 
that they will not exceed certain pressures in the gun, will give the 
bullet the prescribed muzzle velocity, and will not produce excessive 
erosion in the gun barrel. Pyrocellulose powder, used in caliber .30 
ammunition, varies in color from brown to black. It is cylindrical 
in shape, being approximately 0.03 inch in diameter and 0.08 inch 
long, with one perforation through the center. Bull’s-eye powder, 
used in caliber .45 pistol ammunition, is black and is made in the 
form of disks approximately 0.04 inch in diameter and 0.003 inch 
thick.

(4) Bullet.—All bullets for service use are jacketed with a hard 
metal. Soft lead will flatten upon hitting flesh, causing a bad 
wound and unnecessary suffering. The jacketed bullet, in most 
cases, will penetrate, making a small, clean wound. A thin coat 
of varnish is applied to the inside of the neck of the cartridge case 
before the bullet is pressed in. so that a waterproof joint results. 
Unless otherwise specified, all bullets may be fired from all models 
of guns of the same caliber; that is, rifles, machine guns, or auto
matic rifles.

39. Classification.—The use or tactical requirements of the sev
eral types of small-arms ammunition form a basis for a general 
classification as follows:

a. Ball ammunition.
Z>. Armor-piercing ammunition.
c. Tracer ammunition.
d. Blank ammunition.
e. High-pressure test ammunition.
/. Gallery practice ammunition.
(1) Caliber .30 (used for guard purposes only).
(2) Caliber .22 (present standard).
g. Subcaliber ammunition.
A. Dummy ammunition.

?*.  Shotgun ammunition.
40. Ball ammunition.—a. The ammunition of general purpose 

and for standard service use is known as ball ammunition.
(1) The caliber .30 bail ammunition is known, for convenience, 

as M1906 (old service) and caliber .30 ball Ml (new service). The 
M1906 ammunition has a bullet weighing 150 grains, with a cupro
nickel jacket and a lead-antimony core, the base of the bullet being 
flat (in contradistinction to a boat-tail base).
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(2) The caliber .30 ball Ml ammunition has a bullet weighing 
172 grains with a gilding, metal jacket and a lead-antimony core, 
the base of the bullet having a 9° boat-tail. This type has recently 
'been approved for manufacture and will gradually replace the old 
service ammunition as the latter is used up.

b. The caliber .50 bail ammunition, is rhe regular service ammuni
tion for caliber .50 machine guns. Fhe tentative standard M1923 
bullet consists of a soft steel core encased in a lead-antimony en
velope which in turn is encased in a gilding metal jacket. This 
bullet has a boat-tailed base. Other types of bullets are under de
velopment and it is contemplated that the M1923 will shortly be re
placed by a bullet which does not contain a steel core.

c. The caliber .45 ball ammunition is the only service ammunition 
for the caliber .45 pistol. The jacket is gilding metal and the core 
is lead-antimony.

41. Armor-piercing ammunition.—The armor-piercing bullet 
is a special development for use in machine guns. Its function, as 
the name implies, is to pierce the armor plate with which airplanes, 
tanks, trucks, and other defenses are equipped, and against which 
the ordinary bullet is ineffective.

a. The caliber .30 armor-piercing bullet consists of a hardened 
chrome tungsten steel core, the nose and tail of which are supported 
by a lead-antimony filler and inclosed in a gilding metal jacket.

5. The caliber .50 armor-piercing bullet consists of a hardened 
chrome tungsten steel core, or slug, encased in a lead-antimony 
envelope which, in turn, is inclosed in a gilding metal jacket.

42. Tracer ammunition.—The tracer bullet is designed particu
larly for aircraft and antiaircraft machine guns and is manufactured 
for the calibers .30 and .50 guns. The usual practice in belts or 
magazines is to have every fifth cartridge a tracer in order that the 
gunner may trace the path of the service bullets. The bullet con
sists of a gilding metal jacket, the forward end of which is filled 
with a slug of lead-antimony. The rear end contains a cup filled 
with a tracer composition and igniters. The regular tracers for the 
calibers .30 and .50 give a bright red light.

43. Blank ammunition.—There are four kinds of blank ammu
nition. The service blank cartridge M1909 is used in the caliber .30 
rifles in maneuvers, for signaling purposes, and for firing salutes. 
It is used in machine guns equipped with blank tiring attachments in 
order to function these weapons for instructional purposes. Corre
sponding to this is the blank cartridge for the caliber .45 revolver. 
The case of this cartridge, however, differs from the caliber .45 ball 
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ill that it has an extracting rim in place of the groove or cannelure. 
There is also a blank cartridge for chemical rifle grenades and one 
for pyrotechnic signal cartridges using the V. B. discharger. Neither 
of these latter two blank cartridges should be used for simulated tire 
or saluting, or in any place where they might be fired in the direc
tion of personnel. None of these blank cartridges has a bullet of 
any kind, but there may be met in service some blank cartridges, of 
obsolete models, which are provided with wooden bullets.

44. High-pressure test ammunition.—This ammunition is 
manufactured for the caliber .30 rifle and machine gun, the caliber 
.50 machine gun, and the caliber .45 pistol and revolver, for the pur
pose of proof firing the weapon for which the ammunition is in
tended. This proof firing is generally done at the place of manu
facture and the likelihood of meeting this ammunition in the service is 
remote. A high-pressure test cartridge is loaded with a powder charge 
sufficient to give a chamber pressure in excess of that obtained from 
the service cartridge. Due to this excessive pressure and the danger 
involved in firing, the gun under test is fired in a fixed rest, under 
a hood, by means of a mechanical firing device. Such a cartridge 
should never be fired except for the purpose for which it is intended.

45. Gallery practice ammunition, caliber .22 and caliber 
.30.—There are two types of gallery practice cartridges, the caliber 
.22 and the caliber .30. The caliber .30 cartridge has been declared 
obsolete for gallery practice purposes but has been adopted as the 
standard guard cartridge. While the existing stocks of this ammuni
tion are marked u gallery practice cartridges.’’ in future manufacture 
the packing chests will be marked 4 guard cartridges.” This car
tridge differs from the service ball cartridge in that it has a round 
nose lead-antimony bullet and the case contains a reduced powder 
charge. The caliber .22 long rifle cartridge is the present standard 
for gallery practice purposes.

*

46. Subcaliber ammunition.—A special cartridge known as the 
subcaliber, caliber .30, is manufactured for use in connection with the 
subcaliber tube of the 2.95-inch mountain gun. the 75-inm. and 3-inch 
field guns, and the 3-inch seacoast gun. This cartridge permits the 
training of personnel in the mechanism of handling and firing these 
weapons at a less expense than would be the case were service rounds 
used. It also enables firing practice to be had in places where it 
would be impossible to fire actual service rounds. The principal dif
ference between this cartridge and the service ball cartridge is the 
provision of a rim. in the case of the former, for extracting purposes 
instead of an extracting groove, in the case of the latter.
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47. Dummy ammunition.—Dummy cartridges are manufac
tured for the purpose of affording training in the loading and unload
ing and the simulating of lire in the caliber .30 rifle and the caliber 
.45 pistol. Another type of (lummy cartridge manufactured for the 
caliber .30 rille is known as the range dummy. The profile and 
general appearance of this cartridge are the same as the service car
tridge. It is mixed with service cartridges in a clip and is used in 
correcting flinching and faulty trigger squeeze.

48. Caliber .22 ammunition.—The use of this cartridge is de
scribed in paragraph 45.

49. Shotgun ammunition.—Shotgun shell, which are purchased 
from several commercial manufacturing concerns, are of three general 
types, all. however, being 12-gauge shell. For guard and combat use 
in the riot type shotgun, the shell has a high brass head and is water
proofed. The other two types of shell are for the sporting type shot
gun. They have the low brass heads and are similar in appearance 
but have different loads, a light load being provided for trap shoot
ing. and a heavier load, known as a hawk load, for hunting purposes.

50. Characteristics and marks of identification.

Model Special marks of identification

i i

2 !

3 I
I

4 I

5

6

8
9

10
11

12

13

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30

.30

। Ball...................___ MI (new service)........ .

i___ do__................ M1906 (old service)-...

i Armor-piercing.... 1022................. ..............

i Tracer............ .  101"...........—........... .

I____do..................... ; 1024, green__________

I........do..................... ; Mired........................ .

i Blank..................  1009................................. .
I____do__________ For chemical rifle gre-
! . nades.
;___ do................ ..! For pyrotechnic signal >

cartridge.
: High-pressure test.......................................... .

Gallery practice...- 1019.. ............... . .

Subcaliber______ |........................-......... :

Dummy............. I 10U0_____ ____....
I

None. <’an he distinguished from No. 2 by 
numerals on head of case which will be above 
24.

None. Can be distinguished from No. 1 by 
numerals on head ot case which will be below

Profile same as No. I. Tip of bullet blackened 
l:t inch from end.

Profile same as No. 2. Case colored black. 
Distinguished from Nos. 5 and 6 by numerals 
on head of case which will be below io.

Same as No. 4 except numerals on head of case 
will be above 22. Distinguished from No. <j 
by green-colored shellac used on primer.

For lots made prior to 1930. same as No. 5, ex
cept for red-colored shellac on primer. For 
lots made after 1929. same as No. 1, except 
that tip of bullet is colored red for approxi
mately 1 i inch from end.

1 Car-
No.i tridge i Type 

caliber!

None.
CRG stamped on head of case.

Five-star rose crimp on neck of ease.

Case tinned and word “test” on head.
Lead bullet with round nose and line cut across 

head of ease.
Has rim on head of ease instead of extracting 

groove. Old <tyle has round-nose bullet. 
New style bullet, same as No. 1.

Six corrugations I inch long beginning 0.4 inch 
from head of case and running lengthwise of 
case: also three 0.125 inch diameter holes 
drilled in alternate corrugations 0.75 inch 
from head of case. Case tinned.
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Car- 
No. tri<l ge 

caliber
Type Model Special marks of identification

Range dummy.. 1921....................................

15
16
17
IS

19
20
21
22

23

24

. 15

.45

.'>0 

.50
50
50

Pistol___________
Revolver blank...
High-pressure rest.|.
Dummy.............

Ball.........................
----- do__________
Armor-piercing__
Tracer...... .......... .

1911................................
Ml____ ____________

1921........................ ..............

M1923______ __________
Experimental.............. .
1923.........................  i
Manufactured prior to i 

1930.
Tracer__________ ; Manufact ured after ;

; 1929.
High-pressure test.i___________ _________ :

Same as No. 2 except case has groove 0.06 inch 
wide and 0.03 inch deep cut in body begin
ning below head and continuing to a point 
approximately 0.687 inch from head.

None.
Has extracting rim instead of extracting groove. 
Case tinned. High pressure stamped on head. 
Case has 3 circular elongated crimps 120° apart 

approximately 0.085 inch from mouth of case, 
also three 0.125 inch diameter holes, (drilled 
120° apart 0.35 inch from head of case.

None. Profile same as No. 21.
Same outside appearance as No. 19.
Tip of bullet blackened inch from end.
Profile same as No. 21. Case colored black. 

Color of tracer designated by color of shellac 
used in primer.

Profile same as No. 21. Point of bullet is 
painted red.

Case tinned. High pressure stamped on head 
of case.

.50 |

. 50 !

51. Packing  and marking.—The details of the various packing 
boxes, cartons, bandoleers, clips, etc., are given in the detailed Techni
cal Regulations for small-arms ammunition. The following table 
gives a general statement of the method of packing and the charac
teristic markings on the packing boxes for the various types of 
ammunition :

1

Note.—Calibers .30 and .45 side and top stripes run continuously from bottom of one side across top to 
bottom of other side. Outside of wooden box is painted brown. Caliber .50 has diagonal stripes.

Color scheme on {lacking • 
box

Method of packing in 
packing boxesTypes

Large band ' p^“’d

Ball, caliber .30.................. . ..................................... Red.............. : None........... In cartons, clips, bando
leers, and belts.

Ball, caliber .50_____________________ ____ _______ do_____ _____ do_____ In cartons.
Ball, revolver, caliber .45_________ _________ _____ do_____ ____ do.......... In clips and cartons.
Ball, pistol, caliber .45______________________ ____ do_____ ’........ do_____ In cartons.
Blank, caliber .30---------------------------------------- Blue___________ do-------  In clips and cartons.
Dummy, calibers .30 and .45—.................. ............ Green__________ io_____ Do.
Guard, caliber .30 (old type)_________________ Orange......... .........do_____ Do.
Armor-piercing, calibers .30 and .50.................... Yellow.........< Blue........... In cartons.
Tracer, calibers .30 and .50_____ ____ _____________ do_____ ; Green........... Do.
Gallery practice, caliber .30__________________ Brown____ ; None______ Do.
Subcaliber, caliber .30______________ _______ None...___ ____ do_____ Do.
High-pressure test, calibers .30, .45. and .50____ Yellow......... ____ do_____ Do.
Blank, caliber .45_________________ ________  Blue......... . i..........do_____ Do.
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Section VII
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Paragraph
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52. General.—A trench mortar is a weapon of comparatively 
short range developed to meet the needs of trench warfare. The 
bore of the mortar may be smooth or may be rifled like an ordinary 
cannon. The projectile for the smoothbore mortar may be an en
tirely unstabilized type or may be stabilized by means of vanes or 
fins like those used for bombs. Two types of smoothbore trench 
mortars are now in service, namely, the 3-inch Mk. I and the 6-inch 
Mk. I. The 4-inch caliber authorized for special use by the Chemical 
Warfare Service in the firing of chemical ammunition is covered in 
Technical Regulations of that service.

53. Types of ammunition.—A complete round of 3-inch trench- 
mortar ammunition with high-explosive shell is illustrated in 
Figure 22.

54. Description of ammunition.—Trench-mortar ammunition 
is generally characterized by thin wall and relatively large explosive 
capacity. The components for 3-inch type consist of propelling 
charge (consisting of cartridge and powder rings), shell, booster, 
and fuze. The 3-inch type is described in TR 1350-3A and the 
6-inch Xewton-Stokes in Ordnance Pamphlet Xo. 1066. The 6-inch 
shell is peculiar in appearance. It has vanes between which are 
tucked the propelling charge in small silk bags. The weapon is fired 
by dropping the shell, with propelling charge, dowmward w’ithin 
the barrel of the mortar.

55. Packing.—The customary method of packing the 3-inch am
munition is to pack in a suitable wooden box all the components 
necessary for three complete rounds and one additional propelling 
charge. The fuze, booster, powder rings, and ignition cartridges 
are each packed in separate containers and a round must therefore 
be assembled prior to firing. The 6-inch ammunition is packed shell 
and booster in one box, the propelling charge in another box, and 
fuzes and primers in a third box.
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56. General.—A grenade is a form of ammunition which came 
into extensive use during the late war as a result of the requirements 
of trench warfare. The grenade, in its various types, is a convenient 
type of ammunition. within certain limitations, to enable the infantry 
to augment their primary weapons with a missile similar in general 
in its action to a shell or bomb.

57. Classification and types—Grenades are classified accord
ing to the method used for their propelling and there are in use at 
the present time two classes, viz. hand grenades and rifle grenades. 
An additional class, now obsolete, could be propelled by hand or rifle 
and was known as a combination hand and rifle grenade. Figure 23 
illustrates a hand grenade, the fragmentation. Aik. II; and Figure 24 
illustrates a rifle grenade, the smoke (W. P.). Aik. I.

58. Hand grenades.—a. A hand grenade, as the name implies, 
is intended to be thrown by hand and is of a convenient shape and 
weight. All of the types of hand grenades listed below are of the 
same general size and >hape but vary in weight according to the 
material used to fill them. The fuze was previously known as a 
bouchon assembly. It is the same for all types witli certain modifi
cations to meet the special requirements of the filler. The following 
types of hand grenades are authorized for manufacture and issue:

(1) Grenade, hand, fragmentation. Aik. II.
(2) Grenade, hand, smoke (W. P.), Aik. II.
(3) Grenade, hand, lachrymatory (C. N.), Aik. V.
(4) Grenade, hand, practice.
(5) Grenade, hand, dummy. Aik. I.
6. The fragmentation grenade consists of a cast-iron body, with 

the outside surface deeply serrated, horizontally and vertically, to 
enable a more uniform fragmentation. The explosive charge is loose 
E. C. blank fire powder, and a fuze and igniter assembly is used.

c. For practice purposes the standard fragmentation grenade as
sembly is used empty with the plug in the base removed and a No. 6
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detonator substituted for the igniter. The detonator is sufficient to 
make a considerable report with some smoke. Occasionally the 
detonator will fragment the grenade.

d. A dummy grenade is authorized for practice in throwing but 
is seldom used. It consists of a metal casting of the same size, 
weight, and shape as the assembled fragmentation grenade.

Figure 23.—Fragmentation grenade

e. The smoke grenade has a sheet steel body and is loaded with 
W. P. (white phosphorus). It uses a fuze with detonator assembly 
(No. 8 detonator), this larger detonator being employed to insure 
bursting of the body and scattering of the filler.

/. The lachrymatory grenade has a sheet steel body similar to the 
smoke grenade but can be distinguished from the latter by two an
nular corrugations near the base and eight gas vents, covered with 
tape, near the top. The filling material, which produces a tear gas. 
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is CN (chloracetophenone) and smokeless rifle powder. Since the 
functioning of this grenade does not require the bursting or opening 
of the body (the gas coming out of the eight gas vents) a detonator is 
not needed and a fuze with igniter assembly is therefore used.

59. Rifle grenades.—a. The rifle grenade was developed to in
crease the effective range of a grenade since the range of the hand

Figure 24.—Rifle gre
nade (gas and smoke)

grenade is limited entirely by the proficiency of the thrower. The 
bodies of the grenades now in service are identical with the bodies 
of the corresponding types of hand grenades. On the bottom of the 
body there is sweated a disk into which is screwed a rifle rod 15 inches 
long and of a diameter that will permit of easy insertion into the 
bore of the caliber .30 rifle. A special type of blank cartridge is used 
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to propel the grenade and only this cartridge should be used. Its 
identifying characteristics and marking are given in Section VI. A 
fuze is provided which is similar for both grenades but with modifica
tions as stated below. This fuze makes use of the setback of a small 
plunger upon discharge of the grenade from the bore of the rifle 
to function the grenade. The following grenades are authorized for 
manufacture and issue:

(1) Grenade, rifle, smoke (W. P.). Mk. I.
(2) Grenade, rifle, lachrymatory (C. N.), Mk. II.

Z>. The smoke grenade is filled the same as the smoke hand grenade 
and the fuze is similarly provided with a No. 8 detonator.

c. The lachrymatory grenade is filled the same as the lachryma
tory hand grenade and in the fuze the detonator is similarly replaced 
by an igniter.

60. Marking.—The practice grenade is painted blue and the 
dummy grenade is painted black. Lachrymatory and smoke 
grenades are painted gray. Fragmentation hand grenades are 
painted yellow. The smoke and lachrymatory grenades have addi
tional markings in accordance with the general practice as outlined 
in Section V.

61. Packing.—The details of packing are given in TR 1350-B 
and 1350-C.

62. Storage caution.—Due to the fact that white phosphorus 
ignites spontaneously when exposed to the air and that grenade 
bodies may develop leaks through corrosion, phosphorus filled 
grenades have been found dangerous for indefinite continuous stor
age. It has been found necessary to prescribe a limiting time within 
which such grenades must either be expended or destroyed. The 
limiting date within which white phosphorus grenades, hand and 
rifle, should be expended will be stenciled on the boxes by the issu
ing depot at the time of issue to a tactical unit. This limiting 
date has been set at 12 months from date of issue by the depot, 
and the tactical unit receiving the grenades will take steps to expend 
or destroy the grenades before the expiration of this period.
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63. Classification of types.—d. Pyrotechnics for military use 
are divided into two general classes, illuminating and signaling, and 
each of these classes is further differentiated into pyrotechnics for 
ground troops and aviation pyrotechnics.

6. Aviation pyrotechnics include:
(1) For illuminating purposes—

(a) Aircraft flares.
(5) Wing-tip flares.

(2) For signaling purposes— 
Cartridges, signal, air.

c. Pyrotechnics for ground troops include:
(1) For illuminating purposes— 

Position lights.
(2) For signaling purposes— 

Signal, ground.
64. Aircraft flares.—Two types of flares are contemplated, al

though represented at the present time by one model, the M3 para
chute flare. A flare known as a landing flare is desired for the 
illumination of emergencv landing fields for night landing, and a 
more powerful flare to be known as a bombing flare is desired for 
illuminating areas where night bombing is intended. Such flares 
would also find use in making night reconnaissance by aircraft. The 
M3 parachute flare is packed in an hermetically sealed container. 
The seal is broken and the top removed at the time of installing on 
the plane. It is thereafter not absolutely waterproof and so is sub
ject to deterioration while in use. M3 flares are labeled to show the 
date after which their use should be restricted to practice and 
demonstration purposes. The flares are equipped so as to permit 
convenient release from the aircraft. Upon release, the flare and 
parachute leave the container and the flare is ignited at a safe dis
tance below the airplane. The parachute is made of silk and is 18 
feet in diameter. The M3 parachute flare burns for 3 minutes with 
a white light of 300,000 to 400,000 candlepower. Figure 25 illustrates 
this flare.
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65. Wing-tip flares.—These flares are attached to suitable 
holders under the wings of an airplane and are ignited by an electric 
current controlled from the pilot’s cockpit. Their principal use is 
to provide a light of high candlepower for illuminating the ground 
immediately in front of the plane during landing. The Mk. II

Figure 26.—Wing-tip flare, Mk. II

wing-tip flare gives a white light of 13.000 candlepower lasting for 
2 minutes.

66. Air-signal cartridges.—These cartridges are manufactured 
in an assortment of pyrotechnic displays and colors and furnish a 
satisfactory means of signaling either between aircraft or from air 
to ground. The cartridge resembles in general a large shotgun 
cartridge. It is fired by means of the aircraft pyrotechnic projector. 
Figure 27 illustrates the general appearance of this cartridge.

Figure 27.—Signal cartridges, Air Corps, fired from Air Corps 
pyrotechnic projector

67. Position lights.—These were also known as Bengal lights, 
and are used to indicate the location of trenches to aerial observers. 
They are provided in three different colors; red, green and white. 
Figure 28 illustrates the general appearance of the light.
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Figure 28.—Position light, Mk. 1

68. Ground signals.—These signals are used for signaling pur
poses by ground troops and are provided in a number of combina
tions of colors and signals. The signal is fired from the ground 
signal projector, Ml, which is attached to the muzzle of the service 
rifle. This projector may also be used on the ground signal projector

Figure 29.—Ground troop signal

support, Ml. The projector is fitted with its own firing mechanism 
and the signal with its propelling charge and primer.

69. Very signal cartridges.—These cartridges are likewise used 
for signaling by ground troops and have been retained as an article 
of issue for the use of the cavalry, the ground signal being used by

7*4
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the other ground troops. The Very signal cartridges are fired from 
the 25-mm. Very pistol and are provided in a number of colors and

Figure 30.—25-mm. signal pistol and cartridges used during 
the war

signals. Figure 30 illustrates the general appearance of this 
cartridge.

Section X

BOMBS
Paragraph
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Packing___________________________________________________________ 75

70. General.—An airplane in flight, with a load of bombs, may 
be considered as a projectile with an extremely long range. The 
bombs are carried on the airplane by means of bomb racks and 
shackles. External racks are placed under the wings or fuselage. 
Internal racks are built into and inclosed by the fuselage. Bombs up 
to and including the 1100-pound size, except fragmentation bombs, 
may be carried on internal racks. Fragmentation bombs are carried 
on external racks only. All other bombs may be carried in external 
racks. The bomber’s controls consist of releasing handles, arming 
handles, bomb sights, and pilot directors. All bombs, bomb fuzes, 
and bomb-releasing mechanisms are so designed that the bomber may, 
at will, drop his bombs to detonate upon impact, or not to detonate 
on impact. The latter is known as dropping a bomb “ safe,” and is 
required in case of an emergency, when it is necessary to release 
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bombs over friendly territory, or in case of a forced landing. Bombs 
and bomb fuzes are required to drop safe from 8,000 feet without 
detonation on impact with ordinary soil.

71. Types.—Several types of bombs have been developed for 
special purposes in sizes ranging from 17 pounds to 2,000 pounds. 
They may be classified according to their use as follows:

Practice;
F ragmentation;
Demolition;
Chemical.

a. Practice bombs.—These bombs are intended for use in the in
struction of bombing personnel and by experienced personnel in 
practice, where the principles of economy and safety dictate the use 
of material less costly than the standard article of service issue. 
Practice bombs should have the same characteristics of form, weight, 
method of handling and flight and accuracy as service bombs, with 
a reduced charge of explosive, sufficient, however, to give a visible 
burst night and day from an altitude of 8,000 feet. At present the 
25-pound, 50-pound, 100-pound, and 300-pound demolition bombs, 
Mk. I, sand loaded, with Mk. I or Mk. Ill tail fuze and a charge 
of 2 or 4 pounds of black powder, are available for use as practice 
bombs. This explosive charge gives sufficient smoke by day and 
flash by night to permit the bomber to note the point of impact from 
an altitude of 8,000 feet. Fuzes are all instantaneous in action. A 
practice charge has also been developed for the 17-pound Mk. II 
fragmentation bomb, 25-pound Mk. Ill fragmentation bomb, and 
the obsolete 40-pound Mks. I and II incendiary bombs.

b. Fragmentation bombs.—These bombs - are intended for use 
against personnel, depending upon the fragmentation of the metal 
case at, or above, the surface of the ground to produce casualties 
among living targets. The bombs are comparatively small in order 
to spread the effect of a given total weight of bombs over as great 
an area as possible. All fragmentation bombs are fuzed in the nose 
and have instantaneous fuze action. The standard size is 30 pounds, 
but present stocks include 17-pound and 25-pound bombs. The 17- 
pound bomb is a converted 3-inch artillery shell and is known as 
the 17-pound fragmentation bomb, Mk. II. The present 25-pound 
bomb, known as the 25-pound fragmentation bomb, Mk. Ill, is of 
British design. These two sizes and types will be used until the 
present large stocks are exhausted. Fragmentation bombs contain 
approximately 15 per cent of explosive by weight. Figure 31 illus
trates a fragmentation bomb, the 17-pound, Mk. II.
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c. Demolition, bombs.—These bombs are intended for use against 
enemy works depending upon blast or shock effect for the destruc
tion of structures. They vary in size from 100 pounds up to  the 
largest bombs produced. The explosive charge of T. N. T. consti
tutes, roughly, 50 per cent of the total weight of the bomb. Fuzes 
are used in both the nose and the tail, either for instantaneous, or 
delay action, as may be required. When dropped with a delay ac
tion, they may penetrate from 6 to 30 feet into the ground, depend
ing upon the weight of the bomb, altitude of release, and the nature 
of the soil struck; and they act as veritable land mines, displacing 
about one-third of a cubic yard of earth for each pound of bomb weight. 
When dropped on water, with delay action, the bomb may penetrate 
to the desired depth before detonation takes place. The bomb case 
is designed simply as a container with proper form for good flight

*

and with strength sufficient to permit the penetration of ordinary 
structures and earth without breaking up on impact. Figure 32 
illustrates a demolition bomb, the 600-pound Mk. I Ml, equipped 
with nose and tail fuzes.

d. Chemical bombs.—This classification covers all bombs adapted 
to receive a chemical filler for the purpose of releasing gases or 
incendiary material or producing smoke. With a smoke filler, when 
used in quantity, these bombs provide smoke screens on land or 
water; used singly, they provide means of signaling, spotting, and 
determining the direction of ground wind. A 50-pound smoke bomb 
is now issued for demonstration purposes, where explosive bombs 
might be a danger to spectators. Chemical bombs with gas filler 
are intended for the release of irritating gas. The 30-pound chemi
cal bomb is now standard.
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<?. Incendiary 'bombs.—Incendiary bombs are intended to start 
fires among structures, fields, and woods. They are mentioned here 
merely as a type and are not standard, since the demolition bomb 
gives an incendiary effect in addition to its destructive effect from 
blast and fragments.

72. Fuzes.—a. Bomb fuzes, as constituted at the present time, are 
firing mechanisms which are inert. They contain no explosive or 
inflammable elements, and to supply the elements of primer, delay, 
and detonator (which in an artillery fuze are in one assembly) 
use is made of a separate component or unit assembly known as 
a primer detonator. An exception to this broad statement is the 
Mk. XI fuze which is used only with the 17-pound Mk. II frag
mentation bomb. Both this bomb and the Mk. XI fuze are obsolete

Figure 33.—Bomb fuze, Mk. VII MI

as far as manufacture is concerned but are still issued in view of 
existing stocks.

b. Bombs which are intended to function only above the surface , 
of the ground, such as fragmentation and chemical bombs, are fuzed 
at the nose only and always for instantaneous action. Demolition 
bombs are fuzed both nose and tail to increase the certainty of action 
and each fuze is provided with a primer detonator of the same delay 
desired although the tail fuze has inherently a slightly greater delay 
than the nose fuze. The nose fuzes are generally similar which is 
likewise true for the tail fuzes, the main difference being in the 
size. Figure 33 illustrates a nose fuze (Mk. VII MI) and Figure 
34 illustrates a tail fuze (Mk. V MI). In these illustrations the 
fuzes are shown assembled with primer detonator and adapter and 
booster.
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c. All of these fuzes are armed, or placed in position for firing, by 
means of an arming vane'which, when actuated by the rush of air 
during the fall of the bomb, unscrews to release the firing pin. The 
vane is locked to prevent unscrewing until the bomb is released from 
the rack. In the nose fuzes, the firing pin is actuated upon impact of 
the bomb by the direct thrust of the impact. In the tail fuzes, the 
firing pin is actuated upon moving forward under the action of 
inertia when the bomb is retarded upon impact. The Mk. XIV fuze 
is an accepted fuze for use with fragmentation and small chemical 
bombs.

(1) The fuze used with the 25-pound Mk. Ill fragmentation bomb 
is likewise armed by a wind or arming vane, but in this case the vane 
does not release the firing pin, but by a series of gear wheels places 
the firing pin over the detonator after the wind vane has turned a 
prearranged number of revolutions. A special primer detonator is 
used with this fuze.

(2) The Aik. XI fuze does not have an arming vane and is armed 
upon withdrawal of the arming pin. which occurs the instant the 
bomb is released from the bomb rack. The firing pin is arranged so 
that it will function upon a comparatively slight impact and the fuze 
is sometimes known as the mud fuze. A special detonator is likewise 
used with this fuze.

(3) The Mk. I or Mk. Ill tail fuzes are used in practice bombs and 
in the 100-pound Aik. I AH. They are similar in that they are held 
in the safe position by means of an arming pin which when released 
by the arming wire is forced out by a spring. Then the Aik. I primer- 
detonator assembly or the Aik. Ill fuze slides forward, the primer of 
the former coming to rest on the firing pin while the detonator of the 
latter seats in the detonator socket. Upon impact, inertia drives the 
Aik. I primer onto the firing pin and in the case of the Aik. Ill fuze 
the firing pin travels forward firing the primer.

(4) Certain safety requirements are necessary with fuzes in order 
that they may be made safe during assembly of the bomb in the 
airplane, during the take-off of the airplane, and so that when the 
bomb is dropped, the fuze may either be armed to function on impact, 
or made safe so as not to function on impact in case it is found 
necessary to release the bomb over friendly territory or from a low 
altitude. This safety is accomplished by passing an arming wire 
through an eye on the bomb body or some part rigidly attached to 
the bomb body, and through a hole in the arming vane. When this 
wire is in place, relative rotation between vane and bomb is impos
sible and the vane can not spin off. thereby arming the fuze. In the
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Mk. XI fuze which has no vane this safety wire passes through a hole 
in the arming pin and prevents its withdrawal. Unless this wire is 
withdrawn the fuze will not function. All bomb racks are therefore 
designed so- as to permit the dropping of a bomb with or without 
withdrawal of the safety wire at the option of the bomber.

Figure .35.—0.1-sec- 
ond delay primer 
detonator

d. The operation of the firing train, which results in the detona
tion of the explosive charge of the bomb, is through a series of 
steps initiated by the fuze on impact, which are as follows:

(1) The firing pin of the fuze is driven into the primer.
(2) The primer flashes through to the fulminate detonator (fig.

35). In case of instantaneous action, the primer flashes directly 
, through to the fulminate, but, in the case of delay action, the primer 

flashes to a delay powder, or pellet, which burns for the required 
time before flashing through to the fulminate detonator.
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(3) The fulminate detonator detonates the booster charge, usually 
of tetryl.

(4) The booster charge detonates the main explosive charge of 
the bomb, usually cast T. N. T. in the case of fragmentation and 
demolition bombs.

73. Boosters.—Boosters in bombs perform the same function as 
in artillery shell, in that they provide a step in the propagation of 
the detonating wave between the primer-detonator charge (a small 
quantity of highly sensitive explosive) and the main charge of the 
bomb (a large quantity of relatively less sensitive explosive). There 
are several types of boosters which provide for the entire series of 
bombs and are assembled to the various types of bombs by appro
priate adapters. This assembly is done at the loading plant and all 
bombs are accordingly issued with boosters assembled. The arrange
ment and assembly of a booster are illustrated in Figures 33 and 34.

74. Primer detonators.—A primer detonator, as previously ex
plained, furnishes the explosive train between the fuze or firing 
mechanism and the booster. It is a unit assembly. Primer deto
nators are now issued with two rates of functionings: Instantaneous, 
marked with white color on the head; and short delay (0.05 and 
0.1 sec.), marked with black color on the head. The 0.1-second 
delay (fig. 35) is intended for structures and ordinary land use, and 
against marine targets.

75. Packing.—a. The several types of fragmentation bombs are 
packed,differently. The 17-pound Mk. II fragmentation bombs are 
packed five in a box. The Mk. XI fuzes and boosters are assembled 
to the bombs. The detonators are packed in a compartment in the 
box. The 25-pound Mk. Ill fragmentation bombs are packed either 
singly in a crate or four in a box. The primer detonators are packed 
in a compartment in the crate or box. The Mk. XII fuzes and 
boosters are assembled to the bomb. The 30-pound M5 fragmenta
tion bombs are packed two in a box. The boosters are assembled to 
the bombs. The Mk. XIV fuzes and primer detonators are packed 
separately.

Z>. The 30-pound chemical bombs are packed two in a box. Inner 
boosters are packed in a compartment in the box. Mk. XIV fuzes 
and primer detonators are packed separately.

c. The several types of demolition bombs are packed differently.
(1) The 100-pound Mk. I bomb is packed singly in a wooden box 

with a Mk. I or Mk. Ill fuze packed in a compartment in one comer 
of the box.
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(2) The 100-pound Mk. I Ml and 100-pound Mk. Ill demolition 
bombs will be packed singly in a metal crate. The fuzes, primer 
detonators, arming wire, swivel loop, and one fin brace for the Mk. 
I Ml bomb will be inserted in a component metal box which will be 
assembled to the metal crate.

(3) The 300, 600, and 1,100 pound bomb bodies will be equipped 
with metal shipping bands to protect the suspension lugs. The fin 
assemblies for the 300-pound Mk. I Ml bomb will be packed, two in 
a wooden box, with compartments for all components necessary for 
fuzing two bombs. Fin assemblies for the other 300 and the 600 
and 1,100 pound bombs will be packed singly in a wooden fin crate. 
The fuzes, primer detonators, arming wire, swivel loop, and coupling 
tube and nut, if any, will be packed in a wooden accessory box which 
will be assembled to the fin crate.

(4) The 2,000-pound bomb body is not crated nor equipped with 
shipping bands. The fin assembly with components necessary for 
fuzing and preparing bomb for attachment to bomb rack will be 
packed in a wooden crate.

The foregoing applies to packing and shipping for immediate use. 
For storage and shipments from one storage depot to another the 
components for fuzing may be packed separately.

d. A card for each bomb will be provided on which is printed a 
list of the components necessary for the complete bomb assembly.

Section XI

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Paragraph

General_____________________________________________________________  76
Guard protection----------------  77
Fire protection---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 78
General safety rules__________________________________________________ 79

76. General.—It is the purpose of this section and the following 
sections of these regulations to reduce the hazards involved in stor
ing, maintaining, and using ammunition at posts, camps, and sta
tions, and to limit deterioration to a minimum so that ammunition 
in the hands of troops will always be serviceable and ready for 
immediate use. The general rules set forth are intended for posts, 
camps, and stations which store limited quantities of explosives and 
ammunition. Larger quantities should be stored in accordance with 
the regulations prescribed for ordnance depots (O. O. 5994, Safety 
and Storage Manual for Explosives and Ammunition).
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77. Guard protection.—Special precautions which should be 
taken to guard stores of explosives and ammunition are—

a. Magazines and magazine areas in which there are explosives 
and ammunition should be adequately guarded at all times. All 
entrances to magazine areas, protected by nonclimbable fences, should 
be securely locked unless guards are stationed thereat. Special pre
cautions should be taken to guard areas which are not protected  by 
a suitable fence.

*

b. Guards and others in charge of explosives and ammunition 
should be instructed that their most important duty is to protect 
explosives and ammunition against fire and they should be thor
oughly informed of the hazards due to fire and explosion and the 
safety precautions to be taken.

c. Guards should be instructed to make a prompt report of the 
following:

(1) Conditions which are or may become fire hazards, such as long 
grass, underbrush, and other vegetation in the vicinity of magazines.

(2) Dangerous practices of employees working in magazines or 
magazine areas, such as smoking, or the unauthorized use of fire 
equipment.

(3) Unlocked magazine doors and shutters, defective telephone 
and electric wires, and openings in the fence surrounding the maga
zine.

(4) Hunters in the area adjacent to magazines, who are using 
firearms in a maimer that may endanger military stores.

d. Guards and others who are armed with rifles should be warned 
that fires or explosions may be caused by a rifle bullet penetrating 
a magazine.

e. Guards discovering a fire should be instructed to exert every 
effort to hold the fire under control until fire-fighting forces arrive, 
except that if a fire occurs in a closed magazine, they should not 
attempt to enter the magazine.

78. Fire protection.—a. Causes of jires,—Fires in magazines and 
magazine areas in which explosives and ammunition are stored may 
be due to several causes, of which the following are the most com
mon:

(1) Dry grass, leaves, and underbrush, ignited by sparks from 
locomotives, smoking, camp fires or the careless use of matches. 
Such fires often originate in the areas adjacent to military establish
ments, and if not detected and controlled they quickly spread and 
may become uncontrollable.
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(2) Deteriorated explosives and ammunition. Explosives and 
ammunition deteriorate in storage. Normally, this deterioration 
occurs at such a slow rate that most explosives and ammunition re
main serviceable for many years. However, under unfavorable stor
age conditions where the ammunition is subjected to abnormally 
high temperatures (above 80° F.) or exposed to moisture for a pro
longed period, the rate of deterioration is greatly accelerated. Al
most all explosives and ammunition give off heat as they deteriorate, 
but where the rate of deterioration is slow the heat thus generated 
is dissipated by conduction or radiation, and no noticeable rise in 
temperature takes place, but when deterioration becomes rapid, heat 
may be generated so fast that it can not be thus dissipated and the 
temperature rises. This accelerates the deterioration still more until 
finally the temperature may become high enough to cause the ex
plosive or ammunition to burst into flame and in certain cases where 
the explosive is confined an explosion or detonation may result.

(3) Repacking, maintenance, and salvage operations, not properly 
supervised and conducted in accordance with recognized safety 
standards. The most common sources of trouble are excessive quan
tities of powder and loose explosives; accumulation of waste paper, 
broken boxes, etc.; and failure to properly provide the barricades 
and firebreaks necessary to prevent the spread of fire from one 
operation to another.

(4) Careless or untrained employees or other persons who violate 
regulations by smoking, building fires, or striking matches in for
bidden areas and buildings, or who tamper with explosives and am
munition, particularly grenades, fuzes, etc.

(5) Failure to understand and carefully observe the safety precau
tions prescribed by these regulations for destroying explosives and 
ammunition. The most frequent sources of trouble are flying frag
ments which cause grass fires or explode piles of explosives and am
munition awaiting destruction.

(6) Sparks that may be caused by striking iron or steel nails or 
metal containers with iron or steel tools, or by nails in shoes strik
ing flint, pebbles, sand grains, or nails in the floor. Such sparks, 
small as they are, have often caused disastrous explosions of black 
powder or the dust of other explosives which ignite easily, and 
this fact is the basis of the requirements in certain places of these 
regulations for tools of brass, copper, or other nonsparking ma
terial, for cleaning mud and dirt from shoes before entering maga
zines, and for wearing safety shoes (shoes without exposed metal 
nails or plates) or shoes of rubber or felt in certain magazines.
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(7) Failure to properly safeguard heating appliances, such as 
furnaces, and torches used in making repairs to magazine roofs and 
magazines.

(8) Lightning striking buildings, trees, or other objects in or near 
explosives areas.

(9) Electric transmission lines blown down or in contact with 
inflammable materials.

Z>. Special fire-prevention rules.—Special precautions that should 
be taken to prevent fires are—

(1) When explosives and ammunition are being handled or work 
is being done in the immediate vicinity of such stores there should 
be present, ready for immediate use. two chemical or other type 
hand fire extinguishers. It is not required that these be perma
nently located in a magazine, although this should be done if prac
ticable. but it is required that they be present when employees need 
them. Many serious fires have been avoided by the prompt use of 
hand fire extinguishers.

(2) To combat grass or forest fires in or near the magazine areas 
there should be maintained an adequate supply of gunny sacks, 
rakes, brooms, hoes, or other similar equipment.

(3) Vegetation in the form of grass, undergrowth, weeds, etc., 
which is or may become a fire hazard should be controlled by mowing, 
plowing, cutting, or in calm weather and under adequate safeguards, 
by burning. Burning should not be permitted within the 50-fooc 
space maintained around each magazine, and brush, grass, weeds, etc., 
in piles should not be burned within 200 feet of a magazine.

c. Fire-fighting facilities.—A fire involving explosives or ammuni
tion may result so quickly in an intense conflagration or explosion 
that means for immediately attacking the first small blaze detected 
are vital, and reliance must often be placed upon hand equipment 
which can be maintained ready for immediate use. In addition to 
fire extinguishers, the following types of fire-fighting equipment 
may, under certain conditions, be used to good advantage:

Water barrels and buckets placed at each magazine. If this class 
of fire-fighting equipment is always maintained so that it can be 
depended upon in case of fire it is a valuable fire protection. How
ever. in the summer time the barrels must be frequently refilled, and 
in freezing weather brine must be used. Buckets deteriorate rapidly 
unless they are frequently painted or protected from the weather, 
and are blown about by windstorms if they are not securely fastened 
in place by some device which can be released at will.
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d. Fire fighting.— (1) When a guard discovers smoke coming from 
a closed and locked magazine or other evidence that a magazine is 
afire, he will give the alarm as quickly as possible. He’will fail in 
his duties if he attempts to go to the burning building and thereby 
possibly get trapped so that he can not give the alarm.

(2) When a guard or watchman or other person discovers a grass 
fire, he will immediately give the alarm, unless the fire is so small 
and so near that he is sure he alone can extinguish it at once.

(3) Fire-fighting forces, when they arrive, will attack a grass 
fire vigorously and endeavor to extinguish it even when it is close 
to a magazine.

(4) In case a fire has actually gained headway in a magazine, 
fire-fighting forces should be directed not to endanger themselves 
in hopeless efforts to extinguish the fire, but to devote their efforts 
to saving adjacent buildings.

(5) Forces engaged in fighting fires in dangerous explosives and 
ammunition will always seek such cover as is available and will 
never unnecessarily expose themselves to the intense heat generated 
by burning smokeless powder, or to flying fragments from explod
ing ammunition. Many serious accidents have occurred to person
nel running from a fire, while others much nearer to the danger 
have escaped injury because they were protected by cover which in 
some cases was very slight, such as a tree, shallow ditch, etc.

79. General safety rules.—In handling and storing ammunition 
the following general rules will be strictly enforced and obeyed:

a. Personnel other than those whose duties require them to 
inspect, handle, and store explosives and ammunition will not be 
permitted to enter or remain in any magazine or magazine area, or 
around cars, wagons, motor trucks, or boats loaded with explosives 
and ammunition unless accompanied by an officer or other repre
sentative of the commanding officer.

Z>. Personnel will not be allowed to carry into any magazine or 
magazine area, or around cars, wagons, motor trucks, or boats 
loaded with explosives and ammunition, matches or other fire or 
flame-producing devices, such as caps, detonators, squibs, or fire
arms. Wlien necessary, permits should be granted by competent 
authority to carry safety matches, and then they should be carried 
only in a metal-covered receptacle. Strike-anywhere matches 
should be prohibited and only safety matches should be used. Match 
searches should be made as prescribed by the commanding officer.
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c. Smoking will be absolutely prohibited in any building, maga
zine, or magazine area, or around cars, wagons, motor trucks, or 
boats in which there are explosives and ammunition.

d. No portable lights other than electric lanterns and flash lights 
will be used in magazines or around explosives and ammunition in 
cars, wagons, motor trucks, or boats.

e. Containers will never be opened or repaired in any magazine, 
car, motor truck, or boat in which there are explosives and ammuni
tion. This work may be done in suitable weather at a distance of at 
least 100 feet from the magazine, car, truck, boat, or in a building 
specifically set aside for this purpose.

Section XII

MAGAZINES AND MAGAZINE AREAS
Paragraph

Magazine areas____________________________________________________ SO
Magazines_________________________________________________________  SI
Lightning protection_______________________________________________  82
Care and maintenance of magazines------------------------------------------------- 83
Repairs to magazines______________________________________________  84

80. Magazine areas.—a. To secure safe storage conditions for 
explosives and ammunition it is essential that they be segregated 
from other stores in an area specifically set aside for this purpose. 
This area need not be large (it may contain only three or four small 
buildings), but should be so located with respect to quarters, bar
racks. hospitals, schools, stables, and adjacent magazines that any 
fire or explosion within the magazine area will not cause widespread 
damage. (See Sec. XIII.)

6. A fence should be erected around this area and it should be 
posted to show the presence of explosives and ammunition and to 
prohibit smoking, trespassing, and hunting. Caution: As signs are 
often used as targets, they should not be directly attached to a 
magazine, as many explosives may be set on fire, or exploded or 
detonated, by penetration of a rifle bullet. The fence should always 
be maintained in good condition and all gates should be locked unless 
guards are stationed thereat. Vegetation, which may become a fire 
hazard, should be controlled by mowing or other means, and dry grass, 
leaves, and other inflammable materials should be removed and,burned. 
Accumulation of trash, empty boxes, scrap lumber, and other similar 
inflammable materials should not be permitted. Firebreaks free 
from inflammable materials should be provided when necessary.

81. Magazines.—a. Magazines for the storage of explosives and 
ammunition should be designed and built with special attention to 
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tiie class of material to be stored therein and should comply with the 
following general requirements:

(1) Magazines should be constructed of materials which, in the 
event of an explosion, will not form dangerous missiles or firebrands.

(2) Magazines should, be fireproof unless the hazard is one which 
permits the use of a frame building covered with fire-resistant mate
rial, such as corrugated sheet asbestos.

(3) Each magazine should be provided with ventilators, well 
screened, to prevent the entrance of sparks.

(4) All doors to magazines should be made to fit tightly so as to 
seal the opening against sparks, dust, dirt, etc., and should be cov
ered with a fire-resistant material.

(5) Magazines should be built on the best drained ground avail
able and should be located at points accessible to motor or animal
drawn vehicles.

b. The Chief of Ordnance has prepared drawings and specifica
tions for magazines which are suitable for the storage of explosives 
and ammunition at line posts, camps, and stations, and new construc
tion for the storage of explosives and ammunition should be in 
accordance with the drawings listed below:

Drawing
Post black powder magazine. 8 by 8------------------------------ 19-2-75
Post ordnance magazine, 20 by 24---------------------------------19-2-76, 77,78
Post ordnance magazine, 26 by 42--------------------------------- 19-2-79, 80, 81
Special ordnance magazine. 26 by 421---------------------------- 19-2-93, 94

1 Concrete fireproof magazine protected against fragments.

Magazines larger than those listed above should be similar to those 
employed at ordnance depots for the storage of explosives and am
munition, and copies of drawings and specifications for the same may 
be obtained from the Chief of Ordnance.

82. Lightning protection.—In all localities where lightning 
storms are of frequent occurrence magazines in which explosives and 
ammunition are stored should be protected against lightning. Draw
ings showing the installation required are included in the above list. 
Lightning-protection systems should be thoroughly inspected twice 
each year for continuity of circuits, loose connections, and corrosion. 
Experience shows that deterioration is most rapid where the con
ductors enter the ground.

83. Care and maintenance of magazines.—a. Regular inspec
tions of the magazine area and each magazine should be made to see 
if repairs are needed, and that the general safety regulations set 
forth herein are strictly complied with. The roofs should be main
tained in the best possible condition, the ventilator's should be well 
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screened against the entrance of sparks, and there should be no 
openings around the foundations or cracks in the walls. The doors 
should work freely and effectively seal the opening against dust, 
dirt, sparks, etc.

6. The interior of the magazine should be clean and well kept. 
Paint, oils, gasoline, waste, rags, and other highly inflammable ma
terials should not be left in magazines. The floor should be free 
from stains, such as those caused by exuding shell or dynamite. 
Stains caused by exuding shell can be removed by scrubbing the 
floor with hot water, and the oily stains caused by dynamite can 
be neutralized by scrubbing the floor with a solution of one-half 
gallon of water, one-half gallon of wood alcohol, and 2 pounds of 
sulphite of sodium or potassium.

c. A 50-foot space around each magazine should be maintained 
free from inflammable materials, and if fire-fighting equipment such 
as water barrels and buckets are kept near the magazine they should 
be maintained ready for use at ail times. Magazines should be kept 
locked except when necessarily opened for operations or inspections. 
When unlocked, magazines should be in the personal care of a re
sponsible officer or man other than the nearest sentry. Keys should 
be kept in the care of a responsible officer or post ordnance sergeant. 
Officers or foremen in charge of operations at magazines should 
make sure that all doors and shutters are securely locked before 
leaving the magazines.

d. A magazine placard Storage and Care of Explosives.” 0. 0. 
5991. should be posted in every magazine, near the door where it 
will be in plain sight when personnel are working therein.

84. Repairs to magazines.—a. Repairs to magazines should 
be made under the direct supervision of a competent person, who 
will decide whether the contents of the magazine are to be removed 
before repairs are made. Under normal conditions roofs, lightning 
rods, ventilators, doors, etc., may be repaired, and minor repairs 
to the interior of a magazine, except those containing hazardous 
explosives, may be made without removing the contents of the 
building.

6. When magazines are repaired the general safety regulations 
set forth herein, and particularly those relating to the elimination 
of fire hazards, will be complied with. In addition, the following 
special regulations should be complied with:

(1) All work should be done by careful, experienced workmen.
(2) Tools which do not cause sparks should be used, if practicable.
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(3) The floor in the immediate vicinity of the repair work should 
be carefully swept and stains on the floor should be scrubbed with 
hot water.

(4) No work requiring soldering, the melting of asphalt, or the 
use of blow torches should be done in a magazine containing explo
sives and ammunition.

(5) No repairs should be made to the interior of a magazine con
taining bulk explosives, such as black powder, T. N. T., tetryl, ex
plosive D, until all explosives have been removed and the floors 
washed with water.

(6) All workmen should be searched for matches before being 
allowed to enter or make repairs in any magazine.

(7) All magazines should be carefully swept after repairs have 
been made and all tools should be removed.

Section XIII

QUANTITY-DISTANCE TABLES
Paragraph

General__________________________________________________________  85
Classes of military explosives and ammunition------------------------------------- 86
Minimizing and reducing the hazards__________________________________  87
Quantity-distance table for class 2 military explosives and ammunition 

(smokeless powder and pyrotechnics)--------------------------------------------- 88
Quantity-distance table for class 3 military explosives and ammunition 

(point-detonating fuzes, minor caliber base detonating fuzes, powder train 
and mechanical time fuzes)----------------------------------------------------------- 89

Quantity-distance table for class 4 military explosives and ammunition 
(fixed high-explosive shell. 3-inch trench-mortar ammunition, fragmen
tation bombs, grenades and shrapnel of all calibers, fuzed or unfuzed)_ 90

Quantity-distance table for class 5 military explosives and ammunition 
(separate and unfixed shell, loaded with explosive D. fuzed or unfuzed)__ 91

Quantity-distance table for class 6 military explosives and ammunition 
(major and medium caliber base detonating fuzes, bomb fuzes, and adapt
ers and boosters for high-explosive shell, chemical shell and bombs)_  92

Quantity-distance table for class 7 military explosives and ammunition 
(separate and unfixed loaded shell of all calibers except those loaded with 
explosive D)_____________________________________________________ 93

Quantity-distance table for class 8 military explosives and ammunition 
(primers, primer detonators for bombs, grenade firing mechanisms, and 
blasting caps)___________________________________________________ 94

Quantity-distance table for classes 9 and 10 military explosives and ammu
nition- (bulk explosives and demolition bombs)------------------------------- 95

85. General.—This section deals only with the quantity-distance 
relations governing the storage of explosives and ammunition in 
magazines at military establishments. Where, in this section, ex
plosives and ammunition are grouped into classes, it does not mean 
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or imply that the articles in a particular class are to be stored to
gether but simply that the hazards involved are similar for all ar
ticles in the group. The articles that may be stored together in one 
magazine are set forth in Section XV.

86. Classes of military explosives and ammunition.—When 
military explosives and ammunition are packed in accordance with 
the provisions of War Department drawings and specifications and 
are stored in accordance with these regulations they may. in so far 
as the hazards and risks due to fires or explosions are concerned, be 
grouped into the following general classes:

Class 1. Small-arms ammunition.—This is principally a fire hazard 
and no limit has been placed on the storage of this material in the 
quantity-distance tables which follow.

Class 2. Smokeless powder and pyrotechnics.—These materials, 
under extreme conditions of moisture and high temperature, may be
come unsafe. They burn with intense heat, but do not usually form 
missiles or generate pressures which will cause serious structural 
damage to adjacent magazines.

Class 3. Point-detonating fuzes. such as Mks. Ill, IV, and V. 
21-second and ^-second combination time percussion fuzes, and 
antiaircraft fuzes, packed separately in boxes.—These usually ex
plode progressively, not more than a box or two at a time. Pres
sures which will cause serious structural damage to adjacent maga
zines are not usually generated and missiles are small and of light 
weight and usually fall within 100 yards.

Class i. Fuzed high-explosive shell, trench-mortar ammunition, 
fragmentation bombs, grenades. and shrapnel of all calibers, fuzed 
and unfuzed, packed in boxes.—Articles in this class usually explode 
progressively, only a few boxes at a time, and many explosions of in
dividual rounds are of a very low order. Pressures which will cause 
serious structural damage to adjacent magazines are not usually gen
erated and most missiles will fall within 200 yards.

Class 5. Separate and unfixed shell, loaded with explosive D, 
fuzed or unfuzed.—These usually explode one shell at a time and in 
nearly all cases with low order. As only one shell should be in
volved in an explosion the missiles are limited both as to number and 
range and most missiles will fall within 400 yards.

Class 6. Base-detonating fuzes, such as Semple Mks. Ill and 
V, F. A. medium and major calibers, bomb fuzes, adapters, and 
boosters, for high-explosive shell and bombs, packed separately in 
boxes.—These usually explode progressively by piles. Structural 
damage caused by the pressures generated is usually limited to 
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adjacent magazines and the missiles are light and usually fall within 
200 yards.

Class 7. Separate and- unfixed, shell of all calibers, except those 
loaded with explosive D.—All in a magazine may explode, but the 
explosion may be limited to one pile by arranging the material in 
the magazine in accordance with the instructions for piling separate 
loaded shell in Section XV. Structural damage caused by the pres
sure generated is usually limited to adjacent magazines and most 
missiles will fall within 500 yards.

Class 8, Primer detonators for bombs? grenade firing mechanisms, 
and blasting caps, packed in metal containers and wooden boxes.— 
All in a magazine may explode at one time, but as the total amount 
of explosives involved is limited and the explosives are not strongly 
confined structural damage is usually limited to adjacent magazines. 
Light missiles are formed which have a very limited range.

Class 9. Bulk explosives, such as Hack powder, T. N. T., and 
explosive D.—Black powder in a magazine usually explodes and 
T. N. T. and explosive D usually burn, but may explode. Since 
these explosives are similar to commercial explosives, structural 
damage should not occur at the distances specified in the American 
Table of Distances for similar quantities of commercial explosives, 
and the missile hazard may be minimized by using a type of maga
zine construction which breaks up into small fragments.

Class 10. Demolition bombs.—All in a magazine may explode. If 
this happens, structural damage caused by the pressures generated 
should not occur at the distances specified in the American Table 
of Distances for similar quantities of bulk commercial explosives, 
and most missiles will fall well within these distances.

Class 11. Chemical ammunition, stored and issued by the Ordnance 
Department.—Chemical shell and grenades are not considered to 
be an explosive hazard and no limit has been placed on the storage 
of this material in the quantity-distance tables which follow. How
ever, there are certain restrictions on the storage of this ammunition 
which are set forth in Section XV.

87. Minimizing and reducing the hazards.—a. To reduce to 
a minimum the hazards and risks due to fire or explosion, these 
regulations prescribe with reference to quantities and distances—

(1) The distances that will be maintained between inhabited 
buildings, public railways, public highways, and magazines at mili
tary establishments.

(2) The distances that will be maintained between magazines at 
military establishments.
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(3) The maximum quantity that will be permitted in any one 
magazine.

b. These safety precautions not only protect persons and property 
in the territory adjacent to military establishments, but reduce to a 
minimum the possibility of any explosion involving large masses of 
explosives and ammunition, and from a military standpoint limit the 
quantity of military supplies that may be lost in any one explosion.

c. The quantity-distance tables set forth below will be strictly com
plied with at all military establishments, except harbor defenses 
which are provided with emplacement magazines for the storage of 
explosives and ammunition. They are based upon data obtained from 
fires involving military explosives and ammunition and upon a com
prehensive series of tests with ammunition made at Aberdeen Proving 
Ground. Md. (Technical Staff Test Program 1922-120.) The tables 
covering the storage of military explosives and ammunition, which 
are similar to commercial explosives, are in agreement with the 
quantity-distance requirements of the American Table of Distances 
published by the Institute of Explosive Makers. U. S. A., and State 
laws. (See tables for classes 8. 9. and 10.)

d. In preparing these tables such minor dajnage as the breaking of 
window glass and the shaking down of plaster (when not accom
panied by structural damage) was not considered. The distances 
specified in the tables offer protection against structural damage and 
most missiles. Occasional missiles which may travel a mile or more 
were not considered because they occur but rarely when the amount 
of material involved in any one explosion is limited by making the 
piles small and by separating the piles by distances which will usually 
limit an explosion to one pile only. It will be noted that the distances 
specified in the tables are not based upon the total amount of 
explosives in the magazines, but upon the missile hazard or the 
amount that may be involved in any one explosion.

e. The terms used in the following tables are defined as follows:
(1) Inhabited budding.—Any building (not on a military reserva

tion) customarily used as a habitation, church, schoolhouse, hospital, 
railroad station, or for other purposes of assembly.

(2) Public railway.—Any steam, electric, or other railroad which 
carries passengers for hire.

(3) Public highway.—Any street, alley, road, or navigable stream. 
(A navigable stream is one capable of extensive navigation by barges, 
tugboats, and other large vessels.)

(4) Nearest 'magazine.—The nearest magazine containing explo
sives or ammunition. The amount of explosives or ammunition per-
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mitted in a magazine can sometimes be increased if the nearest maga
zines are filled with inert materials, thus greatly increasing the dis
tance to the nearest magazine containing explosives and ammunition.

(5) Maximum permitted.—The maximum quantity of explosives 
and ammunition permitted in any magazine even though it is more 
isolated than the tables prescribe. It is imperative that losses of 
military supplies be reduced to the absolute minimum.

/. The explosive contents of ammunition or components are shown 
in Technical Regulations for each caliber and type of gun and on 
ordnance office drawings, but if these are not available the informa
tion desired will be requested from the Chief of Ordnance. The 
quantities shown in the tables set forth below were computed in the 
following manner:

(1) For smokeless powder the quantities in pounds are the net 
weight of the powder in the boxes (bulk powder) or propelling 
charges.

(2) For pyrotechnics the quantities are the gross weights of the 
boxes and contents.

(3) For fixed ammunition the pounds of explosives are computed 
as follows: *

i Maximum permitted in any one magazine.

If a magazine contains 10,000 rounds of 75-mm. high-explosive 
shell, Mk. I, the amount of explosive in the magazine is 10.000 times 
1.75 (approximate weight of shell charge) =17,500 pounds. The 
smokeless powder in the cartridge case is not classed as an explosive 
and is not included in the computation.

(4) For separate loaded shell and bombs the pounds of explosives 
are computed as follows:

If a magazine contains five hundred 155-mm. howitzer shell. Mk. 
I, the amount of explosives in the magazine is as follows: 500 times 
15.25 (approximate weight of shell charge) =7,625 pounds.

88. Quantity-distance table for class 2 military explosives 
and ammunition (smokeless powder and pyrotechnics).

Distance in feet from nearest—

Quantity, pounds of explosives {not over)
Inhabited: Public J Public Maga- 
building railway highway zine

10.000............... . .......................................................................... ........
100,000.............. . ................. . ............................................................
200.000.............  -...............
500,000 1.......................................... ............................. . .....................

100
200
300
400

100
200
300
400

100
200
300
400

50
100
200
300
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89. Quantity-distance table for class 3 military explosives
and ammunition (point-detonating fuzes, minor caliber base
detonating fuzes, powder train, and mechanical time fuzes).

Distance in feet from nearest—
Quantity, pounds of explosives (not over)

Inhabited! Public ! Public ; 
building railway • highway i

50 ..................................................... 400 400 | 400 t
200.............         ! 400 400 | 400
1.000______________—. .................. —-................ -............ • 400 । 400 1 100
5,000 1............        | 400 ' 400 i 400

!

Maga
zine

1 Maximum permitted in any one magazine.

90. Quantity-distance table for class 4 military explosives 
and ammunition (fixed high-explosive shell. 3-inch trench-mortar 
ammunition, fragmentation bombs, grenades, and shrapnel of all 
calibers, fuzed or unfuzed).

1 Maximum permitted in any one magazine.

Quantity, pounds of explosives (not over)

Distance in feet from nearest—

[ 
Inhabited! 
building |

Public ! 
railway |

' Public 
highway

Maga
zine

.50 1,200 i 1,200 1.200 60
•500................. ......................... . .............................. . ........................ 1,200 1 1.200 । 1.200 140
1.000.................. . .................................... ...................................... . 1,200 1 1,200 i 1,200 180
.50.000....................... . ......................... .......... .................................... . 1,200 ; 1,200 1 1,200 22.5
500,000 ‘.............. ............................................................................... 1,200 i 1,200 i 1,200 300

91. Quantity-distance table for class 5 military explosives 
and ammunition (separate and unfixed shell, loaded with explosive 
D, fuzed or unfuzed).

Quantity, pounds of explosives (not over)

1 Distance in feet from nearest—

i
Public ' Public 

railway i highway
Maga
zine

Inhabited 
; building

1,000-............................ . ................................................................. 1 1,200 1,200 1.200 100
25.000..........    J 1,200 1,200 , 1,200 200
650,0001...........................      j 1,200 1, 200 i 1,200 300

1 Maximum permitted in any one magazine.

92. Quantity-distance table for class 6 military explosives 
and ammunition (major and medium caliber base-detonating fuzes, 
bomb fuzes, and adapters and boosters for high-explosive shell, 
chemical shell, and bombs).
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Distance in feet from nearest—
Quantity, pounds of explosives (not over) Inhabited 

building
Public 

railway
Public 

highway
1 Maga*  
i zine

50 ____  - - 240 140 70 '1 60
200 ................................................  __.................... ............... 240 140 70 1 100
5,000....................................................................................................... 1,500 900 450 I 200
100,000 1....... ...................................................................................—- 1,500 900 450 300

i Maximum permitted in any one magazine. .
1 American Table of Distances requirements for bulk explosives.

i Maximum permitted in any one magazine.

93. Quantity-distance table for class 7 military explosives 
and ammunition (separate and unfixed loaded shell of all calibers 
except those loaded with explosive D).

1 Maximum permitted in any one magazine.

Quantity, pounds of explosives (not over)
Distance in feet from nearest—

Inhabited! Public 
building | railway

. Public 
highwayj

Maga- 
[ zine

25,000_______ ______ ___________ ______________ -........ ........ 1,800 1,800 i
1, 800 ' 1,800 1

1,800 i
1,800 1

200
300500.000 ......................... . ............ .............. ............................. ....

94. Quantity-distance table for class 8 military explosives 
and ammunition (primers, primer detonators for bombs, grenade
firing mechanisms, and blasting caps).

j Distance in feet from nearest—
Quantity, pounds of explosives (not over) Inhabited Public ! Public Maga

building 2 railway2 [highway 2 zines

50.............................    - -40 140 70 60
500 ............. . ------------------------------ 720 430 1 220 140
5.000........................................-..............................................  1.200 720 1 360 200
10.000-.-.......      -.......................................... - 1,500 900 1 450 300
15.000........................  -........................................ 1.610 970 1 490 300
20.000 ‘..........   1.740 1,040 I 520 300

i Maximum permitted in any one magazine.
- American Table of Distances requirements for explosives in the form of blasting caps.

95. Quantity-distance table for classes 9 and 10 military 
explosives and ammunition (bulk explosives and demolition 
bombs).

Distance in feet from nearest—
Quantity, pounds of explosives (not over) Inhabited! 

building 2
I Public
■ railway 2

I Public 
highway 2

Maga
zines

240 1 140 iI 70 60
100________________________________ ----------____ ____ --- 360 220 110 80
2,000_______ ______ ________________ ____-............................. 1,200 720 |1 360 200
25.000_______________________________________ __________ 2,110 1,270 11 630 300
100,0001____________________________________ ________ __ 3,630 2,180 1,090 400
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Section XIV

PACKING, MARKING, SHIPPING, HANDLING
Paragraph

General_________________________________ <—<_______________________ 96
Packing___________________________________________________________ 97
Marking___________________________________________________________ 98
Interstate Commerce Commission regulations____________________________ 99
The Bureau of Explosives--------------------------------------------------------------------100
State and municipal laws, ordinances, and regulations___________________ 101
Compliance with laws and regulations---------------------------------------------------- 102
Rail shipments---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 103
Water shipments____________________________________________________ 104
Motor truck shipments---------------------------------------------------------------------- 105
Handling----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 106

96. General.—The general regulations governing the packing, 
marking, and shipping of military supplies are set forth in AR 
30-955. This section contains special regulations for explosives and 
ammunition.

97. Packing.—a. Explosives and other dangerous articles offered 
for shipment on a common carrier will be packed to comply with 
the Interstate Commerce Commission regulations, but Section I, 
paragraph 14 (a), of the Interstate Commerce Commission regula
tions states that shipments of explosives offered by the War and 
Navy Departments of the LTnited States Government may be packed, 
including limitations of weight, as required by their regulations.’’

b. Military explosives and ammunition are packed in accordance 
with United States Army specifications and drawings. The methods 
of packing specified and used not only meet military requirements 
and protect the articles from damage in transit but also comply with 
the Interstate Commerce Commission regulations.

c. When shipments of explosives and other dangerous articles are 
to be made and containers are not available which comply with the 
United States Army specifications for the particular article to be 
shipped, containers complying with the Interstate Commerce Com
mission regulations will be used. This applies particularly to the 
shipment of deteriorated explosives or ammunition and to powder, 
explosives, and loaded components of ammunition obtained from 
salvage operations.

98. Marking.—a. Explosives and other dangerous articles offered 
for shipment on a common carrier will be marked to comply with 
Interstate Commerce Commission regulations.

b. Explosives and ammunition are marked in accordance with 
United States Army specifications and drawings. (See U. S. Army
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Spec. No. 100-2 and O. O. Pamphlet No. 2036. Service Markings of 
Ammunition and Ammunition Containers.) The markings are 
primarily for the identification of the material from a military 
standpoint, but they comply with Interstate Commerce Commission 
regulations.

99. Interstate Commerce Commission regulations.—a. The 
transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles within the 
limits of the jurisdiction of the United States is regulated by Federal 
law, act of March 4, 1909. chapter 321. sections 232 and 234 (35 
S. 1134), as amended by the act of March 4, 1921. chapter 172 
(41 S. 1444-1445). Violations of this act are punishable by severe 
fines and imprisonment.

b. Section 233 of the above-mentioned act reads as follows:
The Interstate Commerce Commission shall formulate regulations for the 

safe transportation, within the limits of the jurisdiction of the United States, 
of explosives and other dangerous articles, * * * which shall be binding 
upon all common carriers engaged in interstate or foreign commerce which 
transport explosives or other dangerous articles by land or water, and upon 
all shippers making shipments of explosives or other dangerous articles via any 
common carrier engaged in interstate or foreign commerce by land or water.

c. Under the authority of the above quoted act the Interstate 
Commerce Commission has published regulations governing the 
transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles by land, 
and is preparing for issue regulations governing the transportation 
of such articles by water.

100. The Bureau of Explosives.—Section I. paragraph 5. of 
the Interstate Commerce Commission regulations covering shipments 
of explosives and other dangerous articles by rail, reads as follows:

The service of the bureau for rhe safe transportation of explosives and other 
dangerous articles, hereinafter called Bureau of Explosives, will be utilized by 
this commission in the execution of these regulations. This bureau will make 
inspections and conduct investigations, and will confer with manufacturers and 
shippers with a view to determining what regulations will within reasonable 
limits afford the highest degree of safety in packing and preparing these dan
gerous articles for shipment and in transporting the same. The commission 
will avail itself of the expert knowledge thus developed, and in formulating 
amendments to these regulations, while not bound thereby, will give due weight 
to the expert opinions thus obtained.

The Bureau of Explosives was organized in 1906 by the American 
Railway Association. Nearly all common carriers are members of 
the American Railway Association and comply with the rules and 
regulations issued by the Bureau of Explosives. Inspectors of the 
Bureau of Explosives are stationed throughout the country to ob
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serve, investigate, and report upon shipping methods, and common 
carriers utilize the services of the inspectors of the Bureau of Explo
sives to enforce regulations and approve methods and practices and 
to assist shippers. The name and address of the Bureau of Explo
sives inspector nearest your station can be obtained from the local 
railroad agent, or by writing to the Bureau of Explosives at 30 Vesey 
Street, New York City.

101. State and. municipal laws, ordinances, and regula
tions.—In addition to the Federal laws governing interstate trans
portation of explosives and other dangerous articles, each State and 
nearly all municipalities have laws or ordinances regulating the 
transportation of explosives and other dangerous articles within their 
jurisdiction. The harbor regulations of the port of New York or 
port of Baltimore and city ordinances requiring motor trucks or 
wagons carrying explosives to display a red flag or placard, are 
examples of such State and municipal laws and ordinances.

102. Compliance with laws and regulations.—Shipments of 
explosives and ammunition made by military establishments will 
comply with the Interstate Commerce Commisssion regulations, port 
and harbor regulations. State and municipal laws, and Bureau of 
Explosives recommendations. Difficulties encountered in complying 
with the above will be reported in detail, through channels, to the 
Chief of Ordnance.

103. Bail shipments.—a. The Interstate Commerce Commis- 
sion regulations which govern the transportation of explosives and 
other dangerous articles by rail are essentially safety regulationsand 
describe in detail how such shipments will be handled, loaded, braced 
and stayed, and placarded. (See also AR 30-955.) Bureau of 
Explosives Pamphlet No. 6 contains data, photographs, and drawings 
of recommended methods of bracing and staying shipments. These 
recommendations, although for commercial explosives and other dan
gerous articles, can be readily adapted to military explosives and 
ammunition, and will be followed when a method such as that set 
forth in United States Army Specifications No. 50-21-4 is not 
prescribed.

b. When making shipments of explosives and ammunition by rail 
refer to Bureau of Explosives pamphlets for ideas as to piling and 
packing, and to the Interstate Commerce Commission regulations for 
information as to legal requirements. Study the cargo and decide 
beforehand how it may best be stowed. Order the car best suited for 
the needs at hand. When the car arrives give it a thorough sweeping 
and inspect it for protruding nails and boltheads, which must be 
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removed or covered with wood. Board up the sides of the car where 
necessary to obtain an even bearing and obtain the proper dunnage 
with nails to correspond. (See Bureau of Explosives pamphlets.) 
Provide substantial gangways; remove obstructions which may pre
vent free entry to the car; clear the immediate vicinity of leaves, 
dry grass, and other inflammable materials, and see that the brakes 
are set and wheels chocked. During loading operations, close the 
car doors and magazine doors when engines or speeders are passing.

Figure 36.—Method of packing projectlies in freight cars

Do not leave cars partly loaded, unless impossible to finish loading 
at one time, in which case car doors must be securely locked. After 
loading see that the shipment is properly braced and stayed; that 
the car is properly sealed and placarded; and keep a permanent 
record of car numbers and seals. In unloading cars observe the same 
safety precautions that have been outlined above. Carefully sweep 
all cars that have contained explosives and remove all placards. 
Sweepings should be thrown in running water, burned, or placed 
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in a metal receptacle for later disposition. Report all shipments 
received in a badly damaged condition, through channels, to the 
Chief of Ordnance.

104. Water shipments.—a. Until Interstate Commerce Com
mission regulations for water shipments become available such ship
ments will be made in accordance with the Interstate Commerce 
Commission regulations governing rail shipments and the port and 
harbor regulations of the various cities and States affected. Ship
ments overseas will be made in accordance with the regulations of the 
carrier, usually the Quartermaster Corps (AR 30-1270), or the Xavy 
Department.

~b. When making shipments of explosives and ammunition by 
water, study the local port regulations regarding the handling of 
explosives therein and comply with the regulations for tonnage, 
lights, open fires, stoves, mixed loads, flags, anchors, etc. When 
chartering equipment for shipments have the equipment passed upon 
by port authorities before accepting it for use. During loading see 
that the safety regulations for open fires, stoves, gasoline, matches, 
smoking, etc., are strictly complied with: that decks, runways, and 
docks are free from dirt, rubbish, and spilled explosives; and that 
personnel handle explosives and ammunition with care so as to 
avoid danger and damage to the shipment. If the loading is not com
pleted during the day see that proper precautions are taken to guard 
and protect the shipment against fire and that a sufficient crew is left 
in charge to handle the boat in case of emergency. Do not leave any 
explosives or ammunition on a dock or elsewhere unless delivery is 
made to authorized persons or explosives left under proper guard. 
Explosives and ammunition must not be left on board boats over
night unless such action is imperative incident to their transporta
tion. Lighters should not be tied up to that part of a vessel or dock 
where the fireroom or boiler is located. Always keep explosives as 
far away from engine and boiler room as possible.

c. The use of oil or chemical-burning lamps or lanterns is pro
hibited in the neighborhood of explosives. Use only electric lanterns 
when a movable artificial light is necessary. In planning port and 
starboard lights and other such necessary signals, oil-burning lights 
are permitted, which should be placed, removed, and filled by a re
sponsible officer, who should see that they are not brought in contact 
with explosives or introduce fire risk to the boat or barge. Storage 
of paints, oils, varnishes, or other inflammables is prohibited on any 
boat or barge used for explosives or ammunition. Such oil as is 
necessary in connection with the macliinery of a boat must be kept 
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under the direct charge of the chief engineer, and only a day-to-day 
stock permitted. Oils used for signal lights and in living quarters 
must be kept in a special compartment as far as possible from the 
explosives, should be kept under lock and key, and should be in 
direct charge of the officer in charge of the lights. Oil must not be 
put in or removed from this compartment at night. If oil acci
dentally gets on the floor, it must be immediately swept up with saw
dust and the sweepings thrown overboard.

105. Motor-truck shipments.—a. Interstate Commerce Com
mission regulations, in so far as applicable, govern shipments of ex
plosives and ammunition in motor trucks. Nearly all States, cities, 
towns, and villages also have laws governing the transportation of 
explosives and other dangerous articles within their jurisdiction. 
When making shipments of explosives and ammunition by motor, 
consult with local civil authorities of the cities and towns through 
which the explosives and ammunition are to be transported and 
strictly observe their rules and regulations for the transportation of 
explosives and ammunition. Obtain their recommendations as to 
the best route to follow, so as to avoid congested areas.

b. Take every precaution against fire. Inspect trucks daily to see 
that electric wiring, lights, brakes, gasoline tanks, and lines are in 
good working order; clean the engine daily of dust and oil, and 
make sure that the engine pan is free from accumulations of dirt 
and grease. Watch carefully the splash of oil or grease from the 
universal joint, transmission, or other moving parts onto the under
side of footboards or body of the car and clean thoroughly after each 
long trip or day’s work. Repair leaking gasoline tanks or lines 
immediately; keep lighted cigarettes, pipes, and open lights away 
from the vicinity when filling gasoline tanks; and when lighting side 
or tail lights, keep away from the gasoline tank and load of explo
sives. Do not permit smoking on or near the truck or the carrying 
of matches in pockets. Where necessary use safety matches and keep 
them in a metal container in the tool box. Prohibit the use of strike- 
anywhere matches. Keep only the least possible amount of waste in 
the truck and separate oily from clean waste. Do not allow trash to 
accumulate in the tool box. Provide all trucks with at least one 
properly filled fire extinguisher, a box containing at least 3 cubic feet 
of dry sand, and a suitable shovel. Instruct all drivers and other 
employees as to the best method of extinguishing gasoline fires with 
Pyrene and sand and impress them with the fact that in nearly all 
cases there is time to extinguish a fire, as it takes an appreciable time 
to heat ammunition to the point where it will explode. One case on 
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record which well illustrates the above is as follows: Ammunition 
which was exuding was,being loaded onto a truck; some of the 
exudate ran down through the floor boards onto a hot exhaust pipe 
and burst into flames. Ail personnel but two fled, but the two that 
remained succeeded in putting out the fire with dirt scooped from the 
road and a disastrous explosion was avoided.

c. When explosives and ammunition are being transported by a 
convoy of trucks, see that the trucks do not become widely separated 
and that a safe distance is maintained between trucks so as to avoid 
danger of collision. Stop the convoy once each hour during the trip 
and inspect each truck load. Do not stop within or close to the 
limits of cities, towns, or municipalities, and in driving through 
towns and cities keep away from congested streets as much as pos
sible. Drive at a moderate speed, always have truck under control, 
and be careful not to collide with or allow others to collide with 
you. Come to a full stop at railroad crossings. Permit no unau
thorized person to ride on trucks. If a truck catches on fire, the 
other trucks will proceed to a safe distance out of the zone of danger 
in case of an explosion, and guards will be posted at a distance of 
several hundred yards on each side of the truck to stop all traffic. 
If a truck breaks down and it can not be towed to its destination by 
one of the other trucks, leave a guard of two men and notify the 
post to which the convoy is proceeding, so that a truck can be dis
patched at once with loading personnel to relieve the disabled truck 
of its load.

cl. Do not transport fuzes or other detonating agents with other 
explosives. When explosives are to be carried, lay boards or the 
equivalent over the iron strips in the floor of truck body before plac
ing the explosives. See that the load is well braced and stayed and 
that tarpaulins are available to protect the load from the weather or 
from sparks from passing locomotives, etc. Do not unload or pile 
explosives and ammunition immediately back of the exhaust.

e. When transporting artillery ammunition, all projectiles should 
be laid on the side instead of on the base and with the sides of the 
projectiles parallel to the side of the truck so that the projectiles 
will not roll back against the tail gate of the truck and damage it. 
If it is necessary to place more than one layer of projectiles in the 
truck, strips of planking should be placed over the first layer of 
projectiles to protect the rotating band from becoming deformed 
due to contact with other projectiles when the truck is in motion.

106. Handling.—a. Ammunition should be handled under the 
direct supervision of an officer or other competent person who under
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stands thoroughly the hazards and risks involved. Personnel han
dling ammunition should be impressed with the fact that their safety 
as well as that of others depends upon the intelligence and care 
exercised by themselves and by their fellow workers. Personnel han
dling ammunition should not be permitted to tamper with or dis
assemble any components. Serious accidents have resulted to per
sonnel tampering with grenades, fuzes, and other similar mechanisms. 
Personnel handling ammunition should clean all mud and grit from 
their shoes before entering the magazine, ear, or boat in which there 
are explosives and ammunition. Safety shoes, shoes without ex
posed metal nails or plates, should be worn whenever loose black 
powder is handled. Personnel wearing safety shoes should protect 
themselves against body charges of static electricity by frequently 
touching metal located outside the magazine.

b. Explosives and ammunition should be handled carefully. Bale 
hooks will not be used and containers should not be tumbled, dragged, 
thrown, or dropped on each other or on the floor. Roller conveyors 
and trucks may be used except for hazardous explosives which may 
ignite from sparks. Hazardous explosives, such as detonators, bulk 
explosives (T. N. T., black powder), and smokeless powder should 
be handled either by hand or with wooden roller conveyors. No tools 
or equipment so designed that steel or other spark-producing metal 
comes in contact with packages should be used in handling hazardous 
explosives. Tools used in handling explosives and ammunition 
should not be left in magazines, and such tools as car movers, wooden 
wedges and mallets, saws and hammers for bracing cars, wrenches, 
oil cans, waste, etc., needed for the mechanical handling equipment 
should be kept in a general storehouse or in a locked tool box near 
the magazines. All tool boxes should be inspected regularly to avoid 
accumulation of trash, waste, etc.

c. If explosives are spilled or sift from a leaky container, all work 
should be stopped until the explosives have been swept up and 
removed and any remaining particles or dust have been neutralized 
with water. Damaged containers will never be repaired in any mag
azine, truck, or boat containing explosives and ammunition. Dam
aged containers may be repaired or repacked in the open at least 100 
feet from the magazine, truck, or boat, or in a building specifically 
set aside for this work. Explosives and ammunition should not be 
exposed to moisture or dampness or to the direct rays of the sun for 
any long period of time. If it is necessary to leave boxes tempo
rarily outside of magazines or cars, they should be covered with a 
tarpaulin which is placed so that air can circulate freely through 
the pile.
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Section XV

STORAGE. CARE. MAIXTEXAXCE
Paragraph

General_____________________________________________________________ 107
Storage chart for explosives, loaded ammunition, and loaded componenrs___ 108
Exceptions__________________________________________________________ 109
Piling and stacking-----------------------------------------------------------------------------110
Bulk black powder_____ ____________________________________________ 111
Saluting charges, practice bomb charges, and smoke puff charges__________ 112
T. N. T., explosive D, and triton blocks________________________________ 113
Dynamite----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 114
Bulk snrokeless powder and separate loading propelling charges____________115
Small-arms ammunition______________________________________________116
Fixed ammunition----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 117
Separate loaded shell_________________________________________________118
Bombs----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------119
Fuzes, primers, detonators, adapters, and boosters_______________________ 120
Trench-warfare ammunition (grenades and trench-mortar shell)--------------- 121
Pyrotechnics________________________________________________________ 122
Chemical ammunition------------------------------------------------------ ----------------- 123
Inert or empty components of ammunition______________________________124

107. General.—a. The general regulations governing the storage 
of military supplies are set forth in AR 700-10. The regulations of 
this section are special regulations for the storage of explosives and 
ammunition at military establishments.

b. Explosives and ammunition should not be stored in buildings 
which are used for other purposes, nor in the basements or attics of 
barracks, company supply rooms, or general storehouses, except- for 
the small quantity of small-arms ammunition required for current 
use that may be stored in a safe and suitable place in a company 
storeroom. Small-arms ammunition stored in buildings which are 
used for other purposes should be kept to the absolute minimum. 
When magazines such as those described in Section XII are not 
available and other types of buildings not originally built for the 
storage of explosives and ammunition are used, they must be of a 
type that affords good protection against moisture and dampness, and 
if subjected to high temperatures must be well ventilated. Build
ings which are not provided with a wood or concrete Moor should 
not be used, and explosives and ammunition should never be stored 
in buildings heated by stoves or open fires.

All dirt or foreign material must be removed from container's 
before they are stored. Explosives and ammunition in damaged 
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containers will not be stored until the containers have been repaired 
or the contents thereof repacked in a new or serviceable container. 
Containers will not be repaired or repacked in any magazine, car, 
truck, or boat in which there are explosives and ammunition. This 
work should be done in a near-by empty magazine or building spe
cifically set aside for this purpose, or in the open at a distance of at 
least 100 feet. Explosives and ammunition will never be stored in 
open boxes. All boxes and containers will be securely closed so that 
the contents can not be removed or tampered with by unauthorized 
persons.

108. Storage chart for explosives, loaded ammunitiAi, and 
loaded components.—The following table shows the explosives and 
ammunition which may be stored together. The letter X, at an 
intersection of horizontal and vertical column, shows that the item 
in the horizontal column may be stored with the item in the vertical 
column.

Groups

Bulk black powder, saluting, practice bombs and 
smoke puff charges..... ............... .......... ............... .

A. T. N. T. (bulk) and T. N. T. blocks—............
Dynamite_______________________ ________
Explosive D______________________________

B. Smokeless powder (bulk)---------- ----------........
Separate loading propelling charges....................
Small-arms ammunition___________________
Fixed high explosive shell and shrapnel---------

C. Separate loaded shrapnel____ _____________
Fragmentation bombs...........................................
Trench mortar shell, high explosive and prac

tice___ ______________________ ________
Grenades, high explosive and practice------------
Fuzes, time and detonating............. ....................
Primers, primer detonators........... ......................

D. Detonators, blasting and percussion caps.-.....
Grenade, firing mechanisms________________

E. Demolition bombs_____ _________ _____ ---
F. Separate loaded shell,..........................................
G. Pyrotechnics—___________—-.........................
H. Chemical ammunition, except phosphorus----
I. Chemical ammunition (phosphorus).—..... .
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109. Exceptions.—<z. The requirements of the above table should 
be strictly complied with -unless the total quantity of explosives or 
chemical fillers (see par. 87 /) in a magazine is less than 1,900 
pounds, in which case the following will be permitted:

Groups A and B may be stored in one magazine.
Groups C and D may be stored in one magazine.
Groups G and H may be stored in one magazine.
Z>. Examples of permissible storage in accordance with the above 

requirement ate as follows:
(1) A combination of Groups A and B:

Black powder in sealed drums.
T. N. T. blocks in cases.
Dynamite.
Bulk powder for G. P. ammunition.

Total explosives in the magazine less than 1.U00 pounds.
(2) A combination of Groups C and D:

Sinaii-arms ammunition.
Fixed ammunition.
F uzes.
Detonators.
Primers.
Blasting caps.

Total explosives in the magazine less than 1.000 pounds.
(3) A combination of Groups G and H:

Pyrotechnics.
C. N. Grenades.

Total explosives in the magazine less than 1.000 pounds.
110. Piling and stacking.—When a specific method of piling 

or stacking is not prescribed in the following paragraphs of this 
section, explosives and ammunition will be piled or stacked in ac
cordance with AR 700-10. The following general regulations will 
always be complied with:

a. Explosives and ammunition should be segregated in piles by 
lot number. Piles should be neat and stable with ample aisle spice 
between for ready inspection and inventory.

b. Piles should be raised olf the floor on 2-inch battens to protect 
the material in the piles from moisture and dampness. Good ventila
tion to all parts of the pile should be provided, dunnage being used 
if necessary.

c. Piles should not exceed the height of the eaves so that the 
ammunition will be protected from elevated temperatures near the 
roof.
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< d. Partly filled boxes should be plainly marked and placed in a 
conspicuous place on top of the proper piles. The covers of all 
partially filled boxes will be securely fastened and loose rounds or 
components of ammunition will not be permitted in magazines.

e. Inflammable material, such as dunnage, boxes, etc., will be 
eliminated or reduced to an absolute minimum in magazines con
taining separate loaded and unfixed loaded shell and demolition 
bombs. *

111. Bulk black powder.—a. Bulk black powder should be 
stored in magazines which are dry and, if practicable, in magazines 
which offer protection against the penetration of rifle bullets.

b. Black powder does not deteriorate in storage if kept dry. The 
metal drums in which it is packed are subject to sweating in a damp 
atmosphere and may rust. They should be repainted when neces
sary. All containers should be carefully inspected upon receipt and 
before shipment for holes or weak spots, particular attention being 
paid to small holes such as those made by nails which are only 
visible upon close examination. Damaged containers will not be 
repaired. The contents thereof should be transferred to a new or 
serviceable container. The precautions set forth in paragraph 7 b 
will be strictly complied with at all times.

112. Saluting charges, practice bomb charges and smoke 
puff charges.—All of these are loaded with black powder and the 
instructions set forth in paragraph 110 e, should be complied with. 
All containers in which these charges are packed should be stored 
with the tops up.

113. T. X. T., explosive D, and triton blocks.—These are 
very stable in storage and require only good protection against 
moisture and dampness. Xonsparking metal tools should be used 
in opening containers and safety shoes should be worn when loose 
T. N. T. and explosive D are being handled.

114. Dynamite.—Dynamite is sensitive to heat and shock. It 
should be stored in a rifle-proof, fire-protected magazine. If the 
magazine floor becomes stained with nitroglycerin scrub well with 
a stiff broom, hard brush, or mop and a solution composed of L4 
gallon of water, 14 gallon wood alcohol, and 2 pounds of sulphite of 
sodium or sulphite of potassium. Xonsparking metal tools will be 
used in opening cases, and empty dynamite cases which have con
tained explosives will not be used for shipments of any character.

115. Bulk smokeless powder and separate loading propel
ling charges.—a. Smokeless powder and propelling charges should 
be stored in magazines which are well ventilated and in which a free
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circulation of cool dry air, without great variation in temperature, 
can be maintained. Dunnage should always be used when necessary 
to insure a free circulation of air throughout the pile. Since smoke
less powder is principally a fire hazard, a we 11-ventilated frame struc
ture covered with a fire-resistant material such as corrugated sheet 
asbestos may be used. Such buildings can often be kept dry more 
easily than fireproof magazines. When smokeless powder in boxes is 
stored, the boxes may be piled on their sides, dunnage being used to 
insure a free circulation of air throughout the pile. Separate load
ing propelling charges up to 10 inches in caliber should be piled in 
racks, and those for the larger calibers should be stored on their 
bases. All boxes and containers should be so piled that the covers 
can be readily inspected, and that propelling charge containers can 
be air tested in storage. Magazines in which smokeless powder is 
stored should be equipped with a maximum and minimum thermom
eter during a hot spell of summer weather and the thermometer 
should be read daily or as often as may be necessary. If the tem
perature exceeds 80° F. continuously for more than 72 hours, con
sideration should be given to removing the contents of the magazine 
or cooling the magazine by wetting down the exterior with water.

b. Separate loading propelling charges and smokeless powder are 
always packed in air-tight metal or fiber containers, and it is most 
important that they remain in an air-tight condition until used. 
When a shipment of propelling charges or powder is received every 
container will be given a visual examination to see that the contain
ers are not damaged, and that the covers and containers are in good 
condition and tight. If any container should show evidence of damp
ness or moisture, it should be segregated from the rest of the lot and 
reported to the corps area or department ordnance officer. Smoke
less powder and propelling charges in storage will be frequently in
spected to see that the covers are tight, and that odors other than 
the characteristic ether and alcohol odor are not present. Personnel 
can become familiar with the characteristics of decomposing powder 
by exposing a sample of small grain powder to moisture and then 
placing it in the sun until it decomposes. The progressive changes 
in the appearance and odor as compared with a normal sample of 
powder are readily apparent. The odor of decomposing powder is so 
characteristic that it should not be mistaken, as one of the first evi
dences of dangerous deterioration is the presence of the acid odor 
of nitrous fumes in lieu of the normal odor of ether and alcohol.
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The inside of a container of smokeless powder which has been giving 
off nitrous fumes usually shows a reddish or orange appearance. <

c. Violet-paper observation test.
(1) All lots of smokeless powder and propelling charges which 

remain in storage at a line post longer than one year will be sub
jected to the violet-paper observation test. Samples for this test are 
usually shipped with the lot and should be stored in the magazine 
with the lot. If samples are not furnished, they will be prepared in 
accordance with the instructions of the corps area or department 
ordnance officer, the necessary powder being taken from one of the 
boxes or charges of the lot.

(2) The violet-paper test, its object, and the manner in which it is 
conducted are described as follows:

(<z) The result of the decomposition of nitrocellulose powder 
is the emanation of oxides of nitrogen, which if not 
immediately absorbed by stabilizers will be given off 
in the form of gases. These gases are strongly acid 
and will attack materials like metals or cartridge bag 
cloth. They also possess oxidizing properties, and this 
fact is taken advantage of in the violet-paper test, as 
the coloring material of the paper, methyl violet, is de
colorized by the oxides of nitrogen. The strips of 
violet paper issued are of standard size and contain 
a definite amount of coloring material. These paper 
strips, when exposed to the gases given off by the de
composition of a standard sample of powder, are 
attacked and will absorb a definite amount of oxide of 
nitrogen, and the coloring material in the paper will 
gradually fade to faint violet, then to blue, and finally 
white. The time required for total loss of color is an u
indication of the relative rate of decomposition of the 
powder.

(Z>) The object of the violet-paper test is to give warning of *
powders requiring special surveillance. Six ounces of 
powder truly representative of a lot will be placed in x
a clean, dry, 8-ounce glass-stoppered bottle. On top of 
the powder in the bottle will be placed one strip of 
N/10 (tenth normal) methyl violet paper upon which r
the date is marked in lead pencil. The bottle will then i
be closed tightly and stored in the magazine with the 
lot of powder which it represents. A suitable storage 
space, preferably in the warmest part of the magazine,
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should be provided, and the sample should be shielded 
from bright sunlight.

(e) This sample will be examined once each month, without 
removing the stopper, to see if any change in the color 
of the paper has taken place. With serviceable pow
ders stored at ordinary temperatures the paper does 
not usually bleach within a period of two months. A 
marked change within 30 days is taken as a warning 
of deterioration, and the corps area or department 
ordnance officer should be notified.

(d) The test will be run continuously, and new samples will 
be selected each year. Papers which lose color gradu
ally may remain in the bottle until they bleach out, 
but papers which show a marked change in color will 
be replaced every two months.

(e) As the decomposition of nitrocellulose powder depends 
to a very large degree on the temperature to which the 
powder is subjected, so the duration of the violet-paper 
test is dependent on the temperature existing during 
the test. The violet-paper test of two months specified 
above for serviceable powder is intended as a minimum 
under the average temperature conditions obtaining in 
the magazines. The total loss of color of violet paper 
should be checked by examination in good light and 
comparison with prepared standards.

(/) The tenth normal (X/1Q) methyl violet paper and bottles 
used in this test should be requisitioned from corps area 
and department ordnance officers. When a supply of 
paper is received care should be taken to keep it clean 
and dry and it should be placed in tight, opaque, glass- 
stoppered bottles and stored in a dark place. Bottles 
should be carefully washed with distilled water, if prac
ticable, and dried by the application of heat rather 
than wiping.

d. All metal containers for separate loading propelling charges 
are fitted with test holes and plugs so that they can be air tested for 
tightness. Every metal container in which propelling charges are 
stored shall be air tested for leaks when it is received or when it is 
subjected to handling or moving which may cause leaks. This air 
testing should be done with the apparatus described in Ordnance 
Office Drawing 24-12-2, or with any other similar air-testing devices 
except that motor-driven air compressors will not be taken into a 
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magazine in which explosives and ammunition are stored. A pres
sure of from 3 to 5 pounds is used and leaks are detected by noting 
the variation in the reading of the gauge attached to the air-testing 
apparatus..

Note.—The pressure should be maintained for at least one minute and if 
no drop occurs during that time it is assumed’that the case is not leaking.

All containers which are leaking will be repaired or the contents 
thereof will be transferred to serviceable air-tight containers. Leaks 
due to defective covers and gaskets are readily repaired without 
removing the contents of the container, but leaks in other parts of 
the container require the Removal of the contents before repairs can 
be made. Defective covers and gaskets may be replaced without re
moving the container from the magazine in which it is stored, but 
precautions will be taken to guard against sparks which might cause 
fire. The personnel assigned to air-testing work should be familiar 
with the characteristics of decomposing powder and should examine 
each container opened for air test for the characteristic odor of de
composing powder or the evolution of reddish brown fumes. Pro
pelling charges packed in fiber containers are not subjected to air 
tests except when they are repacked. Due to the manner in which 
they are protected during shipments there should be little tendency 
for these containers to develop leaks. If fiber containers are dam
aged the contents thereof should be transferred to serviceable metal 
containers and no attempt should be made to repair fiber containers. 
Metal containers may rust. They should be cleaned and repainted 
whenever such action is necessary to prevent further deterioration. 
When containers are repainted the markings on the containers will 
be faithfully reproduced. Containers will not be repainted in a 
magazine in which explosives and ammunition are stored.

116. Small-arms ammunition.—Small-arms ammunition may 
be stored in any magazine or warehouse which offers good protec
tion against the weather. When magazine space is limited it may 
be stored in a general warehouse by partitioning or screening off a 
section for the exclusive storage of small-arms ammunition. (This 
refers only to small-arms ammunition and not the other types of 
ammunition with which it may be stored in a magazine.) Good 

f protection against moisture and high temperatures should be pro
vided, dunnage being used where necessary. Skylights and win
dows near piles of ammunition should be shaded so that the piles 
will not be exposed to direct sunlight. Nearly all types of small
arms ammunition are packed in boxes fitted with air-tight metal 
liners and these liners should not be opened until the ammunition is
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to be used. When only part of a box is issued, the remaining am
munition in the box should be protected against unauthorized han
dling and use by firmly fastening the wooden cover in place. Serv
iceable ammunition turned back by troops should not be stored in 
open boxes. If it can be identified as to lot number it should be 
repacked and issued at the first opportunity. If it can not be identi
fied it is grade 3 ammunition and should be reported to the corps 
area or department ordnance officer for disposition. Representative 
samples of all lots of small-arms ammunition in service and storage 
are tested each year and the ammunition is graded for use in accord
ance with the results of such firing tests. The various uses for each 
grade are prescribed in AR 775-10 and the grade to which each lot is 
assigned is published in Ordnance Field Service Bulletin No. 3-5.

117. Fixed ammunition.—a. Fixed ammunition may be stored 
in any magazine which affords good protection against weather, but 
storage in a fireproof or fire-resistant magazine is desirable to re
duce to a minimum the danger of fire and explosions. Most of the 
standard boxes in which it is packed are provided with cleats, but 
dunnage should be used if necessary to maintain a free circulation 
of air throughout the pile.

5. Fixed ammunition, except that for the 37-mm. and 2.24-inch 
calibers, is packed in metal-lined wooden boxes or in hermetically 
sealed individual fiber or tin containers. If the ammunition is not 
removed from these containers until it is to be used it should remain 
in good condition. Serviceable rounds, of ammunition which have 
been removed from their containers, such as those turned in by 
troops, should be placed in containers, and the containers should be 
sealed with a strip of friction tape and shellac before they are again 
placed in storage. This will protect the round against deterioration 
and against an accidental blow on the primer. Loose rounds of am
munition should never be permitted in a magazine.

c. Powder from the propelling charges of fixed ammunition 
should be subjected to the violet-paper observation test prescribed in 
paragraph 115 c, whenever the ammunition is to remain in storage 
longer than one year. Samples for this test should be obtained by 
breaking down one round of each lot.

118. Separate loaded shell.—a. Separate loaded shell should be 
stored in fireproof magazines or in those magazines which contain, 
the minimum amount of inflammable material. The amount of in
flammable dunnage should be reduced to the absolute minimum and 
each shell should be fitted with an iron or steel fuze hole plug.
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6. Shell up to and including 10 inches in caliber should be piled 
in accordance with Figure 37, and the distance between piles speci
fied therein should be strictly maintained when the shell are loaded 
with T. N. T. or amatol. Shell loaded with explosive D should be 
piled in the same manner as T. X. T. and amatol loaded shell, but 
the distances between the piles need not be further than the distances 
required for making inspections of the shell and fuze cavities.

c. Shell larger than 10 inches may be stored on their sides or on 
their bases. When stored on their bases there should be a 1-inch 
board between the floor and the bases to protect the shell from mois
ture and dampness. Shell loaded with explosive D may be stored 
in intimate contact, but shell loaded with T. X. T. should be sepa
rated from each other by a space equal to the caliber of the shell, 
for example, 12-inch shell loaded with T. X. T. should be separated 
from each other by a distance of 12 inches.

d. The above requirements are designed to limit an explosion to 
one pile and are based upon tests made at Aberdeen Proving Ground 
in 1922.

e. The principal signs of deterioration to be detected in stores of 
separate loaded shell are rust and exudation. When shell show signs 
of rust they should be thoroughly cleaned and repainted, care being 
taken to faithfully reproduce the original markings. Exudate, as 
it has been previously referred to, is an oily brown liquid that oozes 
out around the threads in the nose of the shell. If the exudation 
is slight the corps area or department ordnance officer may permit 
the projectiles to be used after the exudate' has been thoroughly 
cleaned from the shell. If the exudation is excessive and drips on 
other shell or forms pools of exudate on the floor, the shell will not 
be used. This exudate is inflammable and may carry small particles 
of T. X. T. It should be cleaned from the projectiles and floor by 
scrubbing with hot water. All exuding shell should be reported to 
the corps area or department ordnance officer through proper chan
nels. The rotating bands on all projectiles should be carefully pro
tected by rope grommets or some other effective means, as dents or 
cuts in the rotating band may cause it to function improperly in the 
gun.

119. Bembs_a. In storing bombs a distinction may be made
between fragmentation bombs and demolition bombs. Fragmenta
tion bombs are packed in wooden boxes like fixed ammunition and 
are not liable to detonate in mass if a fire occurs in the magazines 
in which they are stored. They should be stored in a manner similar 
to that specified for fixed ammunition.
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1). Demolition bombs have very thin walls and are one of the most 
hazardous types of ammunition to store because of their tendency 
to detonate in mass if a fire occurs or a heated fragment is projected 
into the magazine in which they are stored. One of the most dis
astrous explosions on record originated with a fire in a magazine 
in which there were stored a large number of demolition bombs 
packed in boxes. No feasible way of separating demolition bombs 
or barricading piles of demolition bombs in a magazine so as to 
reduce the hazard of mass detonation has been found. Safety can 
only be obtained by reducing the possibility of fire to an absolute 
minimum and demolition bombs should be stored in a fire-proof 
magazine and without inflammable dunnage. (A special ordnance 
magazine 26 by 42 feet (Dwgs. 19-2-93 and 94) has recently 
been designed which is built of concrete and covered with earth. It 
is absolutely fireproof, is protected against missiles and is recom
mended for bomb storage.)

c. To minimize in so far as possible the hazards due to fire, demoli
tion bombs, which are stored with no prospect of immediate ship
ment or issue, should be unboxed or uncrated and stored with the 
minimum amount of inflammable dunnage (the use of channel iron 
is recommended instead of wooden dunnage). Boxes and crates 
removed from demolition bombs should be stored in general ware
house *or  other suitable place ( not in a magazine with explosives and 
ammunition) and should be kept in good condition and readily 
available for making shipments. If fuzes and primer detonators 
are packed with demolition bombs which are uncrated they should 
be packed separately in accordance with the prescribed instructions 
for packing such articles. Such instructions, if not available, will 
be furnished by the corps area or department ordnance officer. -De
molition bombs should be piled so that the fuze cavities can be readily 
inspected and visible signs of exudation can be readily detected. 
Bombs with fin assemblies attached should be carefully piled so that 
the fin assemblies are not damaged or bent.

120. Fuzes, primers, detonators, adapters, and boosters.— 
Fuzes, etc., are usually packed in hermetically sealed containers and 
wooden boxes. Precautions should always be taken in packing to 
insure that such components are well supported in racks or trays and 
protected against damage due to shock or rough handling. Boxes 
should be stored with the tops up and should be piled as shown in 
Figure 38. No open boxes should be permitted in a magazine as 
several soldiers and others have been killed while tampering with or
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attempting to disassemble components which they have removed 
from open boxes in magazines. Magazines, for the storage of fuzes, 
etc., should be of small size so as to limit the losses of this class of 
material to a minimum.

121. Trench-warfare ammunition (grenades and trench
mortar shell).—Same as fixed ammunition, paragraph 117.

122. Pyrotechnics.—Some of the pyrotechnics of war-time man
ufacture deteriorate rapidly in the presence of moisture and high 
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temperature and become unsafe. Many of these have been salvaged 
and the few types remaining in service tend to become, during long 
periods of storage, less sensitive and more difficult to ignite and 
burn. The latest types of pyrotechnics are well packed and well 
protected against moisture and dampness and are much less hazard
ous to store. Good protection against moisture and dampness and 
high temperature are. however, always essential to safe storage.

123. Chemical ammunition.—a, Chemical ammunition such as 
shell, grenades, and bombs should not be stored with otiier classes 
of materials, principally because of the danger and difficulty en
countered in fighting a fire involving chemical ammunition. Only 
chemical ammunition containing fillers which are in the same class 
will be stored together, for example. C.X. and F.M., and all chemical 
ammunition should be stored so that leaky containers can be readily 
and quickly removed. Gas masks and other protective clothing 
should be provided and maintained in good condition for workers 
and fire-fighting forces who may be called upon to handle leaky 
containers or fight fires in magazines in which chemical ammuni
tion is stored. Chemical ammunition should be frequently examined 
for signs of rust, corrosion, and leaks, and whenever a leaky con
tainer is discovered it should be removed at once and placed down 
wind until it can be destroyed.

1). Certain kinds of chemical ammunition, principally grenades, 
have stenciled on the outside of the boxes instructions which require 
that they be destroyed after a certain date. These instructions 
should be strictly complied with, unless instructions to tiie contrary 
are issued by the corps area or department ordnance officer, for if 
such material is allowed to remain in storage it may become a most 
serious hazard.

124. Inert or empty components of ammunition.—Inert or 
empty metal components of ammunition such as drill cartridges, 
target-practice projectiles, etc., should be stored in buildings which 
afford good protection against moisture and dampness. They should 
be cleaned, repainted, or slushed when necessary and should not be 
allowed to deteriorate because of rust or corrosion. They should be 
carefully stored to protect them against damage such as dents or cuts 
in the band.
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Section XVI

INSPECTION OF AMMUNITION
Paragraph

General-------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 125
Inspection of magazines and magazine areas------------------------------------------ 126
Bulk black powder, saluting, practice bombs, and smoke puff charges, bulk

T. N. T., bulk explosive D, triton blocks, and dynamite__________________ 127
Bulk smokeless powder and separate loading propelling charges___________ 128
Small-arms ammunition------------------------------------------------------------------------ 129
Fixed ammunition--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 130
Separate loaded shell-----------------------------------------------------------------------------131
Bombs_________________________________________________________________132
Fuzes, primers, detonators, adapters, and boosters------------------------------------ 133
Grenades and trench-mortar shell-----------------------------------------------------------134
Pyrotechnics___________________________________________________________135
Chemical ammunition--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 136
Inert or empty components of ammunition-----------------------------------------------137
Unserviceable and defective ammunition--------------------------------------------------138
Technical Regulations and ordnance field service bulletins________________ 139

125. General.—a. Representative samples from nearly all lots of 
explosives and ammunition in service are subjected periodically to 
chemical, physical, and ballistic tests to detect signs of deterioration 
and determine the actual condition of the stocks on hand. However, 
the stocks on hand are so large that tests are limited to but few 
rounds of each lot and it is necessary that the information thus ob
tained be supplemented wherever practicable by a physical examina
tion of the material in storage.

Z>. Corps area and department ordnance officers and their assistants 
making inspections of the ammunition at line posts, camps, and sta
tions should not only inspect the storage conditions for ammunition, 
but should obtain as much information as possible about the service
ability and condition of the ammunition on hand. Representative 
samples from all lots which have been in storage at a line post longer 
than one year should be examined for signs of rust, corrosion, season 
cracking of small-arms cartridge cases, exudation, deterioration of 
powder, corrosion or discoloration of time fuzes, and other similar 
defects. If there should be any questions as to the serviceability of 
the stocks on hand, they should not be used and a report should be 
made to the Chief of Ordnance. Explosives and ammunition issued 
by an ordnance depot are inspected before shipment and under normal 
storage conditions should not require an additional inspection within 
one year.

<?. Particular attention should be paid to stocks on hand which are 
in excess of the authorized reserves and current target practice re
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quirements, and when storage facilities are limited or stocks are not 
of recent manufacture, authority should be obtained to transfer excess 
stocks to some other point in the corps area or department where 
they can be used.

d. Accumulations of unserviceable or obsolete explosives and am
munition. duds. etc., should not be permitted. Stocks of this land 
should be salvaged, destroyed, or renovated in accordance with the 
instructions of the Chief of Ordnance.

126. Inspections of magazines and magazine areas.—When 
inspections of magazines and magazine areas are made the following 
should be carefully investigated and reported upon when not satis
factory :

a. Are the magazines located with respect to inhabited buildings, 
public railways, and public highways in accordance with the pro
visions of these regulations ?

Z>. Is the area in which explosives and ammunition are stored well 
guarded and protected against fire ?

c. Have the required firebreaks been provided around each maga
zine, and is the area free from dry grass, leaves, trash, piles of old 
dunnage, and other similar inflammable materials?

d. Are the magazines well constructed and suitable for the stor
age of explosives and ammunition ? Have the buildings been main
tained in a state of good repair and are they dry and well ventilated'?

e. Are the magazines maintained in a clean and neat condition, 
with stores arranged in neat and orderly piles ?

/. Are the requirements of paragraph 108 covering the per
missible grouping of the various classes of explosives and ammuni
tion complied with ?

g. Are the stores properly identified by lots? Are all boxes 
securely closed ? Are the requirements of these regulations, which 
prohibit the storage in magazines of loose rounds of ammunition, 
damaged containers, and other forbidden materials such as paint, oil, 
rags, waste, tools, etc., complied with ?

h. Are all explosives and ammunition stored in magazines and is 
the requirement of these regulations that ammunition (except small 
arms) be not stored in buildings used for other purposes strictly 
complied with ?

127. Bulk black powder, w saluting, practice bombs, and 
smoke-puff charges, bulk T. N. T., bulk explosive D, triton 
blocks, and dynamite.—These materials should be inspected to see 
that the containers are in good condition, that there are no open con
tainers, and that explosives are not sifting from the containers.
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Black powder containers should be’inspected for rust and evidence 
that containers have been opened in an improper manner (that is, 
with cold chisel, hatchet, or some other unsuitable tool). Dynamite 
should be inspected for signs of exudation and evidence of nitro
glycerin stains on the packing case or floor.

128. Bulk smokeless powder and separate loading propel
ling charges.—An inspection should be made to see that all lids are 
firmly fastened in place, and that the containers are in good condi
tion. Examinations should be made to determine whether the con
tainers have been subjected to moisture and dampness, and the rec
ords of the maximum temperature existing in the magazine during the 
summer months should be examined. Propelling charge containers 
should be inspected to see that they have been air tested as prescribed 
by these regulations, that the personnel making the air tests are 
familiar with the odor of decomposing powder, and that the odor from 
each container opened for air test is carefully noted. The violet
paper test samples should be examined for evidence of deterioration 
and the papers in the bottles should be examined to see that they have 
been dated properly, and that they have been changed as required 
by these regulations.

129. Small-arms ammunition.—TR 1350-A and Ordnance 
Field Service Bulletin No. 3-5 should be available. An examination 
should be made to see that all ammunition on hand is properly 
identified as to kind, class, manufacture, lot number, and grade. 
Boxes should be examined to see that the seals have not been broken 
and the tin liners opened. Partly filled boxes, which have been 
opened, should be examined to see that the wood covers are firmly 
fastened in place and that loose rounds of ammunition can not be 
readily removed and handled. If there is an accumulation of service
able rounds of ammunition, not packed in clips and bandoleers or 
in the regularly prescribed manner, or an accumulation of service
able ammunition which can not be identified by lot number, the 
necessity for such accumulation should be determined. An inspection 
should be made to see that an excessive quantity of grade 3 ammuni
tion has not been accumulated, and that it has been reported. Am
munition that has been in storage more than one year should be 
inspected as prescribed in paragraph 125.

130. Fixed aniniuiiitioii.—A11^stocks on hand should be exam
ined to see that they can be readily identified as to kind and lot 
number and that the ammunition has not be subjected to moisture 
and dampness. All boxes should be inspected to see that they have 
not bee. i opened and that the ammunition has not been removed from
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the hermetically sealed containers. Serviceable rounds of ammuni
tion turned in by troops .should be examined to see that they have 
been repacked in containers, and that the containers have been sealed 
with friction tape and shellac to prevent deterioration and protect 
the primer against an accidental blow. Rounds of unserviceable 
ammunition on hand should be examined to see that they are packed 
in closed boxes and that they have been reported for disposition. 
The violet paper observation samples should be examined for de
terioration and to see that the papers have been marked and changed 
as required by these regulations. Representative samples of all lots 
that have been in storage more than one year should be examined 
as prescribed in paragraph 125.

131. Separate loaded shell.—All separate loaded shell should 
be inspected to see that they are piled in accordance with the require
ments of these regulations and that the bands are not being subjected 
to pressure from the upper tiers. The shell should be inspected for 
rust or corrosion, and some of the fuze hole plugs should be removed 
to see that the threads in the nose or base are not rusty, that the 
fuze cavity is in good condition, and that the band is properly pro
tected against dents and cuts. The projectiles should be examined 
to see that they are properly painted and marked as required by 
regulations. T. X. T. or amatol loaded shell which are exuding 
should be examined and instructions should be requested for their 
disposition, if they can not be renovated as prescribed in ordnance 
field service bulletins. If the presence of exudate on other shell in 
the pile or on the floor is noted, instructions should be issued for its 
removal, for it is a fire hazard. Differences between bands and bases 
of shell in the same lot should be noted and all of one kind should be 
piled together and carefully identified.

132. Bombs.—The requirements for the inspection of fragmenta
tion bombs are similar to those for fixed ammunition. Demolition 
bombs should be inspected to see that the requirements of these 
regulations (that bombs be stored in those magazines which offer 
the best protection against fire and missiles and that inflammable 
dunnage be reduced to the absolute minimum) are strictly complied 
with. Examinations should be made to see that the fin assemblies 
are protected against damage and that the bombs are properly 
painted and marked as required by regulations. Examinations 
should be made for signs of rust, corrosion, or exudation, and some 
of the nose and tail fuze hole plugs should be removed to see that the 
fuze cavities are in good condition. Exuding bombs should be 
treated the same as exuding shell.
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133. Fuzes, primers, detonators, adapters, and boosters.— 
Examinations should be made to see that these components are 
stored in sealed containers and well protected against moisture. If 
the complete box of fuzes or primers has not been used the remaining 
items in the box should be sealed against further deterioration, 
friction tape and shellac being used when it is impracticable to 
resolder containers or store them in other suitable air-tight con
tainers. An examination should be made to see that all boxes are 
effectively closed so that the contents can not be easily removed and 
handled. A check should be made to see that the components are 
suitable for use with the ammunition on hand, and that the required 
number are available. Components which have been in storage 
more than one year should be examined as prescribed in paragraph 
125.

134. Grenades and trench-mortar shell.—Same as for fixed 
ammunition, except that extreme precautions will be taken to insure 
that grenades and firing mechanisms for grenades are stored in boxes 
which are effectively closed so that these components can not be 
easily removed and handled.

135. Pyrotechnics.—These should be examined to see that all 
containers are in good condition and that they are effectively closed 
so that the contents can not be easily removed or handled. Boxes 
of airplane flares should be examined to see if there are any instruc
tions on the outside of the box which require that the flares be 
renovated or repacked if not expended by a specified date.

136. Chemical ammunition.—Chemical ammunition should be 
inspected to see that it is stored so that a leaky container can be 
readily removed, and that facilities for handling leaky containers 
are readily available. The ammunition should be examined for rust 
and corrosion. Boxes in which chemical ammunition is packed 
should be examined to see if there are any instructions stenciled 
thereon which require the destruction of such material if not used by 
a specified date. Containers which develop leaks should be reported 
through channels to the Chief of Ordnance.

137. Inert or empty components of ammunition.—These 
should be examined to see that they are properly protected against 
rust and corrosion. Articles which are painted should be examined 
to see if they need repainting, and those which are slushed or greased 
should be examined to see whether a renewal of the protective coating 
is necessary.

138. Unserviceable and defective ammunition.—When the 
material in the hands of troops is inspected, inquiry should be made 
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as to any ammunition failures experienced since the date of the last 
inspection, and whether such failures have been reported, through 
channels, to the Chief of Ordnance. If no report has been made, all 
available details of failures or malfunctions should be collected and 
forwarded, through channels, to the Chief of Ordnance. If the 
inspector finds defects in ammunition which affects its serviceability 
and which will require the expenditure of labor or funds to recon
dition it. care should be taken to examine a sufficient number of 
containers or rounds to insure a report on the average condition and 
not isolated cases. The examination of five containers, selected at 
random, should be sufficient for a report which will reflect average 
conditions.

139. Technical Regulations and ordnance field service bul
letins.—When the corps area or department ordnance officer or his 
assistants inspect the ammunition of a post, camp, or station, they 
should determine whether there is a complete and up-to-date file 
of Technical Regulations and ordnance field service bulletins dealing 
with explosives and ammunition and that the instructions contained 
therein are thoroughly understood.

Section XVII

AMMUNITION OX THE FIRING LINE
Paragraph

General____________________________________________________________140
Small-arms ammunition_________________________________________ .___ 141
Artillery ammunition____________________ 142
Pyrotechnics and grenades_________________________ ,________________ 143
Saluting ammunition_________________________________________________ 144
Selecting ammunition for issue---------------------------------------------------------- 145
Limitations in the use of service ammunition_________________________ 146
Firing precautions___________________________________________________ 147

140. General.—a. There are inherent limitations in the art of 
manufacturing ammunition and malfunctions will therefore occur. 
Such malfunctions will occur less frequently as progress is made in 
design and manufacture and in the training of personnel. The 
immediate problem, however, is to prevent their occurrence wher
ever possible, to minimize the effect when they do occur, and to take 
such steps in the case of a malfunction that similar malfunctions 
will be avoided in the future.

fr. Representative samples from all lots of ammunition issued to 
troops will be examined before firing by post ordnance personnel 
(and corps area or department ordnance personnel, if they are 
present). If physical defects are found which may affect the safety 
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and functioning of any lot of ammunition that lot of ammunition 
should not be used until the defects have been corrected. Usually only 
a few units in the lot are defective and the lot can be used by culling 
out the defective material. However, when the number of defective 
units is clearly excessive the entire lot should be reported to the 
corps area or department ordnance officer for disposition.

c. All accidents and malfunctions with ammunition which occur 
during firing should be immediately reported to the post ordnance 
officer so that an investigation can be made. AR 45-30 requires 
the local ordnance officer to investigate all cases of malfunctions and 
defects observed by him or reported to him and to report serious 
cases to the Chief of Ordnance through the corps area or depart
ment ordnance officer. AR 45-30 also prescribes that the local 
ordnance officer will inspect all target-practice reports and advise 
the Chief of Ordnance through the corps area or department ord
nance officer of all cases of malfunctions or defects listed therein.

141. Small-arms ammunition.—a. Much of the small-arms 
ammunition which is now being issued and used by troops is of 
war-time manufacture. Some of this ammunition contains defects 
such as season cracks, corrosion, loose bullets, etc. Where the total 
number of such defects is less than 20 per cent, these defects are to 
be culled out by troops before firing. The post ordnance officer 
should see that troops are instructed as to the lands of visible defects 
which can readily be detected and the correct manner in which to 
cull ammunition. Particular attention should be paid to incipient 
cracks which are not easily detected unless the thumb is pressed 
against the bullet, thus exposing the crack in the cartridge case. 
Complete information on the visible defects which may exist in 
small-arms ammunition will be found in TR 1350-A.

6. TR 1350-A also describes the various malfunctions that may 
occur during the firing of small-arms ammunition. When malfunc
tions occur the post ordnance officer should investigate not only the 
ammunition but also the rifle or machine gun. Cases are on record 
where excessive head space in the rifle, a sharp firing pin, or a rusty 
bore have resulted in the malfunctioning of small-arms ammunition. 
Fired cartridge cases of the lot should also be examined, as some 
serious defects, such as ruptured cases and leaky primers, can not be 
detected until after the cartridge is fired.

c. On the firing line, small-arms ammunition should not be exposed 
to the direct rays of the sun or laid against a hot surface. This may 
cause an increase in the powder pressure and a loss of uniformity. 
Ammunition on the firing line should be protected from the direct 
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rays of the sun and against moisture and dampness by tarpaulins 
placed so that air can circulate through the pile.

d, A large percentage of accidents with rifles can be attributed to 
hangfires. When a misfire occurs, the bolt should not be opened for 
at least one minute, as a misfire may be a potential hangfire. Open
ing the bolt too soon may result in an explosion of the cartridge case 
with the attendant danger of scattering fragments. When hangfires 
occur in any lot, its use should be suspended and a report made to 
the post ordnance officer, giving the number of the lot involved. The 
ammunition thus affected will be replaced by serviceable ammunition.

e. When a bullet lodges in the bore of a rifle, pistol, or machine 
gun. it should be removed by the application of pressure from the 
muzzle end of the weapon. Do not attempt to shoot the bullet out 
with another cart ridje.

142. Artillery ammunition.—a. In removing fixed ammunition 
from boxes, the screws or wing nuts which hold the covers in place 
should be removed. If the ammunition is packed in individual tin 
or fiber containers, these containers should be opened by means of 
the tear strip provided, but the round should not be withdrawn from 
the container until it is to be fired unless the ammunition is to be 
loaded directly into the caisson. Fuze covers on shrapnel ammuni
tion should not be removed until the round is to be fired.

b. Ammunition on the firing line which is not carried in caissons 
should not be located directly in rear of the gun. but to the left of 
the caisson, and should be protected from moisture and dampness 
and the direct rays of the sun by a tarpaulin so placed that air can 
circulate through the pile.

c. Before firing, representative samples from each lot of ammuni
tion on the firing line should be examined for visible defects, such 
as exudation, badly corroded fuzes, projectiles loose in cartridge 
cases, damaged rotating bands, excessive moisture and dampness, etc. 
If these defects are liable to cause difficulty when the fuze is set or 
the round is loaded into the gun or there is any question as to the 
safety and functioning of the ammunition, it should not be used 
until it has been examined by the corps area or department ordnance 
officer or his assistants. Care should be used in condemning ammuni
tion for use, as shell which are exuding slightly can be made service
able as prescribed in ordnance field service bulletins and many time 
fuzes which are only slightly corroded or discolored are serviceable 
and can be used..

d. During firing the malfunctions that may occur are difficulty 
in loading or extracting, misfire of primer, hangfire, erratic pressure 
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or ranges, ruptured cartridge cases, defective cartridge cases which 
fail to extract, low orders, duds, and premature bursts within the 
gun. or along the trajectory.

(1) Difficulties in loading or extracting ammunition may he due 
to dented or bulged cartridge cases or foreign material in the cham
ber or bore of the gun. Where the cartridge cases are hard to ex
tract an inspection of the chamber should be made to determine 
whether it is fouled, scored, or pitted. If it is fouled, it can be

Figure 39.—Apparatus for removing projectile from gun

Noth.—A- for 75-mm. B— for 155-mm. Mk. Ill fuze and 75-mm. shell in dotted 
lines. For use in removing projectiles from bore of gun together with a wooden rammer, 

readily cleaned; but if it is pitted or scored, a report should be made 
to the post ordnance officer. If a projectile can not be readily ex
tracted from the gun or should a projectile become separated from 
the cartridge case when the breech is opened, it should be fired out, 
if this is possible; if not, it should be removed under the direct su
pervision of an officer, using a rammer which bears only on the 
projectile and provides for clearance around the fuze. A method 
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recommended is shown in Figures 39 and 40. Figure 39 shows tiie 
design of the head on the forcing rod or rammer and Figure 40 
shows the method of applying the force.

(2) Defects such as misfires and hangfires may be due to a defect 
in the primer, or deterioration of the primer, particularly where

Figure 40.—Recommended method of extracting projectile from bore of a cannon

primers have not been kept in sealed containers and protected against 
moisture and dampness until used; primers too deeply seated in car
tridge cases: deterioration of the propelling charge: and to defects 
in the firing pins or firing mechanisms of the gun. Hereafter in all 
artillery firing in time of peace the following precautions will be 
observed in case of misfires:
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(</) With cannon using fixed or semifixed ammunition, where 
the primer ran not be replaced, at least three attempts 
to fire the primer will be made. The breechblock will 
not be opened until at least 10 minutes after the last 
attempt to fire the piece.

(6) With cannon using separate loading ammunition, or 
where the primer can be replaced without opening the 
breechblock, the following procedure will be followed: 

1. Where it is known that the primer has fired with
out firing the main charge, the primer will not 
be removed nor the breechblock opened until 10 
minutes have elapsed since the firing of the 
primer.

In case of an apparent misfire of the primer, 
(a) Where a special device can be employed by 

means of which the man removing the 
primer may at all times keep clear of the 
path of recoil, the primer may be removed 
immediately if a high-explosive projectile 
is not being used. Where a high-explosive 
projectile is being used, under peace time 
conditions, no attempt will be made to 
remove the primer until after two minutes 
have elapsed since the last attempt to fire 
the piece. If. after removal, it is found 
that the primer actually failed to fire, no 
wait is necessary Ijefore inserting a new 
primer or opening the breech. If the 
primer has fired, a new primer will not be 
inserted nor the breech opened before 10 
minutes have elapsed since the firing of 
the primer.

(b) Where such special device can not be used, 
1. With cannon of less than 8-inch caliber, 

the primer will not be changed until 
two minutes have elapsed since the 
last attempt to fire the piece and the 
breechblock will not be opened until 
10 minutes have elapsed since the last 
attempt to fire the piece.
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2. With cannon of 8-inch or larger caliber, 
the primer will not be changed or the 
breech opened until 10 minutes have 
elapsed since the last attempt to fire 
the piece.

(r) Any primer removed after an attempt to fire, should be 
handled with great care due to the possibility of a 
primer hangfire.

(3) Erratic pressure or ranges may be due to deteriorating pro
pelling charges, improper ignition of the propelling charges, defec
tive or loose rotating bands, and in the case of separate loading am
munition. to improper wrapping or lacing of the charge, particularly 
after reblending. See paragraph 33. All powder lots giving excess 
pressures should be immediately suspended from use pending instruc
tions from the Chief of Ordnance. A sample of the powder in
volved should be sent to the nearest ordnance depot, together with 
a copy of the report of the malfunctioning and the record of the 
stability of the powder as indicated by the violet-paper observation 
test.

(4) Ruptured find defective cartridge cases are in most cases due 
to improper handling or to faulty manufacture although there are 
cases on record where defects or wear in the gun have been the cause 
of ruptured cartridge cases. Samples of defective and ruptured 
cartridge cases should be retained, if it appears that such defects 
may be due to faulty manufacture, until a report has been made to 
the Chief of Ordnance.

(o) Low orders or a partial detonation of the shell charge may 
be due to defects in the fuze, defects in the booster, or defects in 
the charge, or they may be due to the improper use of fuzes or 
character of the soil at point of impact. A shell which has lost 
its fuze during flight may function with low order upon impact 
with hard ground. Shell fitted with delay-action fuzes when fired 
for impact on marshy ground may penetrate so deeply that the 
report of detonation may be so muffled as to indicate low order. 
Whenever ammunition is reported as functioning with low-order 
detonations, an effort should be made to examine the ground at the 
point of impact for fragments, which will almost always indicate 
clearly whether the shell functioned with a partial or complete detona
tion. Quite often shell are reported as functioning with low order but 
examination has revealed that the shell functioned with high order 
and detonated completely.
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(6) Duds may in a limited sense be defined as a discharged un
exploded bomb, projectile, or grenade. They may be due to de
fects in the fuze, booster, or shell charge; the unscrewing of fuzes 
in- flight or to the character of the ground at the point of impact. 
Mks. IV and V point-detonating fuzes should be firmly seated in 
the projectile with a fuze wrench as prescribed by regulations. The 
heads of Mk. V point-detonating fuzes, when fired for impact on 
hard or rocky ground, may crush and prevent the fuze from func
tioning. Wherever duds can be readily located and examined with
out moving the projectile, an effort should be made to determine the 
cause of the failure. A dud in itself is a great source of danger, 
and if improperly handled may result in a disastrous explosion 
with injuries to personnel. As the extent of its failure to function 
is, in general, unknown, a comparatively slight blow or turning of 
the dud may at times cause it to explode. It is therefore dangerous 
to handle or transport duds and this should be done only under 
direct supervision of qualified personnel. For methods of destroy
ing duds, see Section XX.

(7) The term “ premature ” is applied to the explosion of a 
bomb, projectile, or grenade which occurs before such explosion 
is intended to take place. A premature may occur inside the gun 
or .along the trajectory. Prematures may be due to defective mate
rial or they may be due to improper use and handling of ammuni
tion. Cases are on record where prematures were caused by per
sonnel removing the safety spiral from a Mk. Ill fuze before 
firing. AR 45-30 prescribes the procedure that will be followed 
when a premature occurs. In addition to what is prescribed in 
AR 45-30, the officer directly in charge of the weapon in which a 
premature occurred should collect all parts of the weapon and the 
round of ammunition that are recoverable, with all data as to the 
ammunition lot number, manufacturer, and if possible, the ammuni
tion data card taken from the container in which the ammunition 
was packed. This evidence will be turned over to the post ordnance 
officer who will hold all material for the information of the in
vestigating officers, or board, and for subsequent instruction of the 
Chief of Ordnance. In order that all data may be available for the 
use of technical experts, the responsible officer should also im
mediately ascertain the knowledge of all those who witnessed the 
accident or were concerned with the preparation of the ammunition 
or the gun for firing. He should write down, briefly, the facts 
known by each witness and hold these statements for the benefit 
of those investigating the accident. It is thus possible to benefit
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from the experience gained in a premature to gather knowledge 
as to the cause which will, enable steps to be taken to prevent further 
accidents of a similar nature. These instructions also apply to the 
case where more than one premature occurs outside and at some 
distance from the muzzle of a gun. In the case of a premature 
occurring in the bore or immediately outside the muzzle, all com
ponents of the same lot as those entering into the premature round 
should be suspended from use pending further instructions.

e. Except in the case of aliquot part charges in firing separate 
loading ammunition, complete propelling charges will be expended 
from the property records and any increments accumulating after 
the firings are completed will be destroyed.

143. Pyrotechnics and grenades.—Pyrotechnics and grenades 
on the firing line should be located either to the right or left and 
never directly behind the firing point. They should be kept at least 
30 feet from the firing point and even farther away in case of unfav
orable wind conditions. Protective measures against grass fires 
should be provided and extreme precaution should be taken to pre
vent a grenade or piece of burning pyrotechnic from dropping into 
boxes of ammunition located near the firing line. Pyrotechnics  
which have been unsealed should be expended or destroyed as they 
will not stand storage after the seals have been drawn.

*

144. Saluting ammunition.—See TR 1360-A.
145. Selecting ammunition for issue.—Ammunition which is 

suitable for use but which has the shortest prospective remaining 
life in storage due to age. exposure or other causes, or lots of ammu
nition of which only small quantities remain on hand will habitually 
be used for target practice. The Chief of Ordnance will arrange for 
issues from depots and necessary transfers between harbor defenses 
in accordance with the foregoing and when necessary he will specify 
the lots in service which should be used first. Subject to any special 
instructions regarding ammunition to be used, local ordnance officers 
will habitually issue, and organizations will habitually use, the 
ammunition of oldest manufacture on hand and which has had the 
longest or most unfavorable local storage. Commanders concerned 
and the Chief of Ordnance will initiate such additional steps as 
appear necessary to insure priority in the use of obsolescent and 
surplus types of ammunition, thereby preventing loss by deteriora
tion.

146. Limitations in the use of service ammunition—a. 
Whenever high-explosive ammunition is fired, the proper precau
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tions will be taken to insure protection of all personnel against 
premature bursts of the projectile either in or near the gun.

Z>. The firing of shell and shrapnel over the heads of unprotected 
personnel in time of peace is prohibited due to the inability to pro
duce fuzes and other components of ammunition which are 100 per 
cent safe. 1

147. Firing precautions.—In addition to possible defects in am
munition and its handling, there is also considerable danger when 
guns are fired from a mask of trees. If a fired shell or shrapnel 
strikes the branch of a tree, a premature may result. The striking 
of even a twig by a shrapnel, with a time fuze, may result in a 
derangement of the setting or deformation of a time ring sufficient 
to cause a premature burst.

Section XVIII

AMMUNITION IX HARBOR DEFENSES
Paragraph

General______________________________________________________________ 148
Storing and surveillance of ammunition_________________________________ 149

* Loading of projectiles_________________________________________________ 150
Propelling charges-------------------------------------------------------------------------------151
Unloading shell_______________________________________________________ 152

148. General.—Ammunition in the harbor defenses is usually 
stored in permanent concrete emplacement magazines, and therefore 
certain requirements' of these regulations may not be applicable to 
harbor defenses. However, officers and personnel responsible for the 
safety and preservation of ammunition at harbor defenses should 
familiarize themselves with the appropriate sections of these regu
lations.

149. Storing and surveillance of ammunition.—a. In piling 
projectles and powder containers thought should be given to the 
arrangement of piles and tiers in the magazine so as to provide the 
maximum free circulation of air. Dunnage should be used on the 
floors and between  the individual tiers. The care of seacoast ammuni
tion devolves upon the officers responsible for its storage, and such 
cleaning, painting, and slushing should be resorted to as may be 
necessary to prevent deterioration of the metal components.

*

S. When it becomes necessary to recondition the exterior surfaces 
of projectiles they should be thoroughly cleaned of all rust before a 
new application of paint is made. Metal does not stop rusting unless 
all signs of rust are removed from the area painted. In case the 
magazines or galleries are unavoidably wet or damp, the projectiles 
may be slushed after painting. If time will permit, when rust is 
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removed from a projectile, light engine oil should be applied to the 
rusted area and allowed to remain for a period of two or three weeks 
before it is thoroughly cleaned with gasoline and repainted. When 
piling projectiles, powder charges, and other explosives, they should 
be arranged so that lot numbers or other identifying marks may be 
readily seen.

150. Loading of projectiles.—Trained supervision is necessary 
in the loading of projectiles and therefore at small garrisons where 
the personnel is limited experienced personnel may not be available. 
In such event full use should be made of the personnel under the 
control of the corps area ordnance officer for the purpose of super
vising the work. The policy and instructions pertaining to the load
ing of ammunition in harbor defenses are covered in special instruc
tions issued to corps area ordnance officers by the Chief of Ordnance.

151. Propelling charges.—Propelling charges should be habitu
ally fired as received. The breaking down, blending, and remaking 
of propelling charges or the blending of two or more lots of powder 

* or propelling charges to form one lot of propelling charges (com
pound blending will not be permitted without specific approval of 
the Chief of Ordnance) will be under direct supervision of the corps 
area or department ordnance officer or duly authorized assistant.

152. Unloading shell.—Shell loaded with black powder, T. X. 
T.. or explosive D and loaded ammunition components of all kinds 
will not be unloaded without the specific approval of the Chief of 
Ordnance, who will furnish the necessary instructions and safety 
regulations for doing such work.

Section XIX

AMMUNITION AT FIELD PARKS AND DUMPS
Paragraph

Location of sites for narks and dumps-------------------------------------------------- 153
Safety rules for piling ammunition------------------------------------------------------- 154
Camouflage methods--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 155
Chemical ammunition--------------------------------------------------------------------------156

153. Location of sites for parks and dumps.—The ammuni
tion supply of the Army is stored in Army ammunition depots, corps 
parks, division dumps, and regiment dumps. In siege warfare the 
location of parks and dumps remains fixed. Considerable latitude 
is possible in the selection of sites, as necessary railroads and roads 
may be constructed. In warfare of movement the time element limits 
the choice of sites for parks and dumps, but, where practicable, every 
park should be located on a good wagon road which is somewhat 
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removed from principal highways. Provision should be made, how
ever, for circulation routes about the dump so that traffic may not 
be blocked by trucks turning around or which are loading or unload
ing. Army ammunition depots should be located on railways, either 
of narrow or standard gauge. It is desirable that ammunition park 
dumps be located on railways, either of narrow or standard gauge. 
It is desirable that ammunition parks and dumps be located in woods 
in order to prevent aerial observations. Should it be necessary to 
place ammunition in the open, the interval between piles of ammuni
tion should be ample to prevent mass detonation in case one pile 
should be exploded, and every practicable available means should be 
resorted to, to obscure the ammunition piles from view. Camouflage, 
paulins, and branches of trees should be used. The reverse slope of 
hills and cuts with steep banks make good dump sites, especially 
should time permit the excavating of shelter in the slope. Con
spicuous signs should be posted on the roads leading to ammunition 
dumps, especially where w-agon roads turn off from main thorough
fares. Military police should be notified of the location and name of 
dumps within their areas.

154. Safety rules for piling ammunition—a. For purposes 
of safety the following classes of ammunition are considered when 
establishing dumps:

Boxed artillery ammunition.
Separate loading shell.
Propellant charges.
Fuzes, primers, detonators. 
Trench-mortar shell.
Grenades.
Small-arms ammunition.
Pyrotechnics.

These classes should be stored separately and where practicable 
should not be located near each other, preferably not closer than 
200 yards. The distance between the piles of the same class should 
not be less than 15 yards when traversed and not less than 40 yards 
when untraversed. The amounts which may be placed in one pile 
are as follows:
37-mm------------------------------------------------------------------------------ rounds— 10, 000
75-mm., 2.95-inch, 3-inch______________________________________ do___ 6,000
4.7-inch______________________________________________________do___  2, 000
355-m.m., 6-inch______________________________________________ do___ 1,000
8-inch------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ do___ 500
9.2-inch. 240-mni_____________________________________________ do___ 400
10-iiich______________________________________________________ do__  250
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12-inch___________________________________________________rounds_  150
14-inch____________________________________  do___  100
3-inch trench-mortar shell---------------------------------------------------- do----- 3,000
Powder charges____________________________________ tons per hut— 20
Fuzes, primers, detonators_______________________________ per hut__ 10,000
Pyrotechnics-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (’)
Small-arms ammunition___________________________________ rounds— 50. 000

b. The size of a fuze hut and grenade hut should be about 10 by 10 
feet. Powder and pyrotechnic huts may be as large as 20 by 40 feet. 
There must be borne in mind, in making piles of ammunition, the 
possibility of hostile fire from guns or aircraft which is likely to 
destroy such piles, and therefore precaution should be taken to 
break one pile from another in order that mass detonation may not 
occur. If practicable, each type of ammunition should be divided 
into two or more piles so that in event of the destruction of one pile 
the complete loss of the type will not occur. The commanding officer 
will appoint a fire marshal who will be responsible for the rigid 
enforcement of lire preventive measures. The fire marshal should 
prepare rules covering all local conditions and special fire risks and 
should exercise strict fire discipline within the area of the depot or 
dump. Sheds or huts should be built of corrugated iron where 
practicable. Troops should not be quartered closer than 400 yards 
from a dump or depot. Water barrels, fire extinguishers, sand boxes, 
and other fire-fighting facilities should be provided if at all possible. 
A supply of ropes and hooks should be kept on hand to tear down 
piles of boxes should they catch on fire.

c. Spontaneous combustion due to the presence of greasy rags or 
unfavorable storage of ammunition should be guarded against. 
Direct rays of the sun on ammunition, especially ammunition con
taining smokeless powder, is likely to cause spontaneous combustion.

d. As a general rule ammunition should be piled so as to permit 
easy inspections of lot numbers and to permit of free air circulation 
around the container. Ammunition should never be piled against 
sandbags or directly on the ground, but should have at least 6 
inches of space where practicable. Dunnage should be used freely 
when obtainable in order to obtain good ventilation. While am
munition is in dumps, advantage should be taken to place every 
round in good condition for firing. Fuze-hole plugs should be re
placed when they are lost, burs in threads and in rotating bands 
should be removed, and other defects which may affect the service
ability of the ammunition should be corrrected. However, in work
ing on ammunition it should be removed from the pile to a safe

Capacity of hut.
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distance. Generally speaking, ammunition, including pyrotechnics, 
is sensitive to heat, moisture, and direct rays of the sun. Pyrotech
nics should never be allowed to become wet, as they become dangerous 
upon drying out.

155. Camouflage methods.—All piles in the open must be 
camouflaged. (Brush and saplings are effective means of camou
flage.) See paragraph 29. Til 195—40. Avoid the use of any mate
rial which shines or glares in the sunlight. Avoid flat-top piles and 
piles which cast sharp and well-defined shadows on the ground. 
Such shadows produce the best aero-photograph. Boxed ammuni
tion should be piled in pyramid form and the tarpaulins stretched 
to the ground in shape of an A. Incendiary bullets from low-flying 
enemy airplanes are a special menace. When a raid is on, a special 
guard should be posted to watch for incendiary bullets. In case 
incendiary bullets strike the dump, the guard should extinguish any 
resulting fires. All unnecessary movement in the dump or vicinity 
should be avoided. Any accumulation of empty boxes or fired cases 
should be avoided.

156. Chemical ammunition.—a. Gas shell should be stacked 
away from other munitions and should always be stored on their 
bases. The following precautions should be taken in handling gas 
shell:

(1) Separation should be made so that any leaky shell may be 
removed immediately upon its detection.

(2) Every man working near gas shell should be equipped with a 
gas mask.

(3) Tubes of oxygen and first-aid appliances must be placed in 
conspicuous places in charge of a chemical noncommissioned officer.

(4) Should an accident occur and one of the workers be overcome 
by gas, first-aid remedies will be immediately applied and a doctor 
called to administer oxygen.

(5) Any ammunition which has been exposed to gas must be 
cleaned with an oily cloth at once.

(6) Wind vanes should be placed in conspicuous places where gas 
shell are handled, so that the direction of the wind may be imme
diately ascertained.

Z>. Phosphorus-filled ammunition should not be stored in the same 
hut with any other ammunition. Phosphorus ignites spontaneously 
when exposed to air. It may be temporarily extinguished by water, 
but any phosphorus shell or grenade found leaking should be imme
diately removed and immersed in water until it can be destroyed. 
A leaky phosphorus projectile is a most dangerous hazard.
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Section XX

EXPLOSIVES, DESTROYING UNSERVICEABLE AMMUNI
TION AND DUDS

Paragraph
General_____________________________________________________________157
Destroying black powder-------------------------------------------------------------------- 158
Destroying T. N. T., explosive D. and dynamite__________________________ 159
Destroying smokeless powder-------------------------------------------------------------- 160
Destroying separate loading propelling charges_________________________ 161
Destroying small-arms ammunition____________________________________ 162
Destroying artillery shell_____________________________________________ 163
Destroying bombs___________________________________________________ 164
Destroying fuzes, primers, detonators, adapters, and boosters, etc---------------- 165
Destroying trench-morter shell________________________________________ 166
Destruction of grenades______________________________________________ 167
Destroying pyrotechnics_______________________________________________168
Destroying chemical ammunition--------------------------------------------------------- 169
Target ranges----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 170

157. General.—a. The instructions set forth in this section are 
for destroying limited quantities of explosives and ammunition. 
When larger quantities are to be destroyed or the instructions set 
forth below can not be complied with, special instructions will be 
furnished by the Chief of Ordnance.

Z>. Limited quantities of explosives and ammunition may be de
stroyed by burning, by explosion or detonation, or by dumping at 
sea or in large bodies of water. The dumping of explosives or am
munition into waste places, pits, wells, marshes, shallow streams, or 
inland waterways is absolutely prohibited.

c. The general safety precautions that must always be complied 
with in destroying ammunition are as follows:

(1) Explosives or ammunition to be destroyed by burning will be 
removed from containers, as an attempt to burn explosives or ammu
nition in close contact may result in an explosion or detonation.

(2) Explosives or ammunition will not be destroyed within 500 
feet of any magazine or within 1.000 feet of an inhabited building, 
public railway, or public highway.

(3) Explosives or ammunition awaiting destruction will not be 
piled within 200 feet of the point of destruction and will be protected 
from grass fires, burning embers, and flying fragments. All dry 
grass, leaves, and other inflammable material will be removed within 
a radius of 50 feet from the pile.

(4) When pits are used, they should be free from stones or other 
objects which might form missiles and should be provided with sub
stantial cover to limit the range of fragments.
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(5) The number of units that may be destroyed at one time with 
safety should be carefully determined by starting with a limited 
number and then gradually increasing that number until the maxi
mum which can be destroyed without damage to surrounding prop
erty is determined.

(6) Personnel engaged in demolition work will always take cover.
(7) Explosives or ammunition, to be destroyed by dumping at sea 

will be removed from boxes or containers before being thrown over
board. Cases are on record where ammunition, thrown overboard in 
heavy containers, has been washed up on shore from incredible dis
tances and depths.

(8) All dry grass, leaves, and other inflammable materials will be 
removed within a radius of 200 feet from the point of destruction. 
Fire-fighting facilities for combating grass fires should be main
tained readily available and. if practicable, the ground at the point 
of destruction should be wet down with water at the close of each 
day’s operations.

(9) As some types of ammunition are very difficult to explode, a 
search of the surrounding grounds should be made after each blast 
and any material which has been thrown from the pit and not 
detonated should be collected and included with the next charge 
to be destroyed.

158. Destroying black powder.—The best method of destroy
ing black powder is to dump it in a stream or body of water. If 
no stream or body of water is convenient to the place where the 
powder is to be destroyed, the powder may be burned. The black 
powder should be removed from containers and spread out on the 
ground in a train about 2 inches wide. No part of the train should 
parallel another part, except at a distance of 10 feet or more, and a 
train of inflammable material such as excelsior should be used to 
ignite the black powder. Only the contents of one container will 
be burned at one time. In repeating burning operations, care should 
be taken that additional material to be destroyed is not ignited by 
burning residue or heat in the ground.

159. Destroying T. N. T., explosive D, and dynamite.— 
T. N. T.j explosive D, and dynamite will be destroyed by burning. 
The T. N. T., explosive D, and dynamite to be burned will be re
moved from the containers and spread in a thin layer (about 3 inches 
thick) on a layer of inflammable material, such as excelsior. A 
train of inflammable material will be used to ignite the T. N. T. 
Not more than 100 pounds will be destroyed at one time. Dynamite 
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will never be destroyed when it is frozen; it should first be thawed 
out in accordance with instructions.

160. Destroying smokeless powder.—Small quantities of 
smokeless powder (a few boxes) may be destroyed with safety if 
the powder is removed from the containers and spread out on bare 
ground in a train about 4 inches wide. A train of inflammable 
material about 5 feet long, and on the windward side, should be 
used to ignite the powder and allow personnel sufficient time to get 
away from the intense heat which is generated when smokeless 
powder burns. Larger quantities of powder (10.000 to 15,000 
pounds) may be burned if a pit or trench is used and a train of 
inflammable material about 25 feet long (on the windward side) 
is used to ignite the powder.

161. Destroying separate loading propelling charges.—Ex
treme precaution will be taken against sparks and the igniter will 
not be disturbed. Smokeless powder should be removed from the 
charges by cutting one of the seams and the bags and igniters should 
be immediately and completely immersed in water. The smokeless 
powder will be burned as prescribed in paragraph 160 and the 
igniters and bags, after they have been thoroughly soaked in water 
for 72 hours, should be removed and allowed to dry in the open air. 
When the bags and igniters are dry they should be burned in a pit 
or trench. Powder bags and igniters will never be burned until 
they have been thoroughly soaked in water for 72 hours, as the con
finement of the black powder by the powder bag is sufficient to 
cause the black powder which has not been soaked in water to ex
plode and project the burning bags and igniters 200 feet or more.

162. Destroying small-arms ammunition.—Small-arms am
munition should be destroyed in a pit which is approximately 6 feet 
square and 4 feet deep. An inclined chute such as a piece of 2-inch 
pipe should be provided, and this chute should be placed so that 
one end is over the center of the pit and the other behind the barri
cade. Precautions should be taken to baffle the open end behind the 
barricade so that the operator can not look down the pipe. A hot 
fire should be built in the pit and then the pit should be covered 
with a piece of sheet iron or other suitable material to confine flying 
fragments. The cartridges should be fed into the fire through the 
pipe and care should be taken to prevent an accumulation of un
exploded small-arms ammunition in the pit.

163. Destroying artillery shell.—a. The following general in
structions for destroying shell by demolition contemplate the use of 
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a- pit or bomb-proof hut. When an artillery range or similar site is 
available the use of a pit may not be necessary and a layer of earth 
2 feet thick over the shell to be destroyed should be sufficient to 
limit the range of the fragments.

(1) The projectile will be placed on its side in a trench or pit 
about 4 feet deep, which is free from stones or other objects which 
might form missiles.

(2) T. N. T. (triton) blocks to the number specified in the follow
ing table will be placed in intimate contact with the side of the 
projectile and held in position by earth packed around the projectile. 
(The block is placed on its side and if two blocks are used one is 
placed on top of the other. If three blocks are used two are placed 
close together on the shell and the third on top of these two or if 
five blocks are used there will be two layers of two blocks each with 
a fifth on top.)

(3) If a No. 8 blasting cap and a piece of miner’s safety fuze 
is to be used to initiate the detonation a piece of the fuze will 
first be burned to determine the length required to permit all per
sonnel to take cover. One end of the required length of fuze will be 
cut squarely across with a sharp knife and inserted in the cap until 
it just touches the charge. The cap will then be tightly crimped to 
the fuze with a fuze crimper or other suitable tool, care being taken 
not to press the fuze too tightly against the fulminate charge. A No. 
8 electric blasting cap which is issued with 6 or 8 foot wire 
leads attached and a hand exploder may be used instead of the 
blasting cap with miner’s safety fuzes. The blasting cap will be 
placed in the hole drilled in the T. N. T. block ( the top block when 
more than one block is used) and if necessary a small amount of 
mud will be packed around it to hold it securely in place. In no 
case should a cap weaker than the ordinary commercial No. 8 blasting 
cap be used.

(4) The pit or trench will be covered with a layer of logs and 2 
feet of earth or other suitable cover and the shell should be detonated 
when the signal has been given that all personnel are protected by 
substantial cover.

(5) If a misfire occurs personnel will not approach the pit for a 
period of 30 minutes.

(6) After the blast, the ground near the pit will be searched for 
unexploded material, and if any is found it will be included with 
the next blast.
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(7) The number of T. X. T. blocks indicated below should be 
sufficient to destroy shell of the calibers shown in the following 
table:

Caliber of shell

I
i Num

ber of 
? .-pound 

r ri ton

blocks

Caliber of shell

Num
ber of 

Ls-pound 
triton 

(T.X.T.) 
blocks

37-mm. and 2.24-inch------------- ------------
2.95 inch. 75-mm.. 3-inch--------------------
4.7-incii—....................... ............................

1 155-mm.. ti-inch.............. . .......................  3
2 b-inch. 9.2-inch. 210-mm..........................  .3
3 10-inch. 12-inch, 14-inch. 16-inch_______  5-6

7>. Point-fuzed shell not fitted with fuzes may be destroyed with
out the use of triton blocks, for a Xo. 8 blasting cap. securely held 
in place in the fuze cavity with a mud cap (a small amount of mud 
packed around the top of the cap), will usually insure complete 
detonation of the shell.

c. In case it is desired to reclaim the high explosive from shells 
or for any reason to remove the high explosive, the Chief of Ord
nance will be consulted as to the best method to be employed. 
Especially in the case of T. X. T.. amatol, or any other of the cast 
high-explosive mixtures, the use of abrasive or percussive means 
such as rod and hammer methods are prohibited. Such explosives 
will be removed by the use of steam or hot-water methods approved 
by the Chief of Ordnance in each rase.

164. Destroying bombs.—Bombs should be destroyed in accord
ance with instructions set forth in paragraph 163 for destroying 
artillery shell. However, demolition bombs have such thin walls, 
contain so much more explosive than artillery shell of corresponding 
weights, and usually detonate so readily that extreme precautions 
must be taken to avoid structural damage to buildings and injury 
to personnel. The destruction of bombs larger than the 100-pound 
bomb should not be undertaken without the specific approval of the 
Chief of Ordnance. Bombs awaiting destruction should be segre
gated in small piles 100 feet or more apart, and at least 100 yards 
from the detonating pit. Extreme precautions must be taken to 
protect bombs awaiting destruction against accidental ignition by 
fire or fragments or sympathetic detonation.

1

165. Destroying fuzes, primers, detonators, adapters, and 
boosters, etc.—-a. These components may be destroyed in two 
ways—by burning or by explosion.

b. The following instructions cover the destruction of these com
ponents bv burning. The components will be destroyed in a pit 
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about G feet square and 4 feet deep. An inclined chute such as a 
piece of pipe will be provided and should be placed so that one end 
is over the center of the pit and the other behind a suitable barri
cade. Precautions should be taken to baffle the open end of the 
chute behind the barricade so that the operator can not look down 
the chute. A hot fire should be built in the pit and then the pit 
should be covered with sheet metal or some other suitable material to 
confine fragments to the pit. The components should be fed into the 
fire through the chute, care being taken to avoid an accumulation of 
unexploded components in the pit.

c. The following instructions cover the destruction of these com
ponents by explosion. A small number of components, depending 
upon the type and kind, should be placed in an open container and 
in intimate contact with each other. This container should then 
be placed in a pit or trench about 4 feet deep. On top of each 
container, in intimate contact with them, should be placed one or 
more triton blocks fitted with an electric blasting cap or with a 
common blasting cap and a piece of safety fuze. The pit should be 
covered with a layer of logs and earth or other suitable cover, and 
then the components should be detonated in accordance with the 
safety precautions outlined for destroying artillery shell.

166. Destroying trench-mortar shell.—Trench-mortar shell 
should be destroyed in accordance with the instructions set forth in 
paragraph 163 for destroying artillery shell. However, trench-mor
tar shell contain a larger bursting charge than artillery shell of the 
same caliber and have relatively thin walls. Care will be taken to 
limit the number destroyed at any one time and to protect shell 
awaiting destruction from flying fragments.

167. Destruction of grenades.—a. Grenades may be destroyed 
in two ways—by burning or explosion.

1). The following instructions cover the destruction of grenades 
by explosion: Xot to exceed 40 grenades should be placed in a pit 
about 4 feet deep, free from stones and other objects that may form 
missiles. The grenades should be piled so they are in close contact 
and on top of the pile there should be placed, in intimate contact, 
several half-pound T. X. T. blocks, one of which is fitted with a 
Xo. 8 electric blasting cap or a Xo. 8 blasting cap with several feet 
of black powder safety fuze. The number of blocks to be used will 
be approximately equal to one for each six grenades in the pile. The 
grenades and T. X. T. blocks should be covered with a layer of 
earth about 1 foot thick to obtain the maximum efficiency of T. X. T.
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blocks, and the pit should be covered with a layer of logs and earth 
or other suitable material.

e. The following instructions cover the destruction of grenades by 
burning: A pit similar to that used for detonating grenades is neces
sary, and a heavy metal cover should be provided to stop flying frag
ments and unexploded grenades. A layer of inflammable material, 
such as wood or coke, should be placed under the pile of grenades, 
and as soon as the tire is started the ('over should be placed over the 
pit and all personnel should take cover.

168. Destroying pyrotechnics.—Pyrotechnics should be de
stroyed in accordance with the instructions set forth in paragraph 
1G7 for destroying grenades by lire.

169. Destroying chemical ammunition.—a. Grenades und 
shell loaded with chemical fillers should be destroyed in a manner 
similar to that prescribed in paragraph 163 for destroying artillery 
shell. The material to be destroyed should be placed in a pit 6 feet 
deep and the required number of T. X. T. blocks, wrapped in wet 
newspapers or doth, should then be placed on top of the material 
and covered with dirt. As chemical shell contains a comparatively 
small amount of explosives the charge of triton blocks to be used 
for demolition should be as follows:

s Number
Sheil or component of triton

blocks
Number

Shell or component of triton
blocks

artillery shell_______ ________
artillery shell_______________

s-iach artillery shell_________________
3-inch Stokes mortar shell____ _______
I-inch Stokes mortar snell......... .............
$-inch Livens shell........... . .................... .

I j 5-potind aviation bomb........................... 1
j ■ 25-pound aviation bomb.........................  2
»> *■ 50-pound aviation bomb.......................... 2
2 ’impound aviation bomb........................ J
2 i Grenaues....................   ’• 1
3 1 

i For 6 grenades.

b. If rhe chemical ammunition to be destroyed is loaded with 
phosphorous and the containers are leaking, water should be poured 
on the ammunition until no smoke is visible before attempting to 
place T. X. T. blocks for demolition.

e. Before destroying (‘hemical ammunition special instructions in 
the case should be obtained from the corps area commander relative 
to additional precautions to be taken due to any exceptional hazards 
incident to the chemical agents in the ammunition.

170. Target ranges.—a. Safety precautions.—Target ranges are 
made dangerous by flying missiles during target practice and by 
unexploded ammunition which may remain on the range after target 
practice. Safety precautions should therefore include means for 
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preventing trespass upon the target range by unauthorized or care
less persons and for removing from the range all unexploded ammu
nition which has been fired. In addition to the safety measures 
employed at and near the firing line, such as the use of red flags, 
markers, fences, etc., the boundary or terrain which is likely to receive 
missiles from the firing line should be placarded with signs which 
indicate the danger zone and the hazards attendant upon entering 
such zones at specified times. The signs should also emphasize the 
dangers connected with picking up unexploded ammunition and 
should prohibit either trespass on the range or the removal of souve
nirs from the area, under penalties provided by law. The placarding 
of the target ranges is a matter of public safety and will never be 
neglected.

6. Destroying duds.— (1) Immediately after target practice is 
completed, the entire target range should be carefully policed for 
unexploded ammunition under the supervision of an officer who is 
thoroughly familiar with the dangers incident to such operations. 
Unexploded projectiles and other components of ammunition which 
have been fired are dangerous to handle and should not be touched 
where it is practicable to destroy the same by the use of dynamite or 
T. X. T. blocks. Should it be necessary to move a projectile it 
should be handled with the utmost care and always in a horizontal 
position. To place an unexploded fired projectile on its base or nose 
is to invite disaster as such an operation will cause movement of the 
internal fuze parts and may cause the projectile to explode. Xo 
attempts should be made to disassemble a round of unexploded 
ammunition except by experts of the Ordnance Department, who 
are specifically assigned to such work.

(2) Duds on the target range, such as unexploded projectiles, 
fuzes, grenades, etc., can usually be destroyed in place with T. X. T. 
blocks or sticks of dynamite placed in intimate contact with the dud 
and covered with a few shovelfuls of earth. The firing may be 
accomplished by means of a Bickford fuze and a blasting cap or 
by a magneto with a suitable electric blasting cap. Personnel should 
always take cover against fragments and should not be within 100 
yards of a projectile when it explodes, even if suitable protection 
may be at hand. The general instructions for destroying duds on 
the target range are similar so far as possible to those prescribed for 
destroying artillery shell, paragraph 163.

e. Examination of duds for defects.—When duds are being de
stroyed on a target range, and an examination of the dud can be 
made without moving it, the officer in charge should examine the dud 
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to determine, if possible, the cause of failure. Frequently such an 
examination will reveal the fact that the fuze unscrewed during 
flight or that part of the fuze broke off on impact with the ground. 
Instances have also been reported in which the fuze and booster 
have been blown out of the shell and the bursting charge has burned 
or only partly detonated. Information of this nature should be 
reported to the eorps area or department ordnance officer.

[A. G. 002.12 (4-16-29).]

By order of the Secretary of War :
C. P. SUMMERALL.

General.
Chief of Staff. 

Official :
C. H. BRIDGES.

Major General.
The Adjutant General.
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Changes!

No. 1 J
WAR DEPARTMENT, 

Washington, January 2, 1931.

TR 1370-A, March 24, 1930, is changed as follows:
86. Classes of military explosives and ammunition.
*******

Class 4- Fixed high-explosive shell, trench-mortar ammunition, frag
mentation bombs, grenades, and shrapnel of all calibers, fuzed and 
unfuzed, packed in boxes.

* * * * ‘ * * *

(A. G. 062.12 (12-8-30).] (1G30.)
31935* —31
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108. Storage chart for explosives, loaded ammunition, and 
loaded components. * ♦ ♦

B.

Dj

Groups

Bulk black powder, saluting, practice bombs 
and smoke puff charges------------

T. N. T. (bulk) and T. N. T. blocks.
Dynamite____________
Explosive D-------------
Smokeless powder (bulk)______
^Separate loading propelling charges 
'Small-arms ammunition-------------
Fixed high explosive shell and shrapnel 
Separate loaded shrapnel----- ------------
Fragmentation bombs------------------------------
Trench-mortar shell, high explosive and prac

tice_______________ ________
^Grenades, high explosive and practice. 
Fuzes, time and detonating------------
Primers, primer detonators_________
Detonators, blasting and percussion caps. 
Grenade firing mechanisms.

E. Demolition bombs...
F. Separate loaded shell____
G. Pyrotechnics______________ __________
H. Chemical ammunition, except phosphorus.
I. Chemical ammunition (phosphorus)-------
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|A. G. 062.12 (12-8-30).} (1930.)

By order of the Secretary of War:
DOUGLAS MacARTHUR, 

General, 
Chief of Staff.

Official:
C. H. BRIDGES, 

Major General, 
The Adjutant General.
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AMMUNITION, GENERAL

Changes 1 WAR DEPARTME?^,
No. 2 j Washington, January 2, t&SJ

TR 1370-A, March 24, 1930, is changed as follows:
33. Propelling charges.
*******

^ * * *
(3) No charge, or section thereof, of the base igniter type 

will be fired which exceeds the maximum allowable diameter 
as determined by gages furnished by the Ordnance Depart
ment for this purpose.

In the single section core igniter type of charge the flame is 
projected through the center of the charge. With this 
method of ignition the space between the surface of the 
charge and the chamber is not of such great importance as 
with the base igniter type. Single section charges need not 
therefore be gaged. All other precautions as listed above 
must however be taken.
*******

[A. G. 0G2.12 (4-27-32).] (1932.)

115. Bulk smokeless powder and separate loading pro
pelling charges.—a. Smokeless powder and propelling charges 
should be stored in magazines which are well ventilated and in which 
a free circulation of cool dry air, without great variation in tem
perature, can be maintained. Dunnage should always be used when 
necessary to insure a free circulation of air throughout the pile. 
Since smokeless powder is principally a fire hazard, a well-ventilated 
frame structure covered with a fire-resistant material such as cor
rugated sheet asbestos may be used. Such buildings can often be 
kept dry more easily than fireproof magazines. When smokeless 
powder in boxes is stored, the boxes may be piled on their sides, 
dunnage being used to insure a free circulation of air throughout the 
pile. Separate loading propelling charges up to 10 inches in caliber 
should be piled in racks. Charges over 10 inches in caliber may 
be stored on their bases or on their sides. If stored on their 
sides, provision must be made to prevent crushing of the con- 
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tainers, due to the weight of charges on the upper layers. All 
boxes and containers should be so stored that the covers can be 
readily inspected or removed, and that propelling charge containers 
can be air tested in storage. Magazines in which smokeless powder 
is stored should be equipped with a maximum and minimum ther
mometer during a hot spell of summer weather and the thermometer 
should be read daily or as often as may be necessary. If the tem
perature exceeds 80° F. continuously for more than 72 hours, con
sideration should be given to removing the contents of the maga
zine or cooling the magazine by wetting down the exterior with 
water.

* . * * * * * *
[A. G. 062.12 (10-29-32).]

By order of the Secretary of War:
DOUGLAS MacARTHUR,

General,
Chief of Staff, 

Official :
C. H. BRIDGES, 

Major General, 
The Adjutant General,

2
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AMMUNITION, GENERAL

Changes! WAR DEPARTMENT,
No. 3 J Washington, July 15, 1933.

TR 1370-A, March 24, 1930, is changed as follows:
33. Propelling charges.

* * * * * * *

£. * * *
(3) No charge, or section thereof, of the base igniter type, assigned 

to weapons primarily assigned for seacoast or railway use, will 
be fired, which exceeds the maximum allowable diameter as determined 
by gages furnished by the Ordnance Department for this purpose.

In the single section core igniter type of charge the flame is projected 
through the center of the charge. With this method of ignition the 
space between the surface of the charge and the chamber is not of such 
great importance as with the base igniter type. Single section 
charges need not therefore be gaged. All other precautions as listed 
above must however be taken. (1933.)
*******

k. In loading the propelling charge into a gun, care must be 
exercised to insure that an igniter is always on the end of the 
charge toward the breech. The cloth used for making igniters 
is dyed a bright red in order to clearly indicate the end which 
should be at the rear of the chamber when the charge is loaded 
in the gun. The red dye also indicates that the igniter contains 
black powder. Undyed igniter cloth has been generally used, 
however, for propelling charges now in service which were 
assembled during and since the World War. In this case the 
igniter end can be identified by the quilting used to hold the 
black powder in position and the words “IGNITING POW
DER”, stenciled on the igniter. A serious accident may result 
from attempting to fire a gun in which the igniter is reversed 
from its proper position.

(A.G. 062.12 (5-8-33).] (1933.)
182273°—33
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108. Storage chart for explosives, loaded ammunition, and 
loaded components.
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Bulk black powder, saluting, practice 
bomb, and smoke-puff charges 

TNT (bulk) and TNT blocks 
Dynamite____ .........
Explosive D__________

I Smokeless powder (bulk) 
^Separate-loading propelling charges.... 
Small-arms ammunition-----------------
Fixed high-explosive shell and shrapnel 
Blank ammunition.

C.( Separate-loaded shrapnel. 
Fragmentation bombs...

D.

Trench-mortar shell, high-explosive and 
practice_____________—...............

Grenades, high-explosive and practice. 
Fuzes, time and detonating........ ........
Primers, primer detonators......... ........
Detonators, blasting and percussion caps 
Grenade-firing mechanisms

E. Demolition bombs...
F. Separate-loaded shell.
G. Pyrotechnics.............
H. Chemical ammunition, except phosphorus.
I. Chemical ammunition (phosphorus)--------
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[A.G. 062.12 (5-8-33).] (1933.)

By order of the Secretary of War:
DOUGLAS MacARTHUR, 

General, 
Chief of Staff.

Official:
james f. McKinley,

Major General,
The Adjutant General.
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AMMUNITION, GENERAL

Changes) WAR DEPARTMENT,
No. 4 j Washington, January 2, 1933,

TR 1370-A, March 24, 1930, is changed as follows:
86. Classes of military explosives and ammunition. ♦ ♦ ♦ 
*******

Class 9. Bulk explosives, such as black powder, TNT, and ex
plosive D.—Black powder in a magazine usually explodes and TNT 
and explosive D usually burn, but may explode. Since these ex
plosives are similar to commercial explosives, structural damage 
should not occur at the distances specified in the American Table of 
Distances for similar quantities of commercial explosives, and the 
missile hazard may be minimized by using a type of magazine con
struction which breaks up into small fragments. Standard under
ground magazines contain a special concrete designed to 
break up readily into small fragments.
*******

[A. G. 471 (1—13—34).] (1934.)
87. Minimizing and reducing the hazards.
*******

c. In time of war, military requirements may make im
practicable full compliance with safety regulations. Since 
the purpose of such regulations is to reduce to a minimum 
losses to personnel and stores, the intent of the regulations 
will be complied with as far as practicable. In time of peace, 
the quantity-distance tables set forth below, subject to reduc
tions under special conditions as indicated in d below, will 
be strictly complied with at all military establishments except in 
the case of existing emplacement magazines at harbor-de
fense installations. Such magazines may be used for the 
storage of ammunition of the classes pertaining to, and not 
in excess of the war reserve allowances for the armament of 
the emplacement. Magazines in emplacements, the arma
ment of which has become obsolete, or has been removed, 
may be used for the storage of ammunition and explosives of 
any class, providing quantity-distance tables are complied 
with. These tables are based upon data obtained from fires in
volving military explosives and ammunition and upon a comprehen
sive series of tests with ammunition made at Aberdeen Proving 
Ground, Md. (Technical Staff Test Program 1922-120.) The 
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tables covering the storage of military explosives and ammunition 
which are similar to commercial explosives are in agreement with 
the quantity-distance requirements of the American Table of Dis
tances published by the Institute of Explosive Makers, U. S. A., 
and State laws. (See tables for classes 8, 9, and 10.)

d. In preparing these tables such minor damage as the breaking of 
window glass and the shaking down of plaster (when not accom
panied by structural damage) was not considered. The distances 
specified in the tables offer protection against structural damage 
and most missiles. Occasional missiles which may travel a mile or 
more were not considered because they occur but rarely when the 
amount of material involved in any one explosion is limited by 
making the piles small and by separating the piles by distances 
which will usually limit an explosion to one pile only. It will be 
noted that the distances specified in the tables are not based upon the 
total amount of explosives in the magazines, but upon the missile 
hazard or the amount that may be involved in any one explosion. 
Specified distances may be changed under special conditions 
as indicated.

(1) Whenever magazines are effectually screened from 
other buildings, magazines, railroad, and highways, either 
by natural features of the ground or by efficient artificial 
barricade of such height that any straight line drawn from 
the top of any side wall of the magazine to any part of the 
building to be protected will pass through such intervening 
natural or artificial barricade, and any straight line drawn 
from the top of any side of the magazine to any point 12 
feet above the center of the railroad or highway to be pro
tected will pass through such intervening natural or artifi
cial barricade, the applicable distance as prescribed by the 
quantity and distance table, and the distances separating 
magazines may be reduced one-half. Magazines of the un
derground type, and emplacement magazines in seacoast 
defenses are considered barricaded, except on entrance sides 
of such magazines when the entrance is not screened. If 
reduced distances on such side are desired, a barricade must 
be provided. If necessary to meet dangerous local condi
tions, such barricades will be constructed in accordance with 
drawings and specifications furnished by the Chief of 
Ordnance.

(2) For harbor-defense emplacement magazines.—The dis
tances between magazines in a group may be disregarded

2
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since such magazines are separated by substantial dividing 
walls. Each magazine of the group, treated as a separate 
unit, must comply with the quantity-distance tables for in
habited buildings, public railroad, and public highway.

(3) For explosives and ammunition of classes 3, 4, and 5, 
when stored in magazines similar to the prescribed ordnance 
types, and when the quantity of explosive involved, as com
puted in f below, is such that the required safety distance 
prescribed for bulk explosives (par. 95) are less than the 
distances prescribed for the particular class or combination 
of groups as contemplated in paragraph 109, the distances 
prescribed in paragraph 95 may be considered as the 
minimum safe distances.

(4) Where the construction of the magazine is such as to 
effectually stop missiles resulting from explosion therein of 
the classes of ammunition which occasion missile hazards, 
such as harbor-defense emplacement type or standard under
ground magazine, the distances prescribed for bulk explo
sives, class 9 (par. 95), in barricaded magazine may be used 
in lieu of those prescribed for the class to be stored. The 
quantity of explosive considered will be the total quantity in 
the magazine, computed as shown in f below, except that for 
separate loading shell stored in a manner similar to that 
described for large quantities as described in paragraph 118 6, 
the quantity considered will be the maximum in one pile, 
provided that the total amount in one pile may not exceed 
500 pounds. The base-to-base distance between shell of ad
jacent piles shall be not less than the nose-to-nose distance 
shown. The lateral distance between separate piles in the 
same row shall be not less than one and one-half times the 
nose-to-nose distance shown. The height of the piles should 
be as low as practicable consistent with storing the desired 
quantity in the space available, in order to provide for sta
bility of the pile and ease of handling.

e. The terms used in the following tables are defined as follows:
(1) Inhabited building.—Any building regularly occupied, or 

customarily used as a habitation, church, schoolhouse, office, hospi
tal, railroad station, or for purposes of assembly, except buildings 
on a military reservation where essential military require
ments necessitate sites closer to magazines.

[A. G. 471 (1—13—34).] (1934.)
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95. Quantity-distance table for classes 9 and 10 military 
explosives and ammunition (bulk explosives and demolition 
bombs).

Distance in feet from nearest—

Quantity, pounds of explosives (not over)
Inhabited Public 
building railway

Public 
highway Magazines

100_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
200. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
400. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
600- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
700... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
800- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
900_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1,000- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1.500_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
2,000.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3,000. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4,000_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
5,000_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
6,000. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7,000_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
8,000. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9,000_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
10,000. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15,000_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
20,000. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25,000. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30,000_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
40,000_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
50,000. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75,000. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100,000_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

240 
360 
520 
640 
720 
800 
860 
920 
980

1, 020 
1,120 
1,200 
1,320 
1,420 
1, 500 
1,560 
1,610 
1, 660 
1,700 
1,740 
1, 870 
2,010 
2,140 
2, 280 
2,550 
2,800 
3,310 
3,630

140 
220 
310 
380 
430 
480 
520 
550 
590 
610
680 
720 
790 
850 
900 
940
970

1, 000 
1, 020 
1,040
1, 120 
1,200 
1,290
1, 370 
1,530 
1,680
1, 990 
2,180

90
110
150
190
220
240
260
280
300
310
340
360
390
420
450
470
490
500
510
520
560
600
640
680
760
840

1,000
1,090

80
100
120
130
140
150
158
165
170
180
210
230
260
280
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
400
400

(A. G. 471 (1-13-34) (11-12-34).] (1934.)

149. Storing and surveillance of ammunition.
*******

b. When it becomes necessary to recondition the exterior surfaces 
of projectiles, they should first be thoroughly cleaned. Metal does 
not stop rusting unless all signs of rust are removed before a pro
tective coating is applied. If time will permit, when rust is re
moved from a projectile, light engine oil should be applied to the 
rusted area and allowed to remain for a period of 2 or 3 weeks, 
then thoroughly cleaned with gasoline. Projectiles ordinarily 
should be painted with 1 coat of primer and 1 coat of pro
jectile paint, though 2 coats are sometimes necessary to 
cover and give a good clean color. If the projectiles are stored 
in damp places, Coast Artillery district commanders may 
authorize the use of grease for slushing the projectiles, after 
painting, or may dispense with painting entirely, if, under 
local conditions, adequate protection can be obtained by the 
use of grease. In warm weather, however, grease must be 
renewed at very frequent intervals because of its tendency

4
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to flow away. Whether painted or greased, provision must 
be made for stenciling lot numbers and other identifying 
marks on projectiles and storing so that the projectiles may 
be readily identified by lot number.

[A. G. 062.12 (1-22-34).] (1934.)

By order of the Secretary of War :
DOUGLAS MacARTHUR,

General,
Chief of Staff, 

Official:
james f. McKinley,

Major General,
The Adjutant General,
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Changes) WAR DEPARTMENT,
No. 5 [ Washington, January 3, 193S.

TR 1370-A, March 24, 1930, is changed as follows:
115. Bulk smokeless powder and separate loading propel

ling charges.
******* 

c. Rescinded.
(A. G. 062.12 (5-10-37).] (1037.)

117. Fixed ammunition. 
*******

c. Inspection for deteriorated grains in propellent charge.— 
(1) One round of ammunition will be selected at random from 
each of three boxes which are representative of the lot. 
These rounds should be removed from the magazine and dis
assembled with care. Immediately after the shell is removed 
from the cartridge case and before the smokeless powder is 
removed, an attempt will be made to detect whether the odor 
from the powder is acid, or that of ether and alcohol. One of 
the first evidences of dangerous deterioration is the acid odor 
of nitrous fumes in lieu of the normal odor of ether and 
alcohol. Report all instances of acid odor.

(2) Pour out the powder into a separate pile for each round 
on a clean, dry surface and inspect for deteriorated grains. 
The most common indication of deteriorated grains is the ap
pearance of orange spots, which gradually spread over the 
grain until the entire grain acquires the same color; this 
orange-colored section will be brittle and friable. .There is 
also another type of deteriorated grain having a slightly 
reddish, translucent, and slightly waxy appearance; however, 
this grain should not be confused with the normal amber
colored g'rain which is characteristic of some lots of smokeless 
powder. In general, any charge containing in excess of 1 
percent deteriorated grains will have a marked odor of nitrous 
fumes.

(3) If no deteriorated grains are present, the round will be 
reassembled.

(4) If deteriorated grains are present, the percentage will 
be determined and reported independently for each round of

35069°—3 <8
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the sample. If the percentage in any round or rounds is in 
excess of 1 percent, a similar determination of deteriorated 
grains in nine additional rounds will be made as soon as 
practicable.

(5) If the percentage of deteriorated grains does not exceed 
1 percent, the round will be reassembled; if over 1 percent, the 
smokeless powder from that round will be destroyed and the 
primer fired. Ship the balance of the round to the nearest 
ordnance depot.

(6) Since it is very difficult to discern deteriorated grains in 
graphited powders and FNH or NH smokeless powder, rounds 
containing such powder will be tested for odor only. If acid 
odor is detected, the round will be disposed of, as indicated in 
(5) above, for deteriorated powder over 1 percent.

(7) Semifixed ammunition will be inspected as described 
above, except that when the charge is contained in bags, the 
bags only will be inspected for orange or brown spots, or total 
discoloration. Rounds containing bags found to be spotted or 
totally discolored, due to deteriorated smokeless powder, will 
be disposed of as described in (5) above for deteriorated 
powder over 1 percent.

(8) A report, in duplicate, will be forwarded (through 
channels) to the Chief of Ordnance for each lot inspected on 
Form 0.0. 5990-A.

(9) Instructions for inspection of bulk powder and separate 
loading propelling charges are published periodically by the 
Chief of Ordnance.

[A. G. 062.12 (5-10-37).] (1937.)

128. Bulk smokeless powder and separate loading propel
ling charges.—An inspection should be made to see that all lids are 
firmly fastened in place, and that the containers are in good condition. 
Examinations should be made to determine whether the containers 
have been subjected to moisture and dampness, and the records of the 
maximum temperature existing in the magazine during the summer 
months should be examined. Propelling charge containers should be 
inspected to see that they have been air tested as prescri lied by these 
regulations. The personnel making the air tests should be familiar 
with the odor of decomposing powder, and the odor from each con
tainer opened for air test should be carefully noted.

[A. G. 062.12 (5-10-37).] (1937.)

130. Fixed ammunition.—All stocks on hand should be-examined 
to see that they can be readily identified as to kind and lot number

2
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and that the ammunition has not been subjected to moisture and 
dampness. All boxes should be inspected to see that they have not 
been opened and that the ammunition has not been removed from the 
hermetically sealed containers. Serviceable rounds of ammunition 
turned in by troops should be examined to see that they have been 
repacked in containers, and that the containers have been sealed with 
friction tape and shellac to prevent deterioration and protect the 
primer against an accidental blow. Rounds of unserviceable ammu
nition on hand should be examined to see that they are packed in 
closed boxes and that they have been reported for disposition. Rep
resentative samples of all lots that have been in storage more than 
one year should be examined as prescribed in paragraph 125.

[A. G. 062.12 (5-10-37).] (1937.)

By order of the Secretary of War :
MALIN CRAIG, 

Chief of Staff.
Official :

E. T. CONLEY.
Major General,

The Adjutant General.
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Changes WAR DEPARTMENT,
No. 6 j Washington, January 3. 1939.

TR 1370-A, March 24,1930, is changed as follows:
141. Small-arms ammunition.
*******

d. Accidents, as the result of hangfires, have been reported 
with rifles when using ammunition of wartime manufacture. 
These were due to opening the bolt too soon after what was 
thought to be a misfire. If a misfire occurs in a rifle, the rifle 
should be recocked by drawing back the cocking piece and 
retired before opening the bolt. When a hangfire occurs in any 
lot, its use should be suspended and a report made to the post ordnance 
officer, giving the number of the lot involved. The ammunition thus 
affected will be replaced by serviceable ammunition.

* * * * * * * 
[A. G. 062.12 (11-4-38).] (1938.)

By order of the Secretary of War :
MALIN CRAIG,

Chief of Staff, 
Official :

E. S. ADAMS,
Major General,

The Adjutant General.
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Changes I WAR DEPARTMENT;
No. 7 J Washington, January 2, 1940.

TR 1370-A, March 24, 1930, is changed as follows:
40. Ball ammunition.—a.   * * *
(1) The caliber .30, M1906, ball ammunition has a bullet weigh

ing 150 grains with a cupronickel jacket and a lead-antimony core, 
the base of the bullet being flat in contradistinction to a boat-tail 
base.

(2) The caliber .30, Ml, ball ammunition has a bullet weighing 172 
grains with a gilding metal jacket and a lead-antimony core, the 
base of the bullet having a 9° boat-tail.

(3) The caliber .30, M2, ball ammunition has a bullet 
weighing approximately 152 grains with a tin coated gilding 
metal jacket to distinguish it from caliber .30, Ml, ball 
ammunition. The bullet has a lead-antimony core, a flat base, 
and a 7 caliber radius ogive.

* * * * * * *
[A. G. 062.12 (6-30-39).] (1939.)

43. Blank ammunition.—The service blank cartridge, M1909, 
is used in the caliber .30 rifles in maneuvers, for signaling purposes, 
and for firing salutes. It is used in machine guns equipped with blank 
firing attachments in order to function these weapons for instruc
tional purposes. (For precautions in firing blank ammunition, 
see par. 19, TR 1350—A.) Corresponding to this is the blank 
cartridge for the caliber .45 revolver. The case of this cartridge, 
however, differs from the caliber .45 ball cartridge in that it has an 
extracting rim in place of the groove or cannelure. Other blank 
cartridges of obsolete models may be found in service. How
ever, no blank cartridges except those authorized in TR 
1350-A will be fired.

[A. G. 062.12 (6-30-39).] (1939.)

50. Characteristics and marks of identification.—Lines Nos. 
8 and 9 of the table are rescinded.

[A. G. 062.12 (6-30-39).] (1939.)

59. Rifle grenades.—Rescinded.
[A. G. 062.12 (6-30-39).] (1939.)

62. Storage caution.—Due to the fact that white phosphorus 
ignites spontaneously when exposed to the air and that grenade 
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